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Abstract 

 Implicit (or non-conscious) reward learning, which is necessary for healthy cognitive, emotional, 

and social functioning, is often impaired in schizophrenia. However, few studies have examined this type 

of learning in first-episode patients, and almost none have used unmedicated samples. Therefore, it 

remains unclear if implicit reward learning is spared or impaired in schizophrenia, and whether the first-

line medications used to treat the disorder (i.e., atypical antipsychotics) enhance, depress, or have no 

appreciable effect on this ability. 

 Implicit reward learning performance was measured in three groups (controls [N = 19]; 

unmedicated [N = 26] and medicated [N = 21] first-episode schizophrenia patients) using the Weather 

Prediction Task (WPT) and Iowa Gambling Task (IGT). These tasks were administered at two different 

testing sessions (i.e., time 1 and time 2), at least one month apart. All medicated patients who entered the 

study were being treated with the following atypicals: olanzapine (N = 11), quetiapine (N = 3), 

risperidone (N = 3), or a combination (N = 4). After the initial assessment, unmedicated patients were 

randomly prescribed one of these three medications and re-tested after therapeutic doses had been 

established. 

 At time 1, unmedicated patients performed as well as controls on the WPT and IGT, whereas the 

atypicals medication group showed impairment. Controls demonstrated improvement on both tasks from 

time 1 to time 2. In contrast, unmedicated patients failed to improve on either test after being treated with 

atypicals (olanzapine [N = 9]; quetiapine [N = 2], risperidone [N = 1]). In addition, a significant inverse 

correlation was found between WPT performance and severity of negative symptoms among medicated 

patients. 

 Results suggest that implicit reward learning is preserved in schizophrenia and impaired by 

treatment with olanzapine and other atypicals. These findings have important clinical implications. The 

benefits of atypical antipsychotic treatment, such as possible relief from delusions and hallucinations and  

improvement in mood and select cognitive abilities, must be balanced against potentially adverse effects, 

such as life-threatening cardiometabolic syndromes and reward learning deficits. The latter are associated 
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with the negative and cognitive symptoms of schizophrenia, which cause greater functional impairment 

than positive symptoms. Therefore, it is important to carefully consider the effects of various 

antipsychotics on implicit reward learning when designing a treatment plan for schizophrenia.  
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 

General Overview 
 
  The primary objective of this study was to explore the effects of specific atypical antipsychotic 

medications on implicit memory in first-episode schizophrenia. Implicit memory (Graf & Schacter, 1985) 

is also sometimes referred to as non-declarative (Milner, Squire, & Kandel, 1998; Squire, 1986, 1987; 

Squire & Knowlton, 2000), indirect (Johnson & Hasher, 1987), or procedural memory (Cohen & Squire, 

1980), memory without awareness (Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982), or incidental learning (Reber, 1967) in 

the literature. A number of the patients in this study were unmedicated during initial testing. Two 

different reward-based, implicit memory tasks were employed: a probabilistic classification learning 

(PCL) task and the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT; Bechara, 2007; Bechara, Damasio, Damasio, & Anderson, 

1994). To my knowledge, this was the first study to evaluate PCL using the classic weather prediction 

task (WPT; Gluck & Bower, 1988; Knowlton, Squire, & Gluck, 1994) in either first-episode or 

unmedicated schizophrenia patients, and the only study ever to test unmedicated schizophrenia patients on 

the IGT. As such, the research findings should help disentangle the impact of the natural disease process 

from iatrogenic effects on non-declarative learning in schizophrenia. Although many studies, including 

several meta-analyses (e.g., Heinrichs & Zakzanis, 1998; Lee & Park, 2005), have examined declarative 

memory in this patient population, non-declarative learning remains an important yet under-researched 

area in the schizophrenia literature (Kern, Hartzell, Izaguirre, & Hamilton, 2010; Reichenberg & Harvey, 

2007). A recent study using a PCL task revealed a strong correlation between general psychosocial 

functioning and reinforcement learning in schizophrenia (Somlai, Moustafa, Kéri, Myers, & Gluck, 

2010). In order to function at a high level in our society, both explicit and implicit memory systems must 

work in concert and are of equal importance. For example, automatic and unconscious processing and 

integration of cognitive and emotional information are necessary for healthy interpersonal communication 

(Bargh & Williams, 2006; Horan et al., 2008; Lieberman, 2000; Satpute & Lieberman, 2006). Many 

critical life decisions are based on the implicit categorization of positive and negative social experiences 
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(Shohamy, Myers, Kalanithi, & Gluck, 2008). For instance, after enough painful break-ups with certain 

kinds of men, a woman who has been repeatedly hurt might eventually learn to avoid dating these 

personality types. She might be totally unaware that her romantic preferences have changed yet begin 

experiencing certain bad "gut feelings" when meeting the types of men who have caused her heartbreak in 

the past. These unconscious warning signals are based on cumulative experiences and somatic markers 

and represent a form of implicit learning (Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1991; Shohamy et al., 2008). 

Such intuition can prove to be highly adaptive and valuable when making important, life-changing 

decisions. It is well known that schizophrenia patients are severely impaired in emotional, cognitive, and 

social functioning. Given that implicit learning plays such a critical role in all of these processes, it is 

imperative that more research attention be directed toward the study of non-declarative memory in 

schizophrenia.   

 Schizophrenia is a mental disorder characterized by a profound disruption in the fundamental 

areas of functioning that make us uniquely human: emotion, thought, language, perception, sense of self, 

empathy, and desire for social connectedness. Schizophrenia compromises our most complex brain 

functions, making it difficult to think clearly, to experience and express emotions, to read social cues and 

form healthy, satisfying interpersonal relationships, and to interpret past experiences and plan for the 

future (Andreasen, 2011, p. 3). This disorder has a venerable history and has long been considered the 

quintessential mental illness. No other psychiatric disorder has generated more research or garnered more 

public interest and fascination over the centuries. Although schizophrenia is an intriguing illness that 

remains shrouded in mystery and holds many thrilling secrets that have yet to be unlocked, it is important 

to keep in mind that it is a severe, devastating, and chronic mental illness. Under the current psychiatric 

diagnostic system, the symptoms of schizophrenia are generally classified as positive or negative based 

on Tim Crow’s "two-syndrome" concept of schizophrenia (Andreasen & Olsen, 1982; Crow, 1980a, 

1980b, 1985; Strauss, Carpenter, & Bartko, 1974). “Positive,” in reference to pathology, obviously does 

not denote something “good” or "desirable," but instead reflects "an excess or distortion of normal 
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functions" (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2000, p. 299)1. Positive symptoms include 

hallucinations, delusions (frequently involving persecution and/or megalomania), and severe thought 

disorganization. In contrast, negative symptoms represent a group of deficits, including flat affect (lack of 

outward expression of emotion), avolition (diminished motivation), alogia (impoverished speech), 

anhedonia (diminished experience of pleasure), asociality (social withdrawal), and anosognosia (lack of 

insight and self-awareness; APA, 2000, p. 299, 304, 312; Barch & Dowd, 2010; Kring & Caponigro, 

2010). See Appendix A for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed., text rev.; 

DSM-IV-TR; APA, 2000) criteria. Cognitive deficits, such as impaired memory, attention, and executive 

functioning, sometimes form a separate class of symptoms but are often lumped together with negative 

features (Horan & Blanchard, 2003). 

 Implicit memory is an unconscious process involving a complex interplay of cognitive and 

affective experiences that are expressed through certain behaviours (Bechara, 2004; Kéri, 2008; Toplak, 

Sorge, Benoit, West, & Stanovich, 2010). For example, non-declarative memory performance on the IGT 

is maximized by selecting the "good" decks (i.e., C and D) as often as possible. In order to make a large 

overall profit, participants must gradually learn to avoid decks A and B based on unconscious, cumulative 

experiences and associations. In addition to manifest behaviours, such as deck selections, IGT learning 

also involves cognitive processes, such as working memory, and emotional experiences (e.g., the 

"gambling high"; Dunn, Dalgleish, & Lawrence, 2005; Li, Lu, D'Argembeau, Ng, & Bechara, 2010; 

Linnet, 2013). In schizophrenia, cognitive and emotional processes also interact (Gold, Waltz, Prentice, 

Morris, & Heerey, 2008; Heerey, Bell-Warren, & Gold, 2008; Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, 

Wüstenberg, Villringer, et al., 2006; Strauss, Robinson, Waltz, Frank, Kasanova, et al., 2011).  

Negative symptoms (e.g., flat affect and amotivation) and cognitive deficits (e.g., impaired attention and 

poor concentration) are intricately linked and afflict the majority of patients to some degree. Negative and 

                                                           
1 I refer almost exclusively to the fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th 
ed., text rev.; DSM-IV-TR; APA, 2000) throughout this manuscript because the fifth edition of the manual (DSM-5; 
APA, 2013) was not available at the time I was recruiting patients, all of whom were diagnosed using DSM-IV 
criteria.   
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cognitive symptoms cause significant functional impairment and clinical distress (e.g., Barch & Keefe, 

2010; Blanchard & Panzarella, 1998; Bowie et al., 2008; Bowie, Reichenberg, Patterson, Heaton, & 

Harvey, 2006; Brekke, Hoe, Long, & Green, 2007; Caletti et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2005; Dickinson, 

Bellack, & Gold, 2007; Evans et al., 2004; Green, 1996, 2006; Green & Nuechterlein, 1999; Green, 

Nuechterlein, Gold, Barch, Cohen, et al., 2004; Harvey, Koren, Reichenberg, & Bowie, 2006; Löffler & 

Häfner, 1999; McGurk & Meltzer, 2000; Ventura, Wood, & Hellemann, 2013; Young, Powell, 

Risbrough, Marston, & Geyer, 2009), generally impairing quality of life more than delusions or 

hallucinations (Breier, Schreiber, Dyer, & Pickar, 1991; Carpenter, Bartko, Strauss, & Hawk, 1978; 

Elvevag & Goldberg, 2000; Green, Kern, Braff, & Mintz, 2000; Green, Kern, & Heaton, 2004; Hill, 

Bishop, Palumbo, & Sweeney, 2010; Strauss, Harrow, Grossman, & Rosen, 2010; Tabarés-Seisdedos et 

al., 2008). Emotional features like depression and anxiety are also common in the illness and are 

evaluated in the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS; Kay, Fiszbein, & Opler 1987; see 

Appendix B)- the most widely used test in the world for the assessment of schizophrenia symptoms. A 

number of psychosocial factors, such as post-traumatic stress, social defeat, and substance abuse play an 

important role in the etiology of schizophrenia (for reviews see Bebbington & Kuipers, 2011; Howes & 

Kapur, 2009; and Seeman & Seeman, 2014). Moreover, the illness has a strong genetic basis and is 

associated with a number of neuroanatomical and neurochemical abnormalities that are treated with 

medications. Therefore, the results of the present study could shed light on the interaction between 

important psychological and biological processes in schizophrenia. Given that a swell of research has 

demonstrated that a combination of psychotherapeutic and pharmacological interventions provides the 

most optimal treatment for schizophrenia (Byrne, 2007; Kane & Correll, 2010; Kapur, 2003; Larson, 

Walker, & Compton, 2010; Penn, Waldheter, Perkins, Mueser, & Lieberman, 2005; Petersen et al., 2005), 

the findings from this study could help improve the quality of life for patients with this debilitating 

illness.  

 Interestingly, a previous study with schizophrenia patients revealed an interaction between 

antipsychotic medication class and implicit memory task type. Beninger and colleagues (2003) found that 
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patients treated with typical antipsychotics (also called neuroleptics, first-generation, conventional, or 

classic antipsychotics in the literature) were impaired on the WPT but not on the IGT. In contrast, patients 

taking atypicals (or second-generation antipsychotics) showed the opposite performance pattern. They did 

as well as controls on the WPT but showed no evidence of learning on the IGT. These findings of a 

double dissociation between implicit memory task type and antipsychotic medication class were in 

keeping with earlier results from c-fos and electrophysiological studies. Fos protein, an immediate early 

gene c-fos product, is considered a marker of neuronal activation because it rapidly and transiently 

responds to a variety of extracellular stimuli, including drugs. Therefore, the presence of Fos protein or 

changes in the expression of the c-fos gene indicate the areas of the brain that have been targeted by a 

certain medication. Preclinical research has shown that typical and atypical antipsychotics affect some of 

the same brain regions (e.g., nucleus accumbens; Deutch & Duman, 1996; Fujimura, Hashimoto, & 

Yamagami, 2000; Kovacs,  Csetjei, & Laszlovszky, 2001; Oka et al., 2004; Robertson & Fibiger, 1992; 

Robertson, Matsumura, & Fibiger, 1994; Wan, Ennulat, & Cohen, 1995). However, whereas typicals like 

haloperidol and chlorpromazine selectively increase c-fos expression in the dorsal striatum (DS; Deutch 

& Duman, 1996; Fujimura et al., 2000; Robertson & Fibiger, 1992; Robertson et al., 1994; Wan et al., 

1995), atypicals, including clozapine, quietapine and olanzapine, preferentially activate Fos in the medial 

prefrontal cortex (mPFC; Fujimura et al., 2000; Kovacs et al., 2001; Ohashi, Hamamura, Lee, Fujiwara, 

& Kuroda, 1998; Ohashi et al., 2000; Robertson et al., 1994; Wan et al., 1995). Importantly, Wan and 

colleagues (1995) found that risperidone, although formally classified as an atypical antipsychotic, 

produced a c-fos activation pattern similar to that of typicals. In other words, it increased Fos in the 

striatum but not in areas of prefrontal cortex (for more complete reviews of these c-fos studies see 

Beninger, 2006; Beninger, Baker, Florczynski, & Banasikowski, 2010; and Westerink, 2002).  

 In 2012, Wasserman, Barry, Bradford, Delva, and Beninger partially replicated the results from 

the 2003 study by Beninger and his group. In this more recent work, Wasserman and colleagues analyzed 

the effects of specific atypicals (i.e., clozapine, olanzapine, risperidone) on non-declarative memory. 

Consistent with the findings of Beninger and his group, Wasserman and colleagues found that 
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schizophrenia patients treated with the prototypical atypical, clozapine (Bymaster, Calligaro, Falcone, 

Marsh, Moore, et al., 1996; Kapur & Seeman, 2001), were able to learn the WPT, whereas those on 

typicals or risperidone did not improve over trials. Risperidone has similar dopamine (DA) D2 receptor-

blocking properties as classic neuroleptics and acts more like a typical (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; 

Kapur & Mamo, 2003; Kapur & Remington, 1996; Kapur, Remington, Zipursky, Wilson, & Houle, 1995; 

Kapur, Zipursky, & Remington, 1999; Lalonde, 2003; Leucht, Pitschel-Walz, Abraham, & Kissling, 

1999; Mailman & Murthy, 2010; Marder & Meibach, 1994; Reimold et al., 2007; Tauscher, Küfferle, 

Asenbaum, Tauscher-Wisniewski, & Kasper, 2002). Also in accordance with the findings of the 2003 

study, Wasserman and his group reported that patients treated with clozapine and olanzapine were 

impaired on the IGT, whereas those taking typicals or risperidone demonstrated evidence of learning. In 

fact, risperidone-treated patients showed a steep learning slope and ended up at almost the same level as 

controls in the final block of trials. The olanzapine-treated patients were impaired in both WPT and IGT 

learning. These latter results were somewhat puzzling, and one of the objectives of the present study was 

to clarify the effects of olanzapine on different types of implicit learning in schizophrenia. Although the 

findings of Beninger and colleagues (2003, 2012)2 have considerable clinical utility and heuristic value, 

both studies were cross-sectional. Moreover, only chronic schizophrenia patients were recruited, and 

assignment to medication groups was not random. In the current investigation, the same schizophrenia 

patients were tested on the WPT and IGT before and after receiving medication, and therefore the design 

was longitudinal. Moreover, random assignment was used to avoid producing samples differing on 

important clinical characteristics. Psychiatrists were asked to randomly prescribe only risperidone, 

olanzapine or quetiapine. Taken together, the present study has a number of unique strengths that sets it 

apart from previous research on non-declarative memory in schizophrenia and fills important gaps in the 

literature. 

                                                           
2 Beninger and colleagues (2003, 2012) includes the following references: Beninger, Wasserman, Zanibbi, 
Charbonneau, Mangels, & Beninger (2003); Wasserman, Barry, Bradford, Delva, & Beninger (2012). 
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 Over the past decade, much controversy has swirled around atypical antipsychotics from efficacy 

and tolerability issues to problematic definitional and classification criteria (Davis, Chen, & Glick, 2003; 

Geddes, Freemantle, Harrison, & Bebbington, 2000; Gerlach & Peacock, 1995; Hill et al., 2010; Leucht et 

al., 1999; Waddington, O’Tuathaigh, & Remington, 2011, p. 486). This class of medications was 

originally touted as being superior to the classic neuroleptics in the treatment of negative and cognitive 

symptoms while remaining equally effective in alleviating positive symptoms (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 

2005; Beasley et al., 1996; Chouinard, Jones, & Remington, 1993; Davis et al., 2003; Kane, Honigfeld, 

Singer, & Meltzer, 1988; Miyamoto, Duncan, Marx, & Lieberman, 2005). Some researchers have even 

suggested that atypicals might be more efficacious against delusions and hallucinations (Kane et al., 1988; 

Kapur & Mamo, 2003). Moreover, atypicals have a lower affinity for D2 receptors. Therefore, they were 

expected to produce less severe extrapyramidal symptoms (EPS) than conventional antipsychotics, which 

are all potent striatal dopamine antagonists (Casey, 1997; Geddes et al., 2000; Kane & Correll, 2010; 

Kane et al., 1988; Leucht et al., 1999; Lieberman, 1996). EPS include parkinsonism, akathisia, dystonia, 

and tardive dyskinesia (TD), and can be extremely debilitating, thereby leading to non-compliance and 

reduced clinical efficacy (Haddad & Mattay, 2011, pp. 561-576; Mailman & Murthy, 2010). Despite 

promises of procognitive benefits and a more favourable side effects profile, the results for atypicals have 

been extremely disappointing. Many studies, including systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and, of course, 

the ground-breaking Clinical Antipsychotic Trials for Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE; Lieberman, 

Stroup, McEvoy, Swartz, Rosenheck, et al., 2005) involving over 1400 schizophrenia patients, have now 

shown that atypicals are no more effective than classic neuroleptics (e.g., Buckley & Stahl, 2007; 

Davidson et al., 2009; Gardner, Baldessarini, & Waraich, 2005; Geddes, Stroup, & Lieberman, 2011, pp. 

525-539; Geddes et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2006; Leucht et al., 2009; Marder, 2006; Rosenheck et al., 

2003). Moreover, like conventional antipsychotics, certain atypicals, such as risperidone, cause EPS and 

hyperprolactinemia (Kapur & Mamo, 2003; Leucht et al., 1999; Mailman & Murthy, 2010; Tran et al., 

1997). Furthermore, although most second-generation antipsychotics are relatively free from EPS (Leucht 

et al., 2009), they produce more dangerous and life-threatening side effects. For example, clozapine 
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significantly increases the risk of agranulocytosis, a rare medical condition characterized by a decreased 

concentration of white blood cells and immunosuppression (Alvir, Lieberman, Safferman, Schwimmer, & 

Schaaf, 1993; Hippius, 1989; Idänpään-Heikkilä, Alhava, Olkinuora, & Palva, 1977; Kane et al., 1988). 

Clozapine is also associated with other pernicious side effects, such as weight gain, glucose 

dysregulation, seizures, sedation, orthostatic hypotension, hypersalivation, and myocarditis (Mailman & 

Murthy, 2010; McEvoy et al., 2006). Other atypicals, such as olanzapine and quetiapine, produce many of 

these same effects, including obesity and serious metabolic disturbances that significantly increase the 

risk for diabetes and coronary heart disease (Geddes et al., 2000; Hollis & Rapoport, 2011, p. 39; Kane & 

Correll 2010; Lieberman, Stroup, et al., 2005; Meltzer, 2007; Newcomer & Leucht, 2011, pp. 577-597). 

In their systematic review, Saha, Chant, Welham, and McGrath (2007) suggested that the rising mortality 

rates in schizophrenia over the past few decades might be attributable to increased use of atypical 

antipsychotics. Therefore, despite high hopes for the atypicals class, second-generation antipsychotics 

have not significantly improved cognitive deficits in schizophrenia (Geddes et al., 2000; Kahn et al., 

2008; Lieberman, Stroup, et al., 2005; Selva-Vera et al., 2010); may be less effective for treating positive 

symptoms (Leucht et al., 2009); and have simply replaced EPS liability with more adversive, life-

threatening side effects (Geddes et al., 2000; Lieberman, Stroup, et al., 2005; Newcomer & Leucht, 2011, 

pp. 577-597). Some researchers have even found that treatment with atypicals has a detrimental effect on 

cognitive functioning (e.g., Reilly, Harris, Khine, Keshavan, & Sweeney, 2007). These findings, as well 

as other results in the literature, have exposed serious flaws in the antipsychotic classification system. For 

example, one of the original criteria used to differentiate between typicals and atypicals was the 

propensity for EPS (Geddes et al., 2000; Leucht et al., 1999). However, many experts have shown that, at 

higher doses, risperidone has a more "typical" profile and causes severe motor symptoms (Kapur et al., 

1995). The introduction of third-generation antipsychotics-- the so-called dopamine stabilizers (e.g., 

aripiprazole; Carlsson, Carlsson, & Nilsson, 2004; Mailman & Murthy, 2010)-- has done little to quell the 

heated debate over murky classification criteria. In fact, if anything, adding another category of 

medications has probably made the lines even fuzzier. Under the current classification system, the 
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neuropharmacodynamics of individual atypical antipsychotics vary greatly (Leucht et al., 2009; Lidow, 

2000; Meltzer, 1995), "with little evidence for a unifying theory of antipsychotic activity or of drug 

design" (Gardner et al., 2005, p. 1703).  

 Although the atypicals have not lived up to expectations and their dangerous metabolic side 

effects are incontrovertible, a multitude of studies have reported superior clinical efficacy and 

improvement of negative and cognitive symptoms (e.g., Canadian Psychiatric Association, 1998; Davis et 

al., 2003; Farde et al., 1992; Harvey, Patterson, Zongh, & Brecher, 2006; Kapur & Seeman, 2001; Keefe 

et al., 2007; Keefe, Silva, Perkins, & Lieberman, 1999; Leucht, Barnes, Kissling, Engel, Correll, & Kane, 

2003; Leucht et al., 1999; Leucht, Wahlbeck, Hamann, & Kissling, 2003; Meltzer & McGurk, 1999; 

Riedel, Müller, Strassnig, Spellmann, Severus, & Möller, 2007; Riedel, Spellmann, Strassnig, Douhet, 

Dehning, et al., 2007; Rosenheck et al., 2003; Woodward, Purdon, Meltzer, & Zald, 2005). These 

findings are clearly at odds with the results of the efficacy studies listed in the previous paragraph. 

Negative and cognitive symptoms are core features of schizophrenia and develop as part of the natural 

disease process. However, there is substantial evidence that treatment with classic neuroleptics can both 

worsen pre-existing deficit symptoms or cause them in previously unmedicated patients who have only 

ever experienced delusions and hallucinations (Heinz et al., 1998; Hill et al., 2010; Kapur, Zipursky, 

Jones, Remington, & Houle, 2000; Pessiglione, Seymour, Flandin, Dolan, & Firth, 2006). Kirsch, 

Ronshausen, Mier, & Gallhofer (2007) reported that schizophrenia patients, who were being treated with 

typicals, showed reduced ventrostriatal activity during the anticipation of monetary rewards. Similarly, 

Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Filonov, Wüstenberg, and colleagues (2006) found that schizophrenia 

patients on first-generation antipsychotics exhibited ventrostriatal hypoactivation during the anticipation 

of rewards in a monetary incentive delay (MID) task, and that striatal activity was inversely correlated 

with the severity of negative symptoms. In contrast, patients on atypicals showed increased ventrostriatal 

activation during reward anticipation, and their blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) responses were 

comparable to those of controls. Other MID studies have also reported normal ventrostriatal responses in 

schizophrenia patients treated predominantly with atypicals (Simon et al., 2010; Walter, Kammerer, 
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Frasch, Spitzer, & Abler, 2009; Waltz et al., 2010). In addition to these findings, researchers have found 

that unmedicated schizophrenia patients display diminished striatal activity during anticipation of 

monetary gains during a MID task (Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Wüstenberg, et al., 2006; 

Schlagenhauf et al., 2009). In the experiment by Juckel and colleagues, a significant inverse correlation 

was found between striatal activity and severity of negative symptoms. In these two studies, the 

unmedicated groups were only compared with controls, and therefore it is impossible to know if reward 

processing and negative symptomatology were worse in patients taking typicals or in those who were not 

on any medication at all. Nonetheless, taken together, these findings suggest that in some cases typicals 

impair reward processing, and atypicals have a normalizing effect.  

  In 1976, Singh and Smith coined the term, "neuroleptic-induced dysphoria," to refer to the 

numerous cognitive, affective, and motor side effects associated with the administration of typical 

antipsychotics. It has been hypothesized that chronic blockade of D2 receptors in schizophrenia can 

further exacerbate hypodopaminergia in the PFC and interfere with the processing of reward-related 

stimuli in the ventral striatum (VS; Davis, Kahn, Ko, & Davidson, 1991; Honey et al., 1999; Juckel, 

Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Filonov, et al., 2006; Weinberger, Berman, & Zec, 1986). Certain studies have 

shown that schizophrenia patients (Cutmore & Beninger, 1990) and healthy volunteers (Fischman & 

Schuster, 1979) treated with typicals experience incentive learning deficits in the form of reduced money 

loss avoidance. Although such findings suggest that these medications can cause anhedonia and 

amotivation, other results have been even more ominous. Fischman and colleagues reported that, 

following chlorpromazine administration, healthy participants were less likely to initiate a simple motor 

response to postpone the delivery of electric shock (Fischman & Schuster, 1979; Fischman, Smith, & 

Schuster, 1976). Moreover, shock avoidance responding decreased in a dose-related manner. Later studies 

with experimental animals produced similar results. Beninger and colleagues found that pimozide-treated 

rats failed to acquire the appropriate shock avoidance response, even though motor functioning remained 

intact (Beninger, Mason, Phillips, & Fibiger, 1980; Beninger, Phillips, & Fibiger, 1983). Therefore, both 

preclinical and clinical data suggest that treatment with typicals might cause negative and cognitive 
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symptoms, as well as self-injurious and self-destructive behaviour in schizophrenia. A number of experts 

believe that atypicals are the optimal treatment because they reduce hedonic deficits; normalize 

dysfunctional reward processing; and increase goal-directed behaviours (Juckel, Schlagenhauf, 

Koslowski, Filonov, et al., 2006). In other words, atypicals are superior to typicals in treating debilitating 

negative symptoms, such as depression, blunted affect, apathy, amotivation, and anhedonia.  

 In the present study, positive and negative symptoms were assessed both before and after 

treatment with atypical antipsychotics. Research that involves testing unmedicated schizophrenia patients 

on cognitive or reward-based tasks is rare. By exploring the relationship between severity of 

psychopathology pre- and post-treatment and non-declarative memory performance, this study could 

make important and unique contributions to the controversial literature on the efficacy of atypicals. Three 

second-generation atypicals were used in the current investigation: a "typical atypical" (i.e., risperidone; 

Kapur et al., 1995), a more prototypical atypical (i.e. quetiapine; Goldstein, Litwin, Sutton, & Malick, 

1993; Kapur, Zipursky, Jones, Shammi, Remington, & Seeman, 2000; Lambert & Castle, 2003; Migler, 

Warawa, & Malick, 1993; Saller & Salama, 1993; Zhang, Su, Yue, & Zhao, 2004), and an antipsychotic 

with both typical and atypical properties (i.e., olanzapine; Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Kapur et al., 

1998; Kapur et al., 1999; Lalonde, 2003). Although the sample sizes of olanzapine-treated patients were 

adequate and amenable to inferential analysis, due to recruitment challenges and attrition, the numbers of 

risperidone- and quetiapine-treated patients were not sufficient. However, valuable descriptive data on the 

effects of these two atypical antipsychotics on implicit memory are provided. Like risperidone and 

conventional antipsychotics, olanzapine is also a fairly potent D2 receptor antagonist and can show a more 

"typical" profile at high doses (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Kapur et al., 1998; Kapur et al., 1999). 

However, unlike risperidone and typicals, which only have a high affinity for one type of dopaminergic 

receptor, olanzapine binds strongly to D2, D3, and D4  receptors and has other distinct pharmacodynamic 

features (Mailman & Murthy, 2010; Waddington et al., 2011, p. 494). By including these three different 

atypicals, one objective of this study was to further explore and extend the critical findings of Beninger 

and colleagues (2003, 2012). In their earlier study, a double dissociation between antipsychotic 
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medication class and non-declarative memory task type was found. If individual atypicals have 

differential effects on implicit memory performance in the current study, the findings could highlight 

additional problems with the current antipsychotic classification system.   

 Over a hundred years ago, Kraeplin and Bleuler, both schizophrenia experts and founders of 

modern psychiatry, considered the unconscious defence mechanism of dissociation to be a core feature of 

schizophrenia (Bleuler, 1905, 1908, 1911; Kraeplin, 1909). They believed that splitting was primarily an 

affective and cognitive process and that negative and cognitive symptoms were more central to the illness 

than delusions or hallucinations (Andreasen, 2011, p. 4; Bleuler, 1905, 1908, 1911; Kraeplin, 1909; 

Jablensky, 2010; McNally, 2007; Moskowitz & Heim, 2011). Their dissociationist model has been 

supported by modern empirical evidence, including a recent meta-analysis by Cohen and Minor (2010). 

Moreover, consistent with the idea that splitting is pathognomonic of schizophrenia, many experts in the 

field today have argued that cognitive fragmentation (Andreasen, Paradiso, & O'Leary, 1998; Wing, 

Rabin, Wass, & George, 2013), disconnections between cognition and affect (Park & Thakkar, 2010; 

Satterthwaite et al., 2010; Ursu et al., 2011), and abnormal connections between brain regions (Cole, 

Anticevic, Repovs, & Barch, 2011; Schmitt, Hasan, Gruber, & Falkai, 2011; Stephan, Friston, & Frith, 

2009) are at the heart of the illness. In 1995, Karl Friston and Christopher Frith described schizophrenia 

as a "disconnection syndrome." They believe that the illness is caused by structural and functional 

abnormalities in the brain and aberrant synaptic plasticity. An abundance of evidence, including factor-

analytic, clinical and neuroscientific findings, has accumulated over the past century to support the 

dissociationist theory of schizophrenia and the central role of negative and cognitive symptoms in the 

illness (Jablensky, 2010). Nonetheless, and quite inexplicably, delusions and hallucinations remain the 

sine qua non features of schizophrenia (Moskowitz & Heim, 2011). Interestingly, although the authors of 

the DSM, the primary reference for classifying mental disorders in psychiatry and psychology, de-

emphasize the negative and cognitive symptoms of schizophrenia, they also consider them to be cardinal 

characteristics of the disorder. In the manual, the authors state that: "The negative symptoms of 

Schizophrenia (Criterion A5) account for a substantial degree of the morbidity associated with the 
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disorder" (APA, 2000, p. 301). They also describe cognitive deficits as  "fundamental," "frequent," and 

"clinically meaningful" symptoms that cause significant functional impairment (APA, 2000, p. 304-305). 

Nonetheless, four of the five core diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia are positive symptoms, with 

negative symptoms limited to only one criterion (APA, 2000, p. 312). Even more befuddling is the fact 

that cognitive deficits do not appear anywhere in the all-important "A" section of the DSM, which lists 

the key criteria for the disorder (see Appendix A). Despite the de-emphasis of negative and cognitive 

pathology in the DSM, evidence for the pivotal role of negative and cognitive symptoms in schizophrenia 

has been mounting. They represent fundamental features of the illness, and their importance is undeniable 

and can no longer be ignored (Bowie et al., 2008; Bowie et al., 2006; Carpenter, Heinrichs, & Wagman, 

1988; Reichenberg & Harvey, 2007). Therefore, it appears as though our route to understanding 

schizophrenia has been a circuitous one. After over a hundred years of clinical observations and research, 

we have come full circle and are right back to where we started (Young et al., 2009). Given the recent 

centennial anniversary of Bleuler's coining of the term, "schizophrenia," and our lingering lack of 

understanding of this mysterious illness that devastates so many lives, the time is ripe to go back in 

history and see where we went wrong. 

 In the current study, the performance of unmedicated and medicated schizophrenia patients on 

two reward-based, implicit learning paradigms was examined. Both the WPT and IGT are memory tasks 

with affective components, and many experts even describe the IGT as an emotional decision-making test 

(Bechara, 2004; Toplak et al., 2010). The WPT provides positive and negative informational feedback, 

whereas the IGT uses monetary incentives. Given that both tasks activate emotional and cognitive 

processes, it was important to explore the relationship between implicit learning performance and the 

negative and cognitive symptoms of schizophrenia. In this study, the pre- and post-treatment effects of 

atypical antipsychotics on non-declarative memory were analyzed. In addition, correlations between 

performance on these two tasks and the severity of deficit symptoms were calculated. Taken together, the 

results should help us determine whether certain forms of implicit learning are preserved or impaired in 

schizophrenia. If these abilities are not compromised by the natural disease process itself, are they 
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unaffected, enhanced, or impaired by the first-line medications used to treat it? By answering some of 

these important questions, the current study could help elucidate the effects of antipsychotics on implicit 

reward learning in schizophrenia. It could also provide us with a better understanding of the crippling 

negative and cognitive symptoms that Bleuler and other pioneers considered to be so central to the 

disorder and pave the way for improved treatment strategies.     

 The rest of this literature review will discuss:  
 

• How the reward system works in healthy individuals and what goes wrong in schizophrenia  

• The biological basis and pharmacological treatment of schizophrenia 

• Previous research on WPT and IGT performance in schizophrenia  

 
The Healthy Reward System 

 
Introduction 
 
 In order to understand implicit reinforcement learning processes in schizophrenia, it is imperative 

to first explain how the reward system works in healthy individuals. In 1954, Olds and Milner found that 

rats would continually lever-press to receive electrical stimulation in a part of their brain called the 

septum. These findings were monumental because they suggested that a neuroanatomically distinct 

reward system might exist. Later the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) became known as the pleasure centre of 

the brain, and, since the 1960s, the majority of research on incentive learning has focused on this structure 

and the ventral tegmental area (VTA) from which it receives the majority of its dopaminergic input 

(Berridge & Robinson, 1998; Haber & Knutson, 2010; Hikosaka, Bromberg-Martin, Hong, & 

Matsumoto, 2008; Hyman, Malenka, & Nestler, 2006; Schultz, Tremblay, & Hollerman, 2000; Stefani & 

Moghaddam, 2006; Wise, 2002; Yin, Ostlund, & Balleine, 2008). Although the NAcc and VTA play an 

indispensable role in the prediction and processing of rewards, an increasing number of studies have 

begun to explore other subsystems. It is now commonly accepted that the human brain consists of 

multiple reward structures, as well as a myriad of separate and interconnected bidirectional pathways 

(Haber & Knutson, 2010). The NAcc and VTA are part of a much more extensive and complex reward 
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circuitry that consists of numerous cortico-basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical loops (Alexander, Crutcher, & 

DeLong, 1990; Alexander, DeLong, & Strick, 1986; Fareri, Martin, & Delgado, 2008; Haber & Knutson, 

2010; Joel & Weiner, 1994; Maia & Frank, 2011; Packard & Knowlton, 2002; Yin & Knowlton, 2006; 

Yin et al., 2008). The IGT is a complex implicit decision-making task that involves risk-taking and 

generates a variety of physiological and emotional reactions. It also measures a number of cognitive 

abilities, such as non-declarative and working memory, planning, evaluation, and judgement. The IGT 

recruits several brain reward areas, including the striatum and PFC (Dunn et al., 2005). In contrast, the 

WPT is a relatively simpler test (Wagshal et al., 2012) that is mediated primarily by the striatum 

(Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire, 1996; Knowlton et al., 1994), and, according to some experts, provides 

purely cognitive or informational feedback (Aron et al., 2004; Rodriguez, Aron, & Poldrack, 2006). 

Nonetheless, both the IGT and WPT require the integration of intricate motor, cognitive, and affective 

information and the interaction of multiple cortico-striatal pathways. Both the IGT and WPT involve 

more complicated and sophisticated processes than simple procedural motor learning tasks, such as the 

pursuit rotor and mirror drawing tests (Gold, Hahn, Strauss, & Waltz, 2009). 

 The traditional dopamine systems-- nigrostriatal, mesolimbic, and mesocortical (Lindvall & 

Bjorklund, 1983)-- are not as clearly divisible, either functionally or neuroanatomically, as previously 

believed (Haber & Knutson, 2010; Schultz, 2002). For example, it was once thought that projections from 

the substantia nigra (SN) to the DS were almost exclusively involved in the initiation of movement and 

sensorimotor coordination (Hornykiewicz, 1962). In contrast, the mesocorticolimbic system (including 

the VS) mediated attention, working memory, language, motivation, reward, and emotion (Mogenson, 

Jones, & Yim, 1980; Montague, Hyman, & Cohen, 2004; Viggiano, Vallone, Ruocco, & Sadile, 2003). 

However, more and more research over the years has highlighted the role of the DS in cognitive 

integration, goal-directed and habit learning, and affective processing (Berke, 2003; Graybiel, 1997; 

Packard & Knowlton, 2002; Saint-Cyr, Taylor, & Nicholson, 1995; Saper, 1996; Yin et al., 2008). 

Moreover, it is now known that the mesocortical system plays an important role in motor control 

(Viggiano et al., 2003).  
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 Reward learning enables an organism to adapt to its environment and is vital for survival 

(Yilmaz, Simsek, & Gonul, 2012). The individual determines the reward value of various external stimuli 

and develops an appropriate behavioural response. Depending on previous experience, such as associative 

or habit learning, a certain action might be repeated or extinguished, and a specific situation might be 

highly sought after or avoided (Montague, Dayan, & Sejnowski, 1996; Santesso et al., 2009; Schultz, 

Dayan, & Montague, 1997). An intact reward system allows us to benefit from and build on positive 

experiences, learn from our mistakes, and make complex, cost-benefit decisions. Without the capacity for 

incentive-based learning, we would not be able to fulfill basic functions, such as foraging for food, 

reproduction, and social interactions and would die. In order to achieve goals and excel in our 

environment, we integrate the rich cognitive and affective information that we have learned from previous 

experiences and generate appropriate behavioural repertoires. It is important to remember that the 

inhibition of inappropriate, impulsive, maladaptive behaviours is just as essential as the execution of 

strategic action plans (Haber & Knutson, 2010). For example, to do well on the IGT, the participant has to 

understand and remember the rules of the game, keep track of the cards and wins/losses, integrate 

complex feedback information and "see the big picture," regulate excitement and other emotions, and 

resist the desire for instant gratification (Dunn et al., 2005). This intricate learning process illustrates the 

complexity of the reward system. In addition to complicated interactions between cognitive, affective, and 

motor processes, reward experiences can also be quite complex at the neural level. For example, whereas 

reward anticipation primarily activates the midbrain and NAcc, sometimes other striatal regions are also 

involved (Haber & Knutson, 2010). Moreover, during this prediction phase, parts of the mPFC might be 

recruited to process contextual aspects of the rewards (Knutson, Taylor, Kaufman, Peterson, & Glover, 

2005; Yacubian et al., 2006). Finally, both the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and putamen can 

be simultaneously activated during the processing of reward outcomes through complex shared 

connections with the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC; Haber & Knutson, 2010). Individuals with schizophrenia 

have dysfunctional reward systems (Barch & Dowd, 2010; Gold et al., 2008; Juckel, Schlagenhauf, 

Koslowski, Wüstenberg, et al., 2006; Murray et al., 2008; Schlagenhauf et al., 2009; Strauss, Robinson, et 
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al., 2011). As a result, they often experience anhedonia, amotivation, and depression. In addition to these 

negative symptoms, a hyperdopaminergic reward system could also cause aberrant salience and the 

formation of bizarre associations and crippling delusions (Corlett et al., 2007; Corlett, Taylor, Wang, 

Fletcher, & Krystal, 2010; Jensen, Willeit, Zipursky, Savina, Smith, et al., 2008; Kapur, 2003). Patients 

suffer from severe functional impairment, and both life quality and expectancy are significantly 

diminished (e.g., Green, 1996).  

 
The Neurochemistry and Circuitry of the Reward System 
 
 As previously mentioned, the human reward system is a highly complex and specialized network 

that consists of multiple, interconnecting cortical and subcortical structures. In addition to labyrinthine 

pathways, a number of different neurotransmitters and neuropeptides are involved including dopamine, 

glutamate, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), acetylcholine, serotonin, cannibinoids, opioids, 

cholecystokinin, substance P, somatostatin, neurotensin, and orexin (Packard & Knowlton, 2002; 

Panksepp, 1998; Uddén, Folia, & Petersson, 2010; Zellner, Watt, Solms, & Panksepp, 2011). Among 

these neurochemicals, dopamine incontrovertibly plays the most central role in goal-directed behaviour 

(Schultz, 2002; Wise, 2002). It is released during anticipation, detection, and evaluation of rewarding 

stimuli (Schultz, 2000; Weiler, Bellebaum, Brüne, Juckel, & Daum, 2009). Projections to the striatum 

from cortical and thalamic areas, as well as from limbic structures, such as the amygdala and 

hippocampus, are predominantly glutamatergic (Fonnum, Storm-Mathisen, & Divac, 1981; Sesack, Carr, 

Omelchenko, & Pinto, 2003). In contrast, 75% of striatal neurons are medium spiny output neurons that 

utilize GABA (Perez-Costas, Melendez-Ferro, & Roberts, 2010). Many experts believe that dopamine-

mediated plasticity at glutamate receptors in the striatum plays a central role in reward learning (e.g., 

Beninger, 1983; Beninger & Gerdjikov, 2004; Miller, Wickens, & Beninger, 1990; Wickens 1988, 1990, 

1993). In addition to dopaminergic, glutamatergic, and GABAergic transmission, cholinergic interneurons 

are found in the basal ganglia and represent a core neurochemical component of the reward system 

(Lynch, Lucas, & Deadwyler, 1972; Packard & Knowlton, 2002). 
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 The midbrain dopamine neurons, striatum, ventral pallidum, globus pallidus, anterior cingulate 

cortex (ACC) and mPFC represent the key brain regions of the reward circuit. Other important neural 

areas and structures in this system include the dorsal PFC (dPFC), amygdala, hippocampus, thalamus, 

lateral habenular nucleus, pedunculopontine nucleus, and raphe nucleus (Haber & Knutson, 2010). The 

striatum receives massive dopaminergic input from the midbrain (Swanson, 1982). Although the VTA 

primarily innervates the VS (of which the main structure is the NAcc), and the SN mainly projects to the 

dorsal striatum (which includes the caudate and putamen and is also known as the neostriatum), much 

overlap occurs between pathways (Haber & Knutson, 2010). Compared to the dorsal striatum, the ventral 

portion receives limited midbrain dopamine input but produces substantial dopamine output (Haber & 

Knutson, 2010; Yin et al., 2008). In contrast, the DS is richly innervated by dopamine midbrain nuclei but 

generates much less dopaminergic output than the NAcc. Nonetheless, the VS projects to multiple 

dopaminergic cells that feed into the caudate and putamen (Nauta, 1989; Nauta, Smith, Faull, & 

Domesick, 1978). The main afferent pathways to the VTA and SN originate in the striatum, ventral 

pallidum, globus pallidus, brainstem, extended amygdala, and PFC. In turn, midbrain dopamine nuclei 

project back to the PFC via the medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus (Haber & Knutson, 2010). The 

thalamus innervates both the dorsal and ventral striata, whereas the majority of output from the amygdala 

and hippocampus centres on the NAcc (Friedman, Aggleton, & Saunders, 2002; Fudge, Kunishio, Walsh, 

Richard, & Haber, 2002; Russchen, Bakst, Amaral, & Price, 1985).  

 There are three main cortico-striatal systems: 1) sensorimotor, 2) associative, and 3) limbic 

(Alexander et al., 1986; Groenewegen, Berendse, Wolters, & Lohman, 1990; Shiflett & Balleine, 2011; 

Yin & Knowlton, 2006; Yin et al., 2008). Although there is significant overlap between networks 

(Mogenson et al., 1980; Yin & Knowlton, 2006), the sensorimotor system tends to control movement and 

habit learning; the associative network plays an important role in cognitive control and action selection; 

and the limbic network regulates emotion and motivation (Shiflett & Balleine, 2011; Yin et al., 2008). 

Certain areas of frontal and prefrontal cortex project to the dorsolateral striatum (DLS) and form the 

sensorimotor pathway, which mediates stimulus-response associations, such as habit learning (Miller, 
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1981; Packard & Knowlton, 2002; Shiflett & Balleine, 2011; White, 1989; Yin et al., 2008). Regions of 

association cortex, mostly prelimbic, innervate the dorsomedial striatum (DMS), which is also 

appropriately called the associative striatum. The associative pathway is responsible for the acquisition 

and performance of goal-directed actions, as opposed to the automatic behaviours and skills that are 

generated through the sensorimotor system (Shiflett & Balleine, 2011; Yin & Knowlton, 2006; Yin et al., 

2008). The associative network also facilitates working memory and other cognitive functions, such as the 

processing and evaluation of rewarding outcomes. This system selects appropriate actions or suppresses 

maladaptive behaviours based on information travelling upstream from the limbic striatum (Shiflett & 

Balleine, 2011; Yin & Knowlton, 2006; Yin et al., 2008). In addition, many experts have argued that the 

hippocampus is an associative structure that integrates spatial and temporal information related to goal-

directed learning (Yin & Knowlton, 2006). Finally, ventral and limbic portions of the PFC, including the 

ACC and OFC, project to the VS and form a limbic pathway (Yin & Knowlton, 2006; Yin et al., 2008). 

The dPFC mainly connects to the DS and plays an important role in working memory. The latter 

cognitive process is essential in order to establish associations, whether these are forms of stimulus-

outcome, stimulus-response or action-outcome learning (Haber & Knutson, 2010). There are multiple 

connections between the dorsal and ventral portions of the striatum, as well as between the DLS and DMS 

(Yin & Knowlton, 2006). It has been postulated that interactions between these specific striatal regions 

enable the integration of various forms of learning. For example, communication between these different 

areas of the striatum likely allows incentive information processed by the NAcc during classical 

conditioning to influence the expression of instrumental behaviours (Shiflett & Balleine, 2011). The latter 

actions, whether habitual or goal-directed, are mediated by the DS. Both the dorsal and ventral striata 

project to the ventral pallidum, which in turn innervates the midbrain and thalamus. Thalamic nuclei 

receive input from dopamine midbrain neurons and have multiple target sites in the striatum, 

hippocampus, amygdala, and mPFC (Haber & Knutson, 2010; Yin & Knowlton, 2006). Based on the 

intricate neurochemical and neuroanatomical systems described in this section, it is evident that the 

reward circuitry of the human brain is highly complex. 
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Reinforcement Learning  
 
 Predictive coding models of reinforcement learning emerged after the once-prominent 

"anhedonia" dopamine hypothesis, proposed by Wise and colleagues (Wise, 1978; Wise & Colle, 1984; 

Wise, Spindler, deWit, & Gerberg, 1978), failed to account for a number of findings. The coding of 

prediction errors by midbrain dopamine neurons is a central concept in many reinforcement learning 

theories (e.g., Fiorillo, Tobler, & Schultz, 2003; Hollerman & Schultz, 1998; Schultz, 1992, 1998, 2002; 

Schultz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997; Schultz & Dickinson, 2000), including the well-known Temporal 

Difference Model (Sutton, 1988; Sutton & Barto, 1990, 1998; for a recent review see Samson, Frank, & 

Fellous, 2010). When the timing of reinforcement is critical, these prediction errors are aptly called 

temporal difference errors. A positive prediction error occurs when an individual experiences an outcome 

that is better than expected. In contrast, a negative prediction error is registered when the outcome is 

worse than expected (Schultz, 1998; see Maia & Frank, 2011 for a review). Wolfram Schultz (1992, 

1998, 2002, 2007a, 2007b), who has made monumental contributions to the predictive coding literature, is 

indebted to classical conditioning theorists, such as Rescorla and Wagner (1972), and Pearce and Hall 

(1980). Using pavlovian paradigms, the latter researchers were among the first to define a prediction error 

as the difference between an expected and actual outcome.  

 Dopamine neurons display either a tonic or phasic firing pattern. In their baseline or tonic state, 

they fire in a slow, irregular, single spike pattern that is insufficient to stimulate postsynaptic receptors but 

can activate presynaptic ones (Freeman & Bunney, 1987; Grace, 1991; Grace & Bunney, 1984a, 1984b). 

In this default or tonic mode, low levels of dopamine are produced in the extrasynaptic space and are 

modulated by glutamate from prefrontocortical afferents, as well as by local GABAergic inputs (Grace & 

Bunney, 1985). When an individual is exposed to either an unconditioned rewarding stimulus or a 

conditioned reward, dopamine neurons display more of a phasic than tonic firing pattern (Abler, Walter, 

Erk, Kammerer, & Spitzer, 2006; Bunney, Chiodo, & Grace, 1991; Grace, 1991; Ljungberg, Apicella, & 

Schultz, 1992; Mirenowicz & Schultz, 1994; Schultz et al., 1997; Waelti, Dickinson, & Schultz, 2001). 

Driven by glutamatergic and cholinergic input (Gronier & Rasmussen, 1998; Kitai, Shepard, Callaway, & 
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Scroggs, 1999), they fire in brief (~300 ms), high-amplitude bursts, and a large amount of dopamine is 

released within the synapse (Floresco, West, Ash, Moore, & Grace, 2003; Schultz, 1998). The magnitude 

of these intrasynaptic dopamine bursts is reflected quantitatively by the positive prediction errors (Bayer 

& Glimcher, 2005; Grace, 1991, 1995; Maia & Frank, 2011) and represents the "behaviourally salient 

output of the DA system" (Abi-Dargham & Grace, 2011, p. 419). When an expected reward is omitted, 

dopaminergic activity is suspended at the exact time when the reinforcer was supposed to be delivered 

(Ljungberg et al., 1992; Tobler, Fiorillo, & Schultz, 2005). This decrease in phasic dopamine produces a 

negative prediction error signal. Although the duration of the pause in dopamine firing probably 

represents negative prediction errors quantitatively, this association is harder to measure than in the case 

of positive errors and awaits verification (Maia & Frank, 2011). The tonic and phasic dopamine systems 

work in concert (Goto & Grace, 2005). For example, tonic dopamine firing has an impact on phasic 

dopamine levels. Moreover, a background of low tonic dopamine combined with teaching signals, in the 

form of bursts and pauses, might be biologically advantageous because of its metabolic efficiency (Maia 

& Frank, 2011). There is now a general consensus that phasic dopamine firing plays a critical role in both 

Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning (Hazy, Frank, & O'Reilly, 2010). For example, through positive 

prediction errors an individual learns which stimuli or responses are rewarding. In the future, the 

individual will seek out stimuli with positive associations and repeat actions that have been previously 

reinforced. In contrast, negative prediction errors signal which stimuli are not rewarding and should be 

actively avoided or ignored, and which behaviours should be extinguished (Frank, 2008). A number of 

recent studies have used drugs that act on the dopamine system to demonstrate that positive and negative 

prediction errors are critical for reinforcement learning and that the associated dopamine activations are 

more than just correlational (Frank & O'Reilly, 2006; Frank, Seeberger, & O’Reilly, 2004; Santesso et al., 

2009; see Hazy et al., 2010 for a review). In brief, reinforcement learning occurs when midbrain 

dopamine neurons code the mismatch between expected and actual outcomes and subsequently relay this 

information to target reward sites in the brain. 
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Salience and Psychosis   
  
 Various salience hypotheses have been formulated over the years to supplement predictive coding 

models. In 2003, Shitij Kapur adapted the incentive/motivational theory of Berridge and Robinson (1998) 

to explain the formation and maintenance of psychotic symptoms in schizophrenia. According to this new 

"aberrant salience" hypothesis, chaotic dopamine firing in psychosis reinforces random, non-contingent 

thoughts and leads to the development of bizarre, elaborate delusions and superstitious behaviours. Kapur 

argued that the dopamine reward system malfunctions and misfires in schizophrenia, and something goes 

awry with the normally adaptive salience attribution process. In healthy individuals, dopamine acts as a 

valuable teaching signal, mediating the "stamping in" of new associations and driving goal-directed 

learning (Kapur, Mizrahi, & Li, 2005; Wise, 2004). In schizophrenia, however, dopamine is not merely a 

modulator of incentive salience but actually creates this process. In psychosis, random thoughts, 

behaviours, and other experiences that happen to occur at the same time as dopamine bursts are 

reinforced. Therefore, the associations produced are not logical, stimulus-linked, or context-appropriate as 

they are in healthy individuals. Dopamine dysregulation and stochastic firing in schizophrenia lead to an 

aberrant assignment of salience to both external stimuli and internal representations, culminating in the 

formation of delusions and hallucinations. Kapur (2003) believed that abnormal ventrostriatal dopamine 

activity during reward anticipation could contribute to aberrant salience and interact with reality distortion 

symptoms. In keeping with this hypothesis, Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Wüstenberg, and 

colleagues (2006) reported VS hypoactivation in unmedicated schizophrenia patients during the 

anticipation of monetary gains and an almost significant inverse correlation between ventrostriatal activity 

and severity of positive symptoms. Building on these findings, Murray and colleagues (2008) also used 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure neural activity in schizophrenia patients during 

a monetary reward task. All of the patients in their sample were first-episode and experiencing active 

positive symptoms at the time of testing, and almost half of them were unmedicated. Interestingly, the 

patients displayed abnormal physiological responses to reward prediction error in the dopaminergic 

midbrain and key target sites in the striatum and limbic system. For example, striatal activity decreased as 
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uncertainty increased during probability learning. Moreover, consistent with Kapur's aberrant salience 

theory, the schizophrenia patients failed to discriminate between rewarding and neutral stimuli. The 

findings of Juckel and colleagues, and Murray and his group add to a collection of classic work on 

dysfunctional dopamine-mediated incentive learning in schizophrenia (for reviews see Beninger 1988, 

2006). 

 Kapur's aberrant salience hypothesis is now well supported. Roiser, Stephan, den Ouden, Friston, 

and Joyce (2010) provided the first behavioural test evidence for aberrant salience in schizophrenia using 

a novel probabilistic reward learning task called the Salience Attribution Test. A number of recent 

neurobiological studies have also demonstrated that context-inappropriate associations in schizophrenia 

are related to dopamine dysfunction in the VS (e.g., Corlett et al., 2007; Jensen, Willeit, et al., 2008; 

Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Wüstenberg, et al., 2006; Murray et al., 2008). The fact that 

antipsychotics are effective in treating positive symptoms but also frequently cause secondary negative 

symptoms, such as anhedonia and amotivation, is in keeping with aberrant salience theory (Tost, Alam, & 

Meyer-Lindenberg, 2010). These dopamine-blocking agents provide valuable therapeutic benefits by 

dampening the motivational salience of disturbing delusions and hallucinations. Unfortunately, decreased 

dopamine levels are often accompanied by reduced drive, an inability to experience pleasure, flat affect 

and depression (Delay, Deniker, & Harl, 1952). Interestingly, there is some evidence that striatal 

hyperdopaminergia can also cause negative symptoms by increasing "noise" in the reward system. It has 

been hypothesized that chronic dopamine overactivity "drowns out" the DA signals associated with 

rewarding stimuli, and the reinforcers lose their significance and motivational salience (Howes & Kapur, 

2009; Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Wüstenberg, et al., 2006; Knutson et al., 2004; Waltz, Frank, 

Wiecki, & Gold, 2011). Over time, negative symptomatology, or perhaps even a deficit syndrome, 

develops. Kapur's aberrant salience hypothesis has had such high heuristic value and far-reaching 

influence because it is comprehensive and integrative, drawing on seminal findings from basic 

neuroscience, pharmacology, psychiatry and clinical psychology (e.g., Beninger, 1983, 1989; Berridge & 

Robinson, 1998; Bindra, 1974, 1978; Di Chiara, 1998, 1999; Fibiger & Phillips, 1986, 1988; Garety & 
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Freeman, 1999; Miller, 1976; Panksepp, 1998; Robbins, 1976, 1991; Robbins & Everitt, 1982, 1996; 

Toates, 1998). It integrates Wise's idea of dopamine release during pleasurable experiences; Schultz's 

concept of reward prediction; and the classic reinforcement theories of Pavlov (1927) and Skinner (1974) 

within one powerful theoretical framework (Kapur, 2003). The aberrant salience hypothesis can explain 

important aspects of the pathophysiology and phenomenology of positive symptoms and provide valuable 

insight into both the pharmacological and psychological treatment of schizophrenia (Kapur, Mizrahi, et 

al., 2005). 

 
Specific Brain Areas of the Reward System 
 
Prefrontal Cortex 
  
 The main prefrontal regions involved in reward-related learning are: 1) the dorsoanterior 

cingulate cortex (dACC); 2) the vmPFC (Brodmann's areas 10, 11 and 32 in humans); and 3) the OFC 

(Brodmann's areas 10, 11, and 47 in humans; Brodmann, 1909; Haber & Knutson, 2010). The vmPFC and 

OFC overlap, with the medial OFC forming the lower part of the vmPFC. Areas of the insular cortex are 

also activated by certain rewarding stimuli (Haber & Knutson, 2010). A number of positon emission 

tomography (PET) and fMRI studies over the years have demonstrated that a variety of primary rewards, 

including food and other pleasant sensory stimuli (e.g., Anderson et al., 2003; Berns, McClure, Pagnoni, 

& Montague, 2001; Gottfried, O'Doherty, & Dolan, 2002; O'Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, & Dolan, 

2003; O'Doherty, Deichmann, Critchley, & Dolan, 2002; Rolls et al., 2003; Small, Zatore, Daghar, Evans, 

& Jones-Gotman, 2001), maternal bonding (Strathearn, Li, Fonagy, & Montague, 2008), beauty (Aharon 

et al., 2001; Bray & O'Doherty, 2007), and music (Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Menon & Levitin, 2005), as 

well as secondary rewards like money (e.g., Carlson, Foti, Mujica-Parodi, Harmon-Jones, Hajcak, 2011; 

Elliott, Newman, Longe, & Deakin, 2003; Knutson, Westdorp, Kaiser, & Hommer, 2000; O'Doherty, 

Kringelbach, Rolls, Hornak, & Andrews, 2001; Thut et al., 1997) activate the mPFC. In addition to the 

vmPFC, the dPFC and dACC were also activated in some of these studies (Haber & Knutson, 2010). In 

their meta-analysis of 87 human neuroimaging papers, Kringelbach and Rolls (2004) reported two 
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interesting trends in OFC-mediated reward processing. First, they observed that sensory rewards (e.g., 

juice) mainly activate posterior OFC areas, whereas abstract rewards (e.g., money) tend to activate 

anterior areas of this prefrontocortical region. Second, rewards generally increase activity in medial OFC 

areas, as opposed to punishing stimuli, which activate the more lateral areas of the OFC. These findings 

are consistent with those of Elliott, Dolan, and Frith (2000). Other researchers (e.g., Kim, Shimojo, & 

O'Doherty, 2006; Knutson, Fong, Bennett, Adams, & Hommer, 2003; Knutson et al., 2005; Yacubian et 

al., 2006) have suggested that the medial PFC, a subregion of the vmPFC, selectively responds to abstract 

rewards, such as money. Taken together, these results suggest that the vmPFC and OFC play a central 

role in the processing of a variety of primary and secondary rewards, with the medial PFC and anterior 

medial OFC showing some selective responsivity to abstract reinforcers, such as money.   

 One of the most critical functions of the mPFC and OFC is to represent and process outcome 

values (Elliott et al., 2003; Gold et al., 2008; O'Doherty et al., 2001; Roesch & Olson, 2004; Rushworth, 

Buckley, Behrens, Walton, & Bannerman, 2007; Strauss, Robinson, et al., 2011; Wallis, 2007; Wallis & 

Miller, 2003). The subjective value of an outcome is determined by its valence (positive or negative), 

magnitude, probability of occurrence, and affective preference weighting. Although the midbrain and 

striatum play the largest role in the anticipation of rewards, the mPFC and OFC are also activated during 

this phase and process contextual aspects of rewarding stimuli (Haber & Knutson, 2010; Knuston et al., 

2005; Yacubian et al., 2006). A number of researchers have observed this anticipatory prefrontocortical 

response using monetary incentives (e.g., Ernst et al., 2004; Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, 

Wüstenberg, et al., 2006; Kirsch et al., 2003). Moreover, several fMRI studies have shown that mPFC 

activity correlates positively with both the anticipated magnitude and probability of financial rewards 

(e.g., Knutson et al., 2005; Yacubian et al., 2006). Other investigators have found that medial 

prefrontocortical activation increases with expectations of higher monetary gain and also correlates with 

the immediacy of rewards in the context of temporal discounting (Ballard & Knutson, 2009; Kable & 

Glimcher, 2007; McClure, Laibson, Loewenstein, & Cohen, 2004). In addition, a number of studies have 

shown that the mPFC tracks the value of rewards (e.g., De Martino, Kumaran, Holt, & Dolan, 2009; 
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Knutson, Bhanji, Cooney, Atlas, & Gotlib, 2008; Knutson, Rick, Wimmer, Prelec, & Loewenstein, 2007; 

Marsh, Blair, Vythilingam, Busis, & Blair, 2007; Plassman, O’Doherty, & Rangel, 2007). In a MID task, 

healthy participants showed increased mPFC activation when receiving feedback about reward and 

successful loss-avoidance (Schlagenhauf et al., 2009). In contrast, mPFC activity decreased when rewards 

were omitted. In their review of the literature, Frank and Claus (2006) observed that individuals with OFC 

lesions failed to recognize when previous reward associations were no longer relevant. In sum, the mPFC 

and OFC integrate value across different stimuli and stimulus dimensions and play a critical role in the 

processing of rewards (Blair et al., 2006). 

 It has also been hypothesized that the mPFC uses information from the VS and insula to conduct 

a cost-benefit analysis when individuals are engaged in risky financial decision-making (Bruguier, 

Preuschoff, Quartz, & Bossaerts, 2008; Knutson et al., 2005; Preuschoff, Bossaerts, & Quartz, 2006). 

Therefore, it is not surprising that vmPFC or OFC activation has been reported in a number of studies 

using the IGT (Bolla et al., 2003; Bolla, Eldreth, Matochik, & Cadet, 2004; Bolla, Eldreth, Matochik, & 

Cadet, 2005; Christakou, Brammer, Giampietro, & Rubia, 2009; Fukui, Murai, Fukuyama, Hayashi, & 

Hanakawa, 2005; Lawrence, Jollant, O'Daly, Zelaya, & Phillips, 2009; Li et al., 2010; Northoff et al., 

2006; Tanabe, Thompson, Claus, Dalwani, Hutchinson, & Banich, 2007; Windmann et al., 2006) or 

another type of gambling paradigm (Carlson et al., 2011; Daw, O’Doherty, Dayan, Seymour, & Dolan, 

2006; Delgado, Miller, Inati, & Phelps, 2005; Ernst et al., 2002; Hartstra, Oldenburg, Van Leijenhorst, 

Rombouts, & Crone, 2010). Using depth electrodes, Oya and colleagues (2005) found a correlation 

between reward prediction errors during the IGT and medial prefrontocortical activity. Striking IGT 

findings from an fMRI study by Fukui and co-investigators (2005) demonstrated exclusive activation of 

the mPFC during the risk anticipation component (risky minus safe decisions). Moreover, IGT net scores 

were significantly correlated with the magnitude of mPFC activity during risky decisions. Other 

researchers have also found a positive correlation between IGT performance and mPFC/OFC activation 

(Bolla et al., 2003; Lawrence et al., 2009) or volume (Nakamura et al., 2008; Premkumar et al., 2008). 

Finally, although much less commonly observed than in gambling tasks, vmPFC or OFC activation has 
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also been reported using probabilistic classification learning tests (Aron, Gluck & Poldrack, 2006; Aron et 

al., 2004; Fera et al., 2005; Poldrack et al., 2001; Poldrack, Prabhakaran, Seger, & Gabrieli, 1999; 

Wagshal et al., 2012; Weickert et al., 2009) and other reward-related tasks that do not involve gambling 

(e.g., Elliott et al., 2003; Kirsch et al., 2003).   

Striatum 
 
 Both the ventral and dorsal striata are involved in the prediction, processing, and evaluation of 

rewards (Delgado, 2007; Delgado, Locke, Stenger, & Fiez, 2003; Haber & Knutson, 2010; Valentin & 

O'Doherty, 2009; Yin et al., 2008). Researchers have been investigating the effects of reinforcing stimuli 

on ventrostriatal activity for over 50 years, and evidence that the VS plays a crucial role in reward-based 

learning is overwhelming and irrefutable. For example, classic studies have shown that animals will self-

administer dopamine agonists, such as amphetamines, both locally and systemically into the NAcc 

(Carlezon, Devine, & Wise, 1995; Phillips & Fibiger, 1978; Woolverton, Goldberg, & Ginos, 1984; 

Yokel & Wise, 1978). Moreover, it has been shown that various substances of abuse, including 

amphetamines, cocaine, and alcohol (Berke & Hyman, 2000; Boileau et al., 2003; Breiter et al., 1997; 

Cox et al., 2009; Di Chiara, 2002; Drevets et al., 2001; Everitt & Robbins, 2005; Koob, 1992; Volkow et 

al., 1997; Wise, 1996a, 1996b), as well as other reinforcing stimuli, such as money (Joutsa et al., 2012; 

Linnet, Mϕller, Peterson, Gjedde, & Doudet, 2011; Pappata et al., 2002; Schott et al., 2008; Zald et al., 

2004), videogames (Koepp et al., 1998), and music (Salimpoor, Benovoy, Larcher, Dagher, & Zatorre, 

2011), can all significantly increase striatal dopamine levels. Both PET and fMRI studies have 

demonstrated that the striatum is recruited for the processing of a wide variety of primary rewards, 

including food and other pleasant sensory stimuli (e.g., Berns et al., 2001; Gottfried et al., 2002; McClure, 

Berns, & Montague, 2003; O'Doherty, Buchanan, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006; O'Doherty et al., 2003; 

O'Doherty et al., 2002; Pagnoni, Zink, Montague, & Berns, 2002; Small et al., 2001; Volkow et al., 

2002), romantic love (Acevedo, Aron, Fisher, & Brown, 2012; Aron et al., 2005), maternal bonding 

(Strathearn et al., 2008), beauty (Aharon et al., 2001; Bray & O'Doherty, 2007), music (Blood & Zatorre, 

2001; Menon & Levitin, 2005), and humour (Mobbs, Greicius, Abdel-Azim, Menon, & Reiss, 2003), as 
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well as secondary rewards, such as money (e.g., Carlson et al., 2011; Delgado, Nystrom, Fissell, Noll, & 

Fiez, 2000; Elliott et al., 2003; Knutson et al., 2000). Knutson and Greer (2008) conducted a meta-

analysis and concluded that ventrostriatal activation increases correspond to the expected magnitude of 

reinforcing stimuli (also see Knutson, Adams, Fong, & Hommer, 2001, and Yacubian et al., 2006). The 

vast majority of studies have demonstrated that NAcc activity increases in anticipation of both primary 

and secondary rewards but not punishments (Knutson & Greer, 2008). However, some researchers have 

also found that the VS bursts to aversive stimuli (Becerra, Breiter, Wise, Gonzalez, & Borsook, 2001; 

Delgado et al., 2000; Jensen et al., 2003; Maia, 2009; Menon et al., 2007; Salamone, 1994; Seymour et 

al., 2004). Using a PCL task, both Aron and colleagues (2004), as well as Rodriguez and his group 

(2006), reported an association between increased NAcc activation and prediction errors for negative but 

not positive feedback. Researchers from both studies believed that the enhanced NAcc signal might not 

reflect underlying dopamine activity. They also agreed that increased VS activation in the absence of 

rewards provides further evidence that the NAcc responds to novel, salient, and behaviourally relevant 

feedback rather than merely coding the hedonic or punishment value of incoming stimuli (Horvitz, 2000; 

Tricomi, Delgado, & Fiez, 2004; Zink, Pagnoni, Martin, Dhamala, & Berns, 2003; Zink, Pagnoni, Martin-

Skurski, Chappelow, & Berns, 2004). Rodriguez and colleagues also allowed for the possibility that the 

intensified NAcc signal could reflect internalized disappointment or aversion in response to a challenging 

cognitive situation.  

 Unlike NAcc neurons, which only tend to fire during reward prediction, dorsostriatal activity 

increases in anticipation of either positive or negative feedback (i.e., rewards or punishments [or non-

rewards]). In comparison with NAcc-centered studies, research implicating the caudate and putamen in 

reward processing are much more recent (Haber & Knuston, 2010). Nonetheless, over the past 15 years, 

the DS has become the brain area most commonly associated with cognitive feedback learning in implicit 

memory paradigms. Although other regions, such as the NAcc and mPFC, are activated during these 

types of tasks (Aron et al., 2006; Aron et al., 2004; Poldrack et al., 2001; Poldrack et al., 1999; Rodriguez 

et al., 2006; Wagshal et al., 2012), the neostriatum plays the most central role in incremental, feedback-
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based learning of stimulus-response associations. According to the actor-critic model, the midbrain, 

NAcc, and mPFC code and evaluate rewards during the anticipation phase and then the DS uses the 

relevant information for strategic action planning (Maia & Frank, 2011). In probabilistic classification 

learning, the caudate plays a critical role because cognitive feedback informs and guides subsequent 

behaviour and helps the participant determine his "next best move." A number of fMRI studies have 

demonstrated that healthy participants performing the WPT, a cognitive feedback test, show striatal 

activation (e.g., Fera et al., 2005; Foerde, Knowlton, & Poldrack, 2006; Poldrack et al., 2001; Poldrack et 

al., 1999; Seger & Cincotta, 2005; Weickert et al., 2009). 

 
The Biological Basis and Treatment of Schizophrenia 

 
Neuroanatomy of Schizophrenia 
 
 Although schizophrenia is associated with diffuse brain abnormalities and dysconnections in 

multiple systems (e.g., Horga et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2009; Zanetti et al., 2013; for reviews see Fornito, 

Yücel, Patti, Wood, & Pantelis, 2009; Hulshoff Pol & Kahn, 2008; and Shenton, Dickey, Frumin, & 

McCarley, 2001; for meta-analyses see Glahn et al., 2008; Olabi et al., 2011; Steen, Mull, McClure, 

Hamer, & Lieberman, 2006; and Vita, De Peri, Deste, & Sacchetti, 2012), the focus here will be on 

cortico-basal pathology. The two non-declarative memory tasks used in this study rely primarily on 

fronto-striatal circuitry, so it makes sense to only examine the PFC and basal ganglia in detail. Although 

successful performance on either test depends on the integrity of cortico-basal connections, the IGT 

mainly activates the PFC (Bechara, 2004), and the WPT predominantly recruits the striatum (Knowlton, 

Mangels, & Squire, 1996). 

 Kraeplin (1909) was the first person to suggest that the frontal lobes might play a pivotal role in 

the pathophysiology of schizophrenia. Many other experts after him also believed that frontal 

abnormalities were central to the illness. Following the seminal work of Daniel Weinberger (1986, 1987); 

Davis and colleagues (1991); and Goldman-Rakic and colleagues (Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Goldman-

Rakic, Lidow, Smiley, & Williams, 1992; Goldman-Rakic & Selemon, 1997), the prefrontal cortex took 
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centre stage in neurobiological theories of schizophrenia. In addition to the overwhelming number of 

structural neuroimaging (e.g., Fornito et al., 2009; Hulshoff Pol & Kahn, 2008; Nakamura et al., 2008; 

Shenton et al., 2001; Takayanagi et al., 2011; van Haren et al., 2007; Vita et al., 2012) and 

neuropathological findings (e.g., Akil et al., 1999; Akil, Edgar, Pierri, Casali, & Lewis, 2000) of 

prefrontocortical abnormalities in schizophrenia, a multitude of functional neuroimaging studies have 

provided evidence of PFC deficits in the illness (e.g., Huang et al., 2010; Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2009; 

for a meta-analysis see Minzenberg, Laird, Thelen, Carter, & Glahn, 2009). This neuroimaging research 

has revealed reinforcement learning deficits, using both primary (e.g., Waltz et al., 2009) and secondary 

rewards (e.g., Koch et al., 2010), as well as impaired performance on executive functioning (for reviews 

see Eisenberg & Berman, 2010, and Minzenberg et al., 2009) and working memory tests (Meyer-

Lindenberg & Bullmore, 2011, p. 357; Stevens, Goldman-Rakic, Gore, Fullbright, & Wexler, 1998), and 

the IGT (discussed later in this chapter).  

 Findings of striatal abnormalities in first-episode and chronic schizophrenia are voluminous and 

well established (e.g., Buchsbaum, 1990; Chan, Di, McAlonan, & Gong, 2011; Fornito et al., 2009; 

Howes & Kapur, 2009; Huang et al., 2010; Shenton et al., 2001; van Haren et al., 2007; for a review see 

Perez-Costas et al., 2010), and many experts consider striatal pathology to be a central pathophysiological 

feature of the illness (e.g., Chatterjee et al., 1995; Corson, Nopoulos, Miller, Arndt, & Andreasen, 1999;  

Gur, Maany, Mozley, Swanson, Bilker, & Gur, 1998). A number of fMRI studies using reward tasks have 

revealed striatal dysfunction in schizophrenia (e.g., Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Filonov, et al., 

2006; Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Wüstenberg, et al., 2006; Kirsch et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2010; 

Waltz et al., 2009). For example, striatal hypoactivation has been reported during completion of the WPT 

(Weickert et al., 2009) and serial reaction time tasks (Kumari et al., 2002; Reiss et al., 2006; Zedkova, 

Woodward, Harding, Tibbo, & Purdon, 2006), suggesting that the illness is associated with implicit 

learning deficits. Moreover, although no neuroimaging was used, it is interesting that a number of studies 

have reported impaired learning on the striatum-mediated WPT among schizophrenia patients (Gomar et 

al., 2011; Horan et al., 2008; Kéri, Juhász, Rimanóczy, Szekeres, Kelemen, et al., 2005; Weickert et al., 
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2002; Weickert et al., 2010; Weickert, Leslie, Rushby, Hodges, & Hornberger, 2011) and their unaffected 

siblings (Wagshal et al., 2012; Weickert et al., 2010).   

 Prefrontocortical and striatal abnormalities are core, stable neurobiological features of 

schizophrenia (Torrey, 2002). Although a number of schizophrenia studies have shown that 

antipsychotics can cause structural and functional changes in frontal areas (discussed later in this chapter), 

it is essential to keep in mind that unmedicated patients (Andreasen et al., 1997; Buchsbaum et al., 2007; 

Hazlett et al., 2008; Schlagenhauf et al., 2009; Torrey, 2002; Weinberger et al., 1986) and first-episode 

schizophrenia patients who have received minimal pharmacotherapy (Takayanagi et al., 2011), as well as 

individuals at high risk for developing the illness (Allen et al., 2012; for reviews see Jung, Jang, Byun, 

An, & Kwon, 2010; Pantelis et al., 2009; and Wood et al., 2008; for meta-analyses see Fusar-Poli, Radua, 

McGuire, & Borgwardt, 2012, and Smieskova et al., 2010) and the unaffected relatives of schizophrenia 

patients (Callicott et al., 2003), have all exhibited frontal abnormalities. Like prefrontocortical deficits, 

striatal structural and functional abnormalities are found in medicated schizophrenia patients, as well as in 

antipsychotic-naïve (Buchsbaum et al., 1992; Molina, Sanz, Sarramea, & Palomo, 2007; Rubin et al., 

1991; Torrey, 2002) and unmedicated patients (Buchsbaum et al., 2007; Juckel, Schlagenhauf, 

Koslowski, Wüstenberg, et al., 2006), non-psychotic first-degree relatives of individuals with the illness 

(Raemaekers, Ramsey, Vink, van den Heuvel, & Kahn, 2006; Vink, Ramsey, Raemaekers, & Kahn, 

2006), and high-risk populations (Allen et al., 2012; Fusar-Poli et al., 2011; Howes et al., 2011; Pantelis 

et al., 2003). According to three meta-analyses, schizophrenia patients show elevations in D2/D3 receptor 

density in striatal but not extrastriatal areas, and these increases are independent of any iatrogenic effects 

(see Howes & Kapur, 2009 for a review). Moreover, a number of studies have documented significant 

EPS in antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia patients, suggesting that striatal DA dysfunction is associated 

with the illness itself rather than being simply a treatment side effect (e.g., Chatterjee et al., 1995; Gomar 

et al., 2011). These findings are also consistent with Seeman's dopamine supersensitivity model 

(discussed later in this chapter). Taken together, prefrontocortical and striatal abnormalities develop as 

part of the natural disease process in schizophrenia, whether or not medications are ever administered. 
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Although antipsychotics can cause significant PFC and basal ganglia changes, abnormalities in these 

areas of the brain pre-date any pharmacological treatment and cannot simply be attributed to iatrogenic 

effects. 

 It is now generally accepted that schizophrenia is a cortico-striatal disorder, associated with 

abnormal interactions between the frontal lobes and the basal ganglia (Barch & Dowd, 2010; Fusar-Poli et 

al., 2010). The idea that schizophrenia is caused by dysfunctional cortico-striatal circuitry has been 

around for at least 50 years (Kleist, 1960) and has received considerable support (e.g., Buchsbaum, 

Hazlett, Haznedar, Spiegel-Cohen, & Wei, 1999; Carlsson & Carlsson, 1990; Davis et al., 1991; Frank, 

2008; Frith, 1987; Howes & Kapur, 2009; Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2007; Robbins, 1990; Soltani & 

Wang, 2010; Weinberger, 1987). A multitude of schizophrenia studies have reported faulty reciprocal 

connections and abnormal dopamine transmission between the basal ganglia and PFC, especially the 

ACC (Behrens, Hunt, & Rushworth, 2009; Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2007) and OFC (Takahashi et al., 

2009). This cortico-striatal dopamine imbalance can be attributed to either top-down or bottom-up 

processes. As an example of the former, dopamine agonists that are locally administered to the PFC cause 

decreases in striatal DA levels (Jaskiw, Weinberger, & Crawley, 1991; Kolachana, Saunders, & 

Weinberger, 1995; Scatton, Worms, Lloyd, & Bartholini, 1982). In addition, selective lesions of 

prefrontocortical DA neurons are associated with exaggerated striatal dopamine release in rats (Deutch, 

Clark, & Roth, 1990; Flores, Wood, Liang, Quirion, & Srivastava, 1996; Jaskiw et al., 1990; Pycock, 

Kerwin, & Carter, 1980; Thompson & Moss, 1995) and primates (Roberts et al., 1994). However, striatal 

pathology can also lead to frontal deficits. For example, using a mouse model of striatal D2 

overexpression, Kellendonk and colleagues (2006) reported impairment in working memory and 

behavioural flexibility, altered DA levels and turnover in the PFC, and stimulation of PFC D1 receptors. 

Interestingly, the imbalance between cortical and subcortical DA systems is also observed in 

schizophrenia patients who are not being treated with antipsychotics. For example, Schlagenhauf and 

colleagues (2009) reported reduced functional connectivity between the medial PFC and VS during 

reward processing in a group of unmedicated patients.  
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Neurochemistry of Schizophrenia: Focus on Dopamine 
 
The Dopamine Hypothesis: Version I 
 
 Although the dopamine hypothesis has undergone two major revisions since its first formulation 

almost 50 years ago, the central tenet of the original theory still stands: For any medication to demonstrate 

significant clinical efficacy in the treatment of schizophrenia, it must show some affinity for and 

occupation of striatal D2 receptors (Kapur & Mamo, 2003; Kapur & Remington, 2001; Stahl, 2003). No 

antipsychotic currently exists that has more than a modest preference for D3 or D4 over D2 receptors 

(Seeman, 1992). Certain antipsychotics produce selective D2 antagonism (e.g., haloperidol, sulpiride, 

amisulpride). Others have a high affinity for D2 receptors but also target different neurotransmitter 

systems (e.g., chlorpromazine, risperidone, and olanzapine). Finally, some antipsychotics bind loosely to 

D2 receptors (e.g., clozapine and quetiapine) or act as partial agonists at these sites (e.g., aripiprazole; 

Miyamoto et al., 2005; Waddington et al., 2011, pp. 485-514). However, in each case, pharmacological 

treatment leads to occupation of striatal D2 receptors, and dopamine is the final common pathway (Howes 

et al., 2012; Waddington et al., 2011, p. 488). Recent evidence for the original dopamine hypothesis of 

schizophrenia and the important role of the dopamine receptor D2 (DRD2) gene in schizophrenic etiology 

comes from the largest molecular genetic study of schizophrenia to date (Schizophrenia Working Group 

of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2014).  

 Although glutamate (Coyle, 2006; Kim, Kornhuber, Schmid-Burgk, & Holzmuller, 1980), GABA 

(Lewis, 2000), serotonin (Meltzer, 1989), acetylcholine (Freedman, Hall, Adler, & Leonard, 1995), and 

other neurotransmitter, neuropeptide, and neuromodulator systems have been implicated in the 

pathophysiology of schizophrenia, the dopamine hypothesis (now in its third version) continues to 

dominate. After the administration of antipsychotics, D2 receptor blockade is achieved in just hours 

(Nordstrom, Farde, & Halldin, 1992; Tauscher, Jones, Remington, Zipursky, & Kapur, 2002), and 

delusions and hallucinations can resolve in a few days (Agid, Kapur, Arenovich, & Zipursky, 2003; Delay 

et al., 1952; Kapur, Arenovich, Agid, Zipursky, Lindborg, & Jones, 2005; Seeman & Seeman, 2014). In 

contrast, despite exhaustive efforts to develop new medications targeting other neurotransmitter systems, 
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antipsychotics acting on cannabinoid-1, neurokinin-3, serotonin, neurotensin, ampakine, and sigma 

receptors have not proven to be clinically effective (Seeman & Seeman, 2014). Some competitive 

antagonism at D2 receptors is necessary for the treatment of psychosis, and abnormal dopamine 

neurotransmission remains at the core of schizophrenic pathophysiology. 

 The discovery of antipsychotics in the mid-twentieth century ignited an intense interest in 

neurochemical theories of psychosis. In 1963, Arvid Carlsson, a Swedish neuroscientist and Nobel-prize 

winner, and his colleague, Margit Lindqvist, wrote a famous paper in which they describe how 

chlorpromazine and haloperidol act on postsynaptic neurons and reduce catecholaminergic activity. 

Although these researchers are often credited with formulating the dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia, 

they never actually mentioned dopamine in their paper. In 1966, Jacques Van Rossum, a Dutch 

pharmacologist, became the first person to use the term, "dopamine hypothesis," and formally describe its 

connection to schizophrenia (p. 327). His suggestion that overproduction of dopamine might play a 

prominent role in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia was supported by several lines of evidence. 

Carlsson, Lindqvist, and Magnusson (1957) had already discovered that reserpine, an effective 

antipsychotic, depleted catecholamines in animals, and, a year later, Connell (1958) published his seminal 

paper on "amphetamine psychosis." Connell's findings were later replicated, and other classic papers 

documenting the psychotogenic effects of dopamine agonists emerged (Angrist, 1983; Snyder, 1972; see 

Lieberman, Kane, & Alvir, 1987, and Howes & Kapur, 2009 for reviews). In addition, it became clear 

that the most common side effects of chlorpromazine administration were motor symptoms virtually 

identical to those observed in Parkinson's disease (PD). In landmark studies, Carlsson (1964, 1972) had 

already established that PD was caused by a central dopaminergic deficiency. Moreover, in their 

experiments with the dopamine precursor, Levodopa (L-DOPA), Yaryura-Tobias and colleagues would 

later show that dopamine agonists alleviate drug-induced Parkinsonism but may also cause psychotic 

symptoms (Yaryura-Tobias, Diamond, & Merlis, 1970; Yaryura-Tobias, Wolpert, Dana, & Merlis, 1970).  

 These exciting findings led to a large-scale search for the primary mechanism of action of 

antipsychotic medications. In 1975, Seeman, Chau-Wong, Tedesco, and Wong uncovered the first direct 
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evidence that antipsychotics (e.g., haloperidol, chlorpromazine, clozapine) compete with dopamine at 

stereospecific DA sites in the rat striatum and that clinical doses correlate with their potency to block D2 

receptors. These results were replicated in other seminal studies (e.g., Creese, Burt, & Snyder, 1976; 

Seeman, Lee, Chau-Wong, & Wong, 1976), and the dopamine theory of schizophrenia crystallized in the 

1970s. Later, correlations between striatal D2 receptor occupancy and clinically significant improvement 

of positive symptoms were reported (Abi-Dargham et al., 2000; Agid et al., 2007; Kegeles et al., 2008; 

Laruelle, Abi-Dargham, Gil, Kegeles, & Innis, 1999). This provided modern evidence for the dopamine 

hypothesis. The theory was further nourished by findings that preferential D2 antagonists, such as 

haloperidol and sulpiride, were just as clinically effective as non-selective neuroleptics, such as 

phenothiazines (e.g., chlorpromazine, fluphenazine) and thioxanthenes (e.g., flupenthixol), which block 

both D1 and D2 receptors (Ehman, Delva, & Beninger, 1987).  

 Neuroimaging findings dating from the late 1990s have also provided strong support for the 

original dopamine hypothesis. A number of PET and single photon emission computed tomography 

(SPECT) studies, showing that intrasynaptic dopamine release is increased in schizophrenia (Abi-

Dargham, Giessen, Slifstein, Kegeles, & Laruelle, 2009; Abi-Dargham et al., 1998; Abi-Dargham et al., 

2000; Breier et al., 1997; Laruelle et al., 1996), have produced moderate-to-large effect sizes (see Howes 

et al., 2012, and Howes & Kapur, 2009 for reviews). In addition to increased release of endogenous 

dopamine in schizophrenia, presynaptic striatal dopamine synthesis is also elevated in patients (Howes et 

al., 2012; Howes & Kapur, 2009). In fact, findings of the latter dopamine abnormality have been 

replicated more times than those of any other type of DA dysfunction in schizophrenia. The evidence for 

heightened synthesis of dopamine, especially during periods of acute psychosis, is compelling. Effect 

sizes range from 0.63 - 1.89 (Howes & Kapur, 2009). Consistent with the evidence for enhanced 

dopamine release and synthesis, Yang and colleagues (2004) reported a positive correlation between 

D2/D3 receptor density and dopamine transporter binding in antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia patients. 

Finally, additional support for the dopamine hypothesis comes from genetic studies showing caudate D2 

upregulation in unaffected monozygotic twins of individuals with schizophrenia (Hirvonen et al., 2005), 
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as well as from post-mortem findings of increased striatal D2 receptor density in the brains of patients 

(e.g., Lee, Seeman, Tourtellotte, Farley, & Hornykeiwicz, 1978; Owen et al., 1978; Seeman et al., 1987). 

However, in many of these neuropathology studies, it is impossible to know whether the upregulation is 

part of the natural disease process or caused by long-term use of antipsychotics.  

 Despite the overwhelming evidence for increased phasic dopamine release and presynaptic 

striatal dopamine synthesis in schizophrenia, the number of D2 receptors is approximately normal. After 

an avalanche of studies and three meta-analyses, experts now agree that the striatal hyperdopamergia 

consistently observed in schizophrenia is accompanied by only mild elevations (10%-20%) in striatal D2/3 

receptor density, independent of antipsychotic medication effects (Howes et al., 2012; Howes & Kapur, 

2009). Seeman's theory of dopamine supersensitivity has helped reconcile these seemingly contradictory 

findings. He believes that D2 receptors can exist in two states-- high affinity (D2
high) and low affinity 

(D2
low)-- and that schizophrenia patients have an abnormally high number of D2

high receptors and 

experience dopamine supersensitivity (Seeman, 2011; Seeman et al., 2006; Seeman & Seeman, 2014). 

D2
high represents the functional physiological state (George et al., 1985; McDonald, Sibley, Kilpatrick, & 

Caron, 1984). It is linked to second messenger systems and binds readily to agonists. In contrast, D2
low is 

functionally inert, desensitized, and has a lower affinity for agonists. The two D2 affinity states are 

constantly interconverting, and synaptic dopamine sensitivity can change in just minutes (Seeman et al., 

2006; Seeman & Seeman, 2014). Dopamine supersensitivity can be caused by increased presynaptic 

neural pruning, enhanced dopamine release (Howes et al., 2012), altered numbers of D2 receptors 

(Seeman, 2013), and heightened sensitivity of D2 receptors to dopamine (Seeman, 2011), or a 

combination of all of these DA abnormalities (Seeman & Seeman, 2014). For example, chronic D2 

blockade causes an upregulation in striatal dopamine receptors and leads to dopamine supersensitivity 

(Burt, Creese, & Snyder, 1977; Seeman & Seeman, 2014; Silvestri et al., 1999). Although antipsychotics 

block postsynaptic D2 receptors and reduce symptoms, paradoxically, they may also worsen the primary 

dopamine abnormalities of schizophrenia. Administration of these medications can inhibit presynaptic D2 

autoreceptors and cause a compensatory increase in dopamine production (Frank & O'Reilly, 2006). Even 
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short-term antipsychotic treatment can enhance presynaptic DA synthesis in healthy volunteers 

(Vernaleken et al., 2006). Therefore, antipsychotics dampen the effects of excess dopamine, but when 

treatment is discontinued, patients tend to relapse quickly and experience more severe psychotic 

symptoms than ever before (Chouinard, 1991; Chouinard & Chouinard, 2008; Iyo et al., 2013). Seeman's 

supersensitivity theory has been supported by both preclinical and clinical evidence (Seeman, 2011; 

Seeman et al., 2006; Seeman & Seeman, 2014). 

The Dopamine Hypothesis: Version II 
 
 In a landmark paper, Davis and colleagues (1991) re-formulated the dopamine hypothesis of 

schizophrenia, arguing that frontal hypodopaminergia caused striatal hyperdopaminergia. In this 

"modified dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia," the authors proposed that the positive symptoms of the 

illness were caused by dopamine overactivity at striatal D2 receptors, whereas the negative and cognitive 

symptoms were associated with deficient dopaminergic activity at D1 receptors in areas of prefrontal 

cortex. Therefore, the main contribution of Davis and colleagues were their findings of region-specific 

symptoms, and their revolutionary proposal that, contrary to popular belief and 25 years of research, the 

primary cause of schizophrenia was actually "too little" dopamine rather than "too much."  

The Dopamine Hypothesis: Version III 
 
 In 2009, Howes and Kapur proposed a third version of the dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia 

to address certain weaknesses of Davis's theory. For example, although almost 20 years of research had 

been conducted since the introduction of the second version, no solid evidence of frontal 

hypodopaminergia had been found. Moreover, later studies showed that Davis's theory that schizophrenia 

was caused by top-down processes was untenable and that complex, reciprocal fronto-striatal interactions 

were involved. In addition, Davis and colleagues had not acknowledged the importance of psychosocial 

factors in the etiology of schizophrenia. "The Dopamine Hypothesis of Schizophrenia: Version III" has 

four core components. First, like Seeman, Grace, and Weinberger, Howes and Kapur emphasize the rich 

and complex array of biopsychosocial factors (e.g., genetic abnormalities, pregnancy and obstetric 

complications, stress and trauma, substance abuse) and "multiple hits" in the pathogenesis of 
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schizophrenia. Second, the authors argue that psychosis and schizophrenia are not the same. Dopamine 

disturbance is associated with psychotic states in schizophrenia, or, as Laruelle and Abi-Dargham (1999) 

put it: Dopamine is "the wind of the psychotic fire" (p. 358). However, DA dysfunction is not necessarily 

the fundamental abnormality in schizophrenia, a heterogeneous and complex disorder with a rich and 

varying clinical presentation. As opposed to the more transient "psychosis-in-schizophrenia," the negative 

and cognitive symptoms may have a more trait-like quality. Third, the dopamine abnormalities 

characteristic of schizophrenia alter the appraisal of stimuli and may lead to aberrant salience (see earlier 

section in this chapter). Fourth, and most importantly, in the newest version of the DA hypothesis, Howes 

and Kapur change the locus of the primary dopamine abnormality in schizophrenia. Instead of the focus 

being on dopamine dysfunction at postsynaptic D2 receptors, it shifts to hyperdopaminergia at the 

presynaptic level. In a recent schizophrenia meta-analysis, Howes and colleagues (2012) reported a 

significant elevation (p < 0.0001) in presynaptic dopamine functioning, including increased DA synthesis 

capacity, intrasynaptic levels and release. The effect size was large (Cohen's d = 0.79). Importantly, the 

authors concluded that the enhanced presynaptic dopamine activity was present in both unmedicated and 

medicated schizophrenia patients. Howes and colleagues (2012) speculated that decreased dopamine D1 

transmission in the frontal cortex or glutamatergic dysfunction could be the cause of the presynaptic 

abnormalities. Given that presynaptic dopamine dysfunction is the final common pathway in 

schizophrenia, Howes and colleagues (2009, 2012) argue that current antipsychotics are not targeting the 

primary abnormality but instead are acting downstream. They recommend that future pharmaceutical 

research focus on the fundamental presynaptic dopamine dysfunction in an effort to identify and 

manipulate the critical upstream factors that are converging on the dopamine funnel point. 

Other Neurochemical Theories of Schizophrenia 

 Glutamate (Coyle, 1996; Deutsch, Mastropaolo, Schwartz, Rosse, & Morihisa, 1989; Javitt, 1987; 

Lodge & Anis, 1982) and GABA (Benes & Berretta, 2001; Bird, 1985; Guidotti et al., 2005; Lewis, 2000; 

Perry, Kish, Buchanan, & Hansen, 1979), as well as combined glutamate-GABA (Krystal & Moghaddam, 

2011, p. 447; Lewis, Hashimoto, & Volk, 2005; Lodge & Grace, 2011; Moghaddam & Javitt, 2012; 
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Nakazawa et. al., 2012; Perez & Lodge, 2014), theories of schizophrenia have been developed over the 

years to supplement the ever-enduring dopamine hypothesis. Proponents of these alternate neurochemical 

theories argue that there is no overt pathology in the midbrain dopamine system (Harrison, 1999) and that 

dopamine dysfunction in schizophrenia is actually secondary to glutamatergic and GABAergic 

abnormalities (Lodge & Grace, 2011). The latter two neurotransmitter systems regulate dopaminergic 

activity and may be ultimately responsible for the dopamine imbalance that leads to the positive and 

negative symptoms of the illness. Although glutamate theories of schizophrenia have only recently gained 

wide acceptance, researchers have known for over half a century that this neurotransmitter plays a critical 

role in psychosis. The psychomimetic effects of glutamate N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor 

antagonists (e.g., phencyclidine and ketamine) were first observed in the 1950s, the same decade in which 

chlorpromazine was discovered (López-Muñoz et al., 2005; Luby, Cohen, Rosenbaum, Gottlieb, & 

Kelley, 1959). Administration of NMDA receptor antagonists to healthy participants causes 

schizophrenia-like symptoms, such as delusions, hallucinations, flat affect, social withdrawal, 

amotivation, and cognitive deficits (Krystal & Moghaddam, 2011, pp. 441-442). Although the dopamine 

hypothesis offers a solid explanation for the genesis of positive symptoms, which are readily treated with 

dopamine receptor-blocking medications, the etiology and treatment of negative and cognitive symptoms 

remains elusive. The interplay between D1 and NMDA receptors is key to gaining a better understanding 

of the deficit features of schizophrenia (Krystal & Moghaddam, 2011, p. 443). Moreover, ketamine-

induced positive symptoms do not resolve following treatment with D2 receptor antagonists, suggesting 

that dopamine hyperactivity is not the primary pathomechanism in all forms of psychosis (Krystal & 

Moghaddam, 2011, p. 443).  

 Although originally coined "the hypoglutamate hypothesis of schizophrenia," more recent 

research suggests that schizophrenia is actually associated with glutamatergic hyperactivity caused by 

GABAergic deficits (Krystal & Moghaddam, 2011, p. 444; Liu & Moghaddam, 1995; Lorrain, Baccei, 

Bristow, Anderson, & Varney, 2003; Moghaddam, Adams, Verma, & Daly, 1997; Moghaddam & Javitt, 

2012; Perez & Lodge, 2014). In magnetic resonance spectroscopy studies, first-episode, unmedicated 
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schizophrenia patients have shown increased levels of glutamine (Théberge et al., 2002). In support of 

glutamate and GABA theories, neuropathological findings in schizophrenia have revealed reduced 

glutamate connectivity, glutamate glial pathology, myelination abnormalities, and alterations in 

glutamatergic receptors (Krystal & Moghaddam, 2011, pp. 433-438). For example, NMDA receptor 

deficits have been found in the brains of schizophrenia patients post-mortem (Coyle, 2006; Stone, 

Morrison, & Pilowsky, 2007), as well as in SPECT studies using living patients (Pilowsky et al., 2006). 

Moreover, genes thought to be involved in glutamatergic neurotransmission have been associated with 

increased risk for schizophrenia in a number of studies (Krystal & Moghaddam, 2011, 436-437; Perez & 

Lodge, 2014). These genes include Neuregulin 1 (NRG1), Disrupted in schizophrenia 1 (DISC1), D-α-

amino oxidase (DAAO), serine racemase, D-amino-acid oxidase activator (DAOA), and dystrobrevin-

binding protein 1 (DTNB1). In addition to glutamatergic abnormalities, schizophrenia patients also show 

GABA neuronal deficits and reduced glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) expression in cortical regions 

(Krystal & Moghaddam, 2011, pp. 439-440). Today, rather than proposing separate neurochemical 

hypotheses, some schizophrenia researchers prefer to take a more integrated approach (e.g., Perez & 

Lodge, 2014). They argue that reduced functionality of GABAergic, parvalbumin-containing interneurons 

in the anterior hippocampus and PFC leads to striatal hyperdopaminergia and the development of positive 

symptoms (Lewis et al., 2005; Lodge & Grace, 2011; Moghaddam & Javitt, 2012; Perez & Lodge, 2014). 

These GABAergic deficits also cause disturbances in gamma- and theta-frequency neuronal synchrony 

that contribute to the negative and cognitive pathology of schizophrenia (Gill & Grace, 2014; Perez & 

Lodge, 2014). 

 The clinical efficacy of glutamatergic medications provides further evidence for glutamate and 

GABA theories of schizophrenia. To date, glycineB receptor agonists and partial agonists, such as glycine, 

D-alanine, and D-serine, have proven to be the most efficacious adjunctive medications in the treatment 

of negative symptoms (Choi, Wykes, & Kurtz, 2013; Krystal & Moghaddam, 2011, p. 445; Moghaddam 

& Javitt, 2012). However, other promising glutamatergic agents are currently being tested. These include 

glycine transporter 1 (GlyT1) inhibitors, as well as metabotropic glutamate receptor 2 (mGluR2), 
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metabotropic glutamate receptor 3 (mGluR3), and metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5) agonists 

(Krystal & Moghaddam, 2011, pp. 445-446; Moghaddam & Javitt, 2012). Finally, although lagging 

behind glutamatergic treatments, some GABAergic compounds have been developed and show potential 

therapeutic value. For example, SH-053-2'F-R-CH3, a positive allosteric modulator of the α5GABAA 

receptor, has been shown to attenuate hippocampal activity and reverse dopamine hyperactivity (Gill & 

Grace, 2014; Perez & Lodge, 2014). In addition, there is preclinical evidence that transplantation of 

GABAergic precursor cells to the ventral hippocampus restores parvalbumin interneuron functioning and 

normalizes dopamine activity in a rat model of schizophrenia (Perez & Lodge, 2014). Hopefully, this 

animal research will lead to the development of cell-based therapies for the treatment of schizophrenia 

patients.      

  
Treatment of Schizophrenia: Focus on Atypical Antipsychotics 

Introduction 
 
 Although typical antipsychotics are still frequently used to alleviate positive symptoms, and 

adjunctive medications (e.g., mood stabilizers, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors [SSRIs], 

anticholinergics, acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, benzodiazepines) are also sometimes prescribed to 

schizophrenia patients (Choi et al., 2013; Miyamoto et al., 2005; Vinogradov et al., 2009), atypicals 

remain the first-line treatment for the illness (Lieberman, 1996; Meltzer, 2013). Regardless of 

antipsychotic medication class, D2 antagonism is the primary mechanism of action (Kapur et al., 1999; 

Seeman et al., 2006). For most antipsychotics, maximal clinical efficacy is achieved with D2 receptor 

occupancy between 65% and 80% (Farde et al., 1992; Kapur, Zipursky, Jones, Remington, & Houle, 

2000; Miyamoto et al., 2005; Nordstrom et al., 1993). No significant symptom improvement generally 

occurs below this threshold, and EPS begin to emerge when the upper limit is exceeded (Kapur, Zipursky, 

Jones, Remington, & Houle, 2000). Although the therapeutic window in antipsychotic treatment tends to 

be narrow, it is not absolute and varies with different medications and patients. Some individuals show a 

clinical response with D2 occupancy levels below 65%, and others experience no antipsychotic effects 
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with a D2 blockade above 80% (Coppens et al., 1991; Kapur, Zipursky, Jones, Remington, & Houle, 

2000; Miyamoto et al., 2005; Wolkin et al., 1989). Clozapine and quetiapine never exceed this threshold 

and are clinically effective at D2 occupancy in the 30%-60% range (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; 

Kapur & Mamo, 2003; Kapur & Seeman, 2001; Kapur, Zipursky, Jones, Shammi, et al., 2000; Kapur et 

al., 1999). In contrast, clinical doses of risperidone and olanzapine often lead to greater than 80% D2 

receptor occupancy, with average ranges of 82%-86% and 77%-79%, respectively (Kapur et al., 1999). 

Therefore, along with typicals, which generally cause greater than a 90% D2 blockade (Kapur & Seeman, 

2001), risperidone and olanzapine often produce significant EPS (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005).  

Hypotheses of Atypicality 
    
 Atypical antipsychotics have traditionally been associated with significantly lower EPS liability 

and minimal prolactin elevation (Kapur & Mamo, 2003; King & Voruganti, 2002; Meltzer, 1995). A 

number of hypotheses have been forwarded to explain the diminished risk for motor side effects. One 

popular explanation is that the higher affinity of many atypicals (e.g., risperidone, olanzapine, quetiapine) 

for serotonergic 5-HT2A receptors over D2  receptors provides protection from EPS and superior treatment 

of negative and cognitive symptoms (Meltzer, Matsubara, & Lee, 1989). In support of this theory, studies 

have shown that serotonin modulates dopamine activity, and that selective 5-HT2 antagonists can reduce 

EPS caused by antipsychotic treatment (Kapur & Remington, 1996; Meltzer, Li, Kaneda, & Ichikawa, 

2003). Moreover, the synergism of 5-HT2A and D2 receptor antagonism seems to enhance 

prefrontocortical dopamine levels, an effect not observed with the administration of either selective 5-

HT2A or D2 antagonists alone (see Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005 for a review). Increased PFC dopamine 

activity could also be due to stimulation of 5-HT1A receptors and therefore might be most pronounced 

with 5-HT1A partial agonists, such as clozapine and quetiapine (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Bardin et 

al., 2007; Lawrence, 2007; Meltzer et al., 2003). In addition to enhancing prefrontal dopamine 

functioning, many atypicals also increase prefrontal acetylcholine and produce procognitive effects 

(Ichikawa, Dai, O’Laughlin, Fowler, & Meltzer, 2002; Ichikawa, Li, Dai, & Meltzer, 2002; Li, Huang, 

Ichikawa, Dai, & Meltzer, 2005; Stip, Chouinard, & Boulay, 2005). Other than 5-HT2A and 5-HT1A 
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receptors, interactions with 5-HT2C, 5-HT6, and 5-HT7 receptors may also contribute to the efficacy of 

atypical antipsychotics (Meltzer et al., 2003).  

 Although the serotonin-dopamine hypothesis (Meltzer et al., 1989) is the most widely accepted 

basis for atypicality, other theories have also been proposed. The mesolimbic selectivity theory (Stevens, 

1973) offers an alternate explanation for atypicality and the lower EPS liability associated with the newer 

antipsychotics. According to this theory, atypicals selectively block dopamine transmission in the VS and 

other areas of the brain innervated by the mesolimbic rather than nigrostriatal dopamine system (Abi-

Dargham & Laruelle, 2005). Moreover, whereas typicals achieve similar levels of D2 receptor occupancy 

in striatal and extrastriatal regions, atypicals produce greater D2 blockade in the thalamus, frontal and 

temporal cortex (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Jones & Pilowsky, 2002; Kapur & Mamo, 2003). 

Risperidone, olanzapine, and quetiapine selectively occupy extrastriatal D2 receptors in the following rank 

order: temporal cortex > thalamus > striatum (Bigliani et al., 2000; Bressan et al., 2003; Kessler et al., 

2006; Stephenson et al., 2000; Xiberas et al., 2001).  

 Finally, the fast dissociation hypothesis offers a possible explanation for the atypical effects 

profile of the newer antipsychotics (Kapur & Seeman, 2001). It has been proposed that a faster 

dissociation rate from D2 receptors, which results in a lower overall affinity for these sites, is the core 

distinguishing feature of atypical antipsychotics. According to this hypothesis, “loose” binding to D2 

receptors is the single biggest discriminator between typical and atypical antipsychotics, even in the case 

of multireceptor profiles (Kapur & Mamo, 2003). It is not clear, however, how drugs with lower 

affinity/higher dissociation might lead to atypicality. According to Kapur and Seeman (2001), compared 

with slower dissociation drugs, atypicals are more sensitive to endogenous phasic bursts of dopamine and 

can therefore be given in smaller doses. At these therapeutic doses, they provide lower occupancy of 

striatal D2 receptors, cause fewer EPS, and reduce dopamine levels with less distortion of physiological 

signaling. In other words, in keeping with mesolimbic selectivity theory, atypicals show preferential 

occupation for extrastriatal dopamine receptors.  
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Specific Atypical Antipsychotic Medications 
 
Risperidone  
 
 Risperidone is a benzisoxazole with a high affinity antagonism for dopamine D2-like, serotonin 5-

HT2A/2C, histamine H1, and adrenergic alpha1 and alpha2 receptors. It also has a weak to moderate affinity 

for other sites, such as 5-HT1C/1D and 5-HT1A receptors, and a very weak affinity for D1-like receptors 

(Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Heykants et al., 1994; Keck & McElroy, 2002; Miyamoto et al., 2005; 

Schotte et al., 1996; Waddington & Casey, 2000). Interaction with dopamine D1 receptors occurs only at 

very high concentrations (Reimold et al., 2007; Tauscher et al., 2004). According to results from PET 

studies, at lower therapeutic doses, occupancy of striatal 5-HT2 receptors exceeds that of striatal 

dopamine receptors, and EPS liability is relatively minimal. However, at medium to high therapeutic 

doses, the serotonergic receptors become saturated while D2 occupancy continues to rise. The original 5-

HT-D2 ratio reverses, and the risk of EPS and other adverse side effects increases dramatically (Kapur & 

Remington, 1996; Kapur et al., 1995; Kapur et al., 1999; Reimold et al., 2007). Among the most 

commonly prescribed atypicals, risperidone has the highest affinity for striatal D2 receptors. In fact, at the 

upper end of the therapeutic dose range, risperidone begins to look very much like a typical antipsychotic 

(Kapur et al., 1995). 

Olanzapine 
 
 Olanzapine is a thienobenzodiazepine with high-affinity antagonism for serotonin 5HT2A/2C, 5-

HT3, 5-HT6, dopamine D1-4, muscarinic M1-5, histamine H1, and adrenergic alpha1 receptors (Abi-

Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Bymaster, Calligaro, et al., 1996; Bymaster, Hemrick-Luecke, Perry, & 

Fuller, 1996; Bymaster et al., 1999; Meltzer & McGurk, 1999; Miyamoto et al., 2005; Moore, Tye, 

Axton, & Risius, 1992). As in the case of risperidone, when olanzapine is given in high doses, the 5-HT-

D2 ratio decreases, and EPS emerge (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Kapur et al., 1998; Kapur et al., 

1999). Other than clozapine, olanzapine produces the highest occupancy of D1 receptors among the 

atypicals (Tauscher et al., 2004). This activity at D1 receptors, in addition to cholinergic-enhancing effects 

at muscarinic receptors, may explain the improvement of cognitive symptoms sometimes observed with 
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administration of clozapine and olanzapine (Berman, Talmage, & Role, 2007; Ichikawa, Dai, et al., 2002; 

Lieberman et al., 2003). Curiously, although olanzapine is a potent muscarinic receptor antagonist, it also 

increases release of acetylcholine in the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus, thereby providing protection 

from EPS (Berman et al., 2007; Ichikawa, Dai, et al., 2002). These findings might be explained by the 

fact that muscarinic receptors can serve as inhibitory presynaptic autoreceptors, whereby blockade of 

acetylcholine actually enhances cholinergic transmission (Berman et al., 2007). Both risperidone and 

olanzapine are available in long-acting, injectable preparations that are administered intramuscularly at 2-

4 week intervals (Agid, Foussias, & Remington, 2010; Mamo et al., 2008; Möller, 2007). 

Quetiapine 
 
 Quetiapine is a dibenzothiazepine derivative (Nemeroff, Kinkead, & Goldstein, 2002; Riedel, 

Müller, et al., 2007). It has a higher affinity for D2 than D1-like receptors, acting as a weak antagonist at 

both receptor types (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Gefvert et al., 1998; Jensen, Rodriguiz, Caron, 

Wetsel, Rothman, & Roth, 2008; Keck & McElroy, 2002; Miyamoto et al., 2005; Prieto, Micó, Meana, & 

Majadas, 2010; Richelson & Souder, 2000; Saller & Salama, 1993). Quetiapine has an even higher 

dissociation constant at D2 receptors than clozapine (Kapur, Zipursky, Jones, Shammi, et al., 2000; Saller 

& Salama, 1993). This "loose binding" allows endogenous dopamine to intermittently stimulate D2 

receptors, keeping the striatal dopamine system in balance and minimizing EPS and DA supersensitivity 

(Kapur & Seeman, 2001). Of the three atypicals examined in this study, quetiapine is the weakest striatal 

D2 blocker (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Miyamoto et al., 2005). It also has a low affinity for 

muscarinic and 5-HT1A receptors (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Keck & McElroy, 2002; Prieto et al., 

2010; Richelson & Souder, 2000; Saller & Salama, 1993). In contrast, quetiapine acts as a moderate to 

strong antagonist at H1, 5-HT2A, and alpha1/2 receptors (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Kapur, Zipursky, 

Jones, Shammi, et al., 2000; Keck & McElroy, 2002; Miyamoto et al., 2005; Prieto et al., 2010; Richelson 

& Souder, 2000; Saller & Salama, 1993). Although 5-HT2 occupancy is consistently higher than D2 

occupancy, serotonergic receptors do not approach saturation at therapeutic doses (Kapur, Zipursky, 

Jones, Shammi, et al., 2000; Tauscher-Wisniewski et al., 2002). This unique feature differentiates 
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quetiapine from other antipsychotics, including clozapine with which it shares many pharmacodynamic 

properties (Goldstein et al., 1993; Kapur, Zipursky, Jones, Shammi, et al., 2000; Lambert & Castle, 2003; 

Migler et al., 1993; Saller & Salama, 1993; Zhang et al., 2004). By decreasing the density of 5-HT2A 

receptors in the PFC and reducing their activity, quetiapine minimizes the inhibitory effects of serotonin 

on dopamine release (Prieto et al., 2010; Saller & Salama, 1993; Tarazi, Zhang, & Baldessarini, 2002). 

The resultant increase in dopamine transmission in the PFC and hippocampus helps alleviate the negative 

and cognitive symptoms of schizophrenia (Ichikawa, Li, et al., 2002; McIntyre, Soczynska, 

Woldeyohannes, Alsuiwaidan, & Konarski, 2007; Möller, 2005; Prieto et al., 2010). In addition to this 5-

HT2A blockade, antagonism at 5-HT2C, alpha2 auto- and heteroreceptors, as well as partial 5-HT1A 

agonism, increase dopamine, norepinephrine, acetylcholine, and serotonin in prefrontocortical areas 

(Gefvert et al., 1998; Ichikawa, Li, et al., 2002; López-Muñoz & Alamo, 2013; McIntyre et al., 2007; 

Möller, 2005; Peuskens, 2011; Prieto et al., 2010; Sanford & Keating, 2012; Tarazi et al., 2002). These 

combined presynaptic and postsynaptic activities exert antipsychotic and antidepressant effects and 

provide relief from negative, cognitive, and mood symptoms. Quetiapine is available in two 

pharmaceutical forms: immediate release and extended release (López-Muñoz & Alamo, 2013). 

 
Effects of Antipsychotics on the Brain 
 
 The effects of antipsychotics or the withholding of these medications on brain structures and 

processes in schizophrenia is a controversial topic in the literature (Ngan, Lane, Ruth, & Liddle, 2002). 

One of the most consistent findings has been the association between increased basal ganglia volume and 

treatment with typical antipsychotics (e.g., Breier et al., 1992; Chakos et al., 1995; Chakos et al., 1994; 

Corson et al., 1999; Dazzan et al., 2005; Frazier et al., 1996; Gur, Maany, et al., 1998; Keshavan et al., 

1994; Lang et al., 2004; Shihabuddin, 2001; Staal et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2000; see Scherk & Falkai, 

2006 for a review). According to some experts (e.g., Miller et al., 1997), the chronic dopaminergic 

antagonism associated with administration of typicals might lead to a proliferation in striatal D2 receptors 

and concomitant increases in basal ganglia volume. In 1994, Chakos and colleagues used magnetic 
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resonance imaging (MRI) to measure antipsychotic effects in 29 unmedicated first-episode schizophrenia 

patients. The authors reported a 5.7% increase in caudate nucleus volume after 18 months of continued 

treatment with typicals. Keshavan and his group (1994) replicated these findings in their MRI study with 

first-episode neuroleptic-naïve schizophrenia patients, who showed a 15% increase in caudate volume 

after a mean duration of 305 days of treatment with first-generation antipsychotics. Recent research 

examining the effects of typicals on brain volume is scarce because atypicals became the first-line 

treatment for schizophrenia in the 1990s (Lehmann & Ban, 1997). Nonetheless, although volume 

differences have not been as impressive, findings from the few studies conducted in the past 10 years are 

basically consistent with previous reports in the literature. Lieberman, Tollefson, Charles, Zipursky, 

Sharma, and colleagues (2005) reported significantly greater basal ganglia volume increases in patients 

treated with haloperidol relative to those taking olanzapine. In addition, Glenthϕj and colleagues (2007) 

found that striatal volume marginally increased in first-episode schizophrenia patients after 3 months of 

treatment with zuclopenthixol. Finally, preclinical research has also demonstrated that typical 

antipsychotics induce striatal volume increases, including a recent rodent study that used haloperidol 

(Vernon et al., 2012).    

 Unlike treatment with typicals, administration of atypicals has no effect on basal ganglia volume 

in antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia patients (Crespo-Facorro et al., 2008; Heitmiller, Nopoulos, & 

Andreasen, 2004; Tauscher-Wisniewski, Tauscher, Christensen, Mikulis, & Zipursky, 2005; see Scherk & 

Falkai, 2006 for a review) or returns enlarged basal ganglia to normal size (Corson et al., 1999; Lang et 

al., 2004; Scheepers, Gispen de Wied, Hulshoff Pol, & Kahn, 2001; see Scherk & Falkai, 2006 for a 

review). For example, a sample of schizophrenia patients who had been chronically treated with typical 

antipsychotics were switched to olanzapine, and putamen and globus pallidus volumes returned to normal 

(Lang et al., 2004). Lieberman, Tollefson, and colleagues (2005) also found that olanzapine decreased 

striatal volumes in their schizophrenia sample. However, other olanzapine studies have revealed basal 

ganglia increases (Okugawa et al., 2007) or no significant MRI changes (Crespo-Facorro et al., 2008). In 

contrast to these mixed results, findings with clozapine treatment have been extraordinarily consistent. In 
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three studies, replacing typical antipsychotics with clozapine monotherapy significantly reduced inflated 

striatal volumes in schizophrenia patients (Chakos et al., 1995; Frazier et al., 1996; Scheepers et al., 

2001). Finally, antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia patients treated with quetiapine demonstrated either no 

basal ganglia changes (Tauscher-Wisniewski et al., 2005) or significant volumetric decreases in the 

caudate and putamen (Ebdrup et al., 2011). In addition to their distinct effects on the striatum, typical and 

atypical antipsychotics also induce different types of volume changes in frontal and temporal regions. 

Whereas administration of typicals decreases gray matter volume in frontal areas (e.g., anterior cingulate, 

superior and medial frontal gyri) and temporal regions (e.g., superior and middle temporal gyri; Dazzan et 

al., 2005; Gur, Cowell, Turetsky, Gallacher, Cannon, et al., 1998; Gur, Maany, et al., 1998; Lieberman, 

Tollefson, et al., 2005), atypicals tend to increase the volumes of both cortical gray matter and/or the 

thalamus (Dazzan et al., 2005; Gur, Maany, et al., 1998; see Scherk & Falkai, 2006 for a review). 

Interestingly, one study showed that olanzapine acted more like a classic neuroleptic, reducing cortical 

volume in frontal regions (Molina, Reig, Sanz, Palomo, Benito, et al., 2007). In brief, neuroimaging 

studies have generally documented volume reductions in the basal ganglia and volume increases in 

cortical gray matter among patients taking atypicals.  

 Some of the results from risperidone studies are in keeping with the neuroimaging findings for 

atypicals that were outlined in the last paragraph. For example, Garver, Holcomb, & Christensen (2005) 

reported increased cortical gray matter volume, and Honey and colleagues (1999) found enhanced 

frontocortical activation in risperidone-treated schizophrenia patients. In addition, Lang and colleagues 

(2001) reported no change in the volumes of the caudate, putamen, and globus pallidus in first-episode 

schizophrenia patients from baseline to one year post-treatment with risperidone. However, contrary to 

previous findings with atypicals, a number of studies have shown that risperidone reduced activity in 

thalamic and frontocortical areas (e.g. Ngan et al., 2002). Moreover, Massana and his group (2005), as 

well as Glenthϕj and colleagues (2007), reported striatal volume increases in antipsychotic-naïve first-

episode schizophrenia patients after three months of risperidone treatment. It is interesting that the mean 

daily dose of risperidone in the Massana (6.05 mg) and Glenthϕj (3.4 mg) studies was higher than that 
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used by Lang and colleagues (2.7 mg). It is possible that increasing the dosage of risperidone resulted in 

greater D2 receptor occupancy and larger basal ganglia volumes. Some researchers have found a 

relationship between antipsychotic medication dose and basal ganglia volumetric changes (Ebdrup, 

Nørbak, Borgwardt, & Glenthøj, 2013; Gur, Maany, et al., 1998; Vernon et al., 2012). In summary, 

although risperidone is classified as an atypical antipsychotic, some neuroimaging findings suggest that 

its profile more closely resembles that of a typical. It seems to produce different effects on the brain 

compared with other second-generation antipsychotics, such as clozapine, olanzapine, and quietapine.  

 
Implicit Memory in Schizophrenia 

  
Interacting Memory Systems 
 
 Broadly speaking, there are two main types of memory: Explicit (or declarative) and implicit (or 

non-declarative; Milner et al., 1998; Squire, 1986; Squire & Knowlton, 2000). Explicit memory refers to 

the conscious recollection of information, such as facts and events. Examples include a woman's 

recounting of her day to a friend; answers on a final exam for school; and recall and recognition results 

for word lists from many well-known neuropsychological tests, including the Wechsler Adult Intelligence 

Scale and Wechsler Memory Scale (Schacter, Chiu, & Ochsner, 1993). In contrast, implicit memory is 

expressed non-consciously through improved performance on a certain task due to previous experience, 

such as repeated exposure to the test stimuli (Milner et al., 1998; Schacter et al., 1993; Squire, 1986; 

Squire & Knowlton, 2000). For example, Brenda Milner (1962) was the first person to show that patients 

with temporal lobe amnesia gradually improve on the Mirror Drawing Task (MDT) despite having no 

memory of completing the task. This type of non-declarative memory depends on the integrity of the 

"neostriatal habit learning system" (Cohen & Eichenbaum, 1993; Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire, 1996), 

and, as the previous phrase suggests, plays a critical role in the formation of habits and automatic 

behaviours. The implicit memory system is also recruited to learn a variety of perceptual-motor skills 

(e.g. riding a bike) and is activated during simple classical conditioning (Milner et al., 1998; Squire & 

Knowlton, 2000). Explicit memory generally involves the processing of verbal material, whereas implicit 
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memory is typically measured through behavioural performance. However, both memory types can 

include language and/or visuo-spatial components. For example, some tests of declarative memory 

require the subject to remember a series of pictures. Meanwhile, word priming and artificial grammar 

tests are well-known measures of non-declarative learning (Schacter et al., 1993).  

 Although the WPT and IGT are both considered to be implicit learning tasks, these two tests also 

activate explicit memory processes and structures (Shohamy et al., 2008). For example, some experts 

(e.g., Kéri, 2008; Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire, 1996; Knowlton et al., 1994) maintain that non-

declarative strategies are employed during early learning phases of the WPT, whereas declarative memory 

plays a more important role during the later stages. In contrast, other authorities on implicit memory (e.g., 

Ashby & Maddox, 2005; Gluck, Shohamy, & Myers, 2002; Poldrack et al., 2001; Shohamy et al., 2008) 

argue that the opposite pattern occurs: Hippocampal-driven, explicit memory strategies dominate during 

the first half of the WPT, and, as participants gradually learn through incremental feedback, they shift to 

the more efficient, optimal, implicit-memory mode, mediated by the basal ganglia. Although views differ 

on the timing of explicit and implicit memory processes, all experts in the field agree that the striatum 

plays a central role in WPT learning (Gluck & Bower, 1988; Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire, 1996; 

Knowlton et al., 1994; Poldrack et al., 2001; Poldrack et al. 1999; Shohamy, Myers, Grossman, Sage, 

Gluck, & Poldrack, 2004; Shohamy, Myers, Onlaor, & Gluck, 2004; Shohamy et al., 2008). Compelling 

evidence for the claim that the WPT is a striatum-mediated, non-declarative memory task comes from a 

number of fMRI studies with healthy participants (Fera et al., 2005; Foerde et al., 2006; Poldrack et al., 

2001; Poldrack et al., 1999; Seger & Cincotta, 2005; Weickert et al., 2009). In other research, Horan and 

colleagues (2008) found that the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test, a measure of explicit memory, and WPT 

performance were not significantly correlated. Moreover, some investigators have observed that PD 

patients in more advanced stages of the illness show greater PCL impairment than those who have less 

neurodegeneration and striatal DA loss (Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire, 1996; Perretta, Pari, & Beninger, 

2005). In addition, Moody, Bookheimer, Vanek, and Knowlton (2004) reported caudate hypoactivation in 

their sample of PD patients during completion of the WPT. Finally, other clinical populations with basal 
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ganglia pathology, including Huntington's chorea (Knowlton, Squire, Paulsen, Swerdlow, Swenson, & 

Butters, 1996), Tourette's syndrome (Kéri, Szlobodnyik, Benedek, Janka, & Gádoros, 2002) and 

schizophrenia patients (see later section in this chapter), have all shown impaired learning on the WPT. 

 
Feedback Learning 
  
 Like the WPT, the Pursuit Rotor Task (PRT), Mirror Drawing Task (MDT), Serial Reaction Time 

Task (SRTT), Rutgers Acquired Equivalence Task (RAET), Chaining Task, and Probabilistic Stimulus 

Selection Test (PSS; Frank et al., 2004), all involve feedback and are sensitive to striatal abnormalities. 

Therefore, not surprisingly, patients with basal ganglia pathology (e.g., PD, Huntington's disease, 

Tourette's syndrome, and schizophrenia) tend to perform poorly on these tests (Gold et al., 2009; 

Shohamy et al., 2008). Interestingly, whereas PD patients were impaired on a feedback task similar to the 

WPT, they performed as well as controls after the feedback component of this same task had been 

eliminated. In other words, individuals with PD were able to learn the probabilistic task when a modified, 

"observational" version was employed (Shohamy, Myers, Geghman, Sage, & Gluck, 2006; Shohamy, 

Myers, Grossman, et al., 2004). Smith and McDowall (2001) reported similar findings using an artificial 

grammar test. 

 There is irrefutable evidence for the role of dopamine in feedback-guided learning (see "Healthy 

Reward System" section). For example, Nagy and colleagues (2007) tested 120 healthy volunteers and 

found a negative correlation between the number of errors in the feedback phase of a cognitive sequence 

task and homovanillic acid plasma levels. Findings from both human and animal studies, as well as from 

neurocomputational models, have demonstrated that it is the relative levels and timing of dopamine 

release that are critical for feedback-based learning rather than the absolute dopamine activity (for a 

review see Shohamy et al., 2008). In fact, a global increase in absolute dopamine can drown out stimulus-

specific signals and make it impossible to determine relative levels and timing of DA transmission. 

According to Cools and colleagues, dopaminergic medications used to treat PD, such as L-DOPA, can 

flood the brain, improving performance on certain cognitive tasks while impairing learning on others 
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(Cools, Barker, Sahakian, & Robbins, 2001; Cools, Lewis, Clark, Barker, & Robbins, 2007). This 

"overdose" can replenish dopamine in certain areas of the brain, such as the dorsal striatum, which is 

severely affected in the earliest stages of PD. Increasing DA in the DS can improve performance on 

simple stimulus-response learning and other types of tasks that do not require feedback or information 

integration. However, DA agonists can also overstimulate brain regions where dopamine levels are still 

within the normal range. For example, L-DOPA often causes an overflow of dopamine in the VS, 

impairing performance on feedback-based tasks, such as the WPT and probabilistic reversal learning tests 

(Cools et al., 2001; Cools et al., 2007). Consistent with the hypothesis proposed by Cools and her group, 

Shohamy and colleagues (2006) found that PD patients "on" medication were impaired in feedback 

learning on an incrementally acquired concurrent discrimination task but were nonetheless able to transfer 

the information that they had acquired. In contrast, PD patients "off" medication performed as well as 

controls in both the acquisition and generalization phases. Interestingly, when feedback demands were 

reduced, medicated PD patients were no longer impaired on the task (Shohamy et al., 2006).  

 Like the WPT, the IGT is a non-declarative reinforcement learning task that provides feedback. 

However, whereas the WPT involves primarily cognitive, trial-by-trial feedback, the IGT is a more 

complex task that requires cumulative feedback based on net monetary gain and reflects emotional 

decision-making. Another critical distinction between these two tests is that the IGT is mainly mediated 

by the mPFC, and the WPT primarily recruits the striatum. Impressive evidence for the neuroanatomical 

and functional dissociation between these two tasks comes from findings that patients with 

prefrontocortical lesions perform as well as controls on the WPT (Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire, 1996). 

The rest of this introductory chapter will review the performance of schizophrenia patients on the WPT 

and IGT.  

 
The Weather Prediction Task and Schizophrenia 
 
 Although research on procedural learning in schizophrenia has been conducted since the 1940s 

(Huston & Shakow, 1949), the first study that examined the WPT in this clinical population appeared 
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much later (Kéri et al., 2000). In the WPT, participants gradually learn probabilistic associations between 

visually presented cues (i.e., geometric shapes) and binary outcomes (i.e., sunny or rainy weather). On 

each trial, subjects select one of the outcomes and receive feedback (i.e., "correct" or "incorrect"). 

Although participants form cue-outcome associations as they gain more experience with the task, they 

have no conscious knowledge of the probabilistic frequencies that determine these associations. Other 

than the work by Kéri in 2000, Weickert and colleagues (2002) were the only other researchers to 

investigate WPT learning in schizophrenia before the Beninger group in 2003. Neither of these earlier 

studies examined the differential effects of antipsychotic medication class on PCL performance. Beninger 

and colleagues were the first to address this critical issue. In the Kéri study, the authors barely considered 

possible medication effects and failed to specify the individual antipsychotics and adjunctive medications 

(e.g., anticholinergics) that were being administered. In fact, Kéri and colleagues did not even identify the 

primary or sole antipsychotic medication class (typicals vs. atypicals) used. It is not even clear whether all 

patients in their sample were being medicated at the time of testing. Moreover, the WPT in this study was 

significantly different from the original task, as first described by Knowlton, Mangels, and Squire in 

1996. Unlike the original version, the WPT in the Kéri study used: 1) a paper-and-pencil format; 2) forced 

choice responding; and 3) randomization of cue card positions. Foerde and colleagues (2008) have also 

argued that the type of WPT paradigm used by Kéri and his group was too easy. The manual presentation 

format afforded patients a longer time to respond. Even more problematic, the high percentage of 

deterministic cues likely produced ceiling effects and compromised the very probabilistic nature of the 

task. Given the reduced level of difficulty of the test version used by Kéri and his group, it is not 

surprising that this is one of the only studies that has ever reported both normal WPT learning rate and 

overall performance among schizophrenia patients. Although Kéri did not provide any medication 

information in his original study, he stated in a later review article that the patients had been receiving 

atypicals (Kéri, 2008). Therefore, although arguably an easier version of the WPT was used in the 2000 

study, it is still interesting that a group of patients treated with second-generation antipsychotics showed 

such a high performance on the task. Moreover, in a subsequent study, Kéri, Juhász, and colleagues 
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(2005) found that a large sample of schizophrenia patients (N = 80), who were all receiving atypicals, 

showed a normal acquisition rate on the WPT. Even though overall performance was attenuated, the 

patients treated with second-generation antipsychotics gradually learned the task. Finally, although the 

WPT was not used, two studies reported intact probabilistic classification learning in schizophrenia 

patients who were being treated primarily with atypicals (Kasanova, Waltz, Strauss, Frank, & Gold, 2011; 

Somlai et al., 2010). Taken together, these results are broadly consistent with those of Beninger and 

colleagues (2003, 2012).   

  Weickert and colleagues (2002, 2009, 2010) have conducted a number of studies on WPT 

learning in schizophrenia. In their 2002 study, learning slopes were similar between patients and controls 

but overall performance was impaired in the schizophrenia group. Whereas healthy participants 

performed above chance after the first 20 trials, it took the patients until trial 80 to perform at better than 

chance levels. In later work, Weickert and colleagues (2009) conceded that the large variations in 

performance so typical during the early phases of WPT learning can obscure acquisition rate differences 

between patients and controls. In this more recent study, the authors also found that overall WPT 

performance in the schizophrenia group was significantly poorer than that of controls and suggested that 

this impairment could be driven by the higher percentage of patients with abnormal learning rates. In their 

2002 study, Weickert and colleagues included a detailed table of all primary and ancillary medications 

used to treat their patient sample. It is interesting that 18 of the 35 schizophrenia patients were receiving 

typicals, risperidone, or a combination of medications that included typicals or risperidone. The 

differential effects of either medication class or individual antipsychotics on WPT performance were 

never analyzed. However, it is intuitive that if almost half the sample were being medicated with strong 

D2 receptor antagonists, reduced striatal dopamine levels could have impaired PCL performance. The 

findings from the Weickert 2002 study are in keeping with those reported by the Beninger group (2003, 

2012). Taken together, the results provide further support for the hypothesis that D2 antagonists can 

disrupt probabilistic learning.  
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 Using the largest sample of schizophrenia patients (N = 108) in any WPT study to date, Weickert 

and colleagues (2010) reported both lower learning rates and impaired overall performance in 

schizophrenia. The year before the authors had found that overall WPT performance was attenuated but 

learning rate was normal (Weickert et al., 2009). However, in neither of these two studies did Weickert 

report the number of individuals taking any specific type of antipsychotic. The authors simply stated that 

patients were being treated either exclusively (Weickert et al., 2009) or primarily (Weickert et al., 2010) 

with atypicals, such as olanzapine and risperidone. Therefore, it is possible that a large number of patients 

in these two studies were taking a potent D2-blocking atypical like risperidone and/or olanzapine, which 

at high doses can also cause substantial D2 receptor blockade. In the 2010 study, some individuals with 

schizophrenia might also have been receiving typicals. In brief, neither of the two recent Weickert studies 

(2009, 2010) provide enough medication information to even begin to speculate about the differential 

effects of antipsychotics.  

 Other research has also revealed PCL deficits in schizophrenia using the WPT (Gomar et al., 

2011; Horan et al., 2008; Weickert, Leslie, Rushby, Hodges, & Hornberger, 2011) or essentially the same 

task with different stimuli (Foerde et al., 2008). In the study by Horan and colleagues, the majority of 

schizophrenia patients (95%) were being treated with atypicals. Interestingly, although their overall 

performance was significantly impaired, consistent with the results of Beninger and colleagues (2003, 

2012), learning rate was intact. In both their 2003 and 2012 studies, Beninger and colleagues reported 

normal learning slopes in schizophrenia patients treated with second-generation antipsychotics. In the 

studies led by Gomar (2011) and Foerde (2008), over half of the schizophrenia patients were being treated 

with strong D2-blocking agents, such as typical antipsychotics or risperidone. Their PCL performance was 

significantly worse than that of controls, and the Foerde group actually reported severe impairment in 

both learning rate and overall performance. In the study by Gomar and colleagues (2011), 71% of patients 

were receiving typicals or a combination of first- and second-generation antipsychotics. The rest of the 

clinical sample were being treated exclusively with atypicals, although we do not know the exact number 

of patients taking any one specific antipsychotic in this class. However, Gomar and his group do identify 
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all of the atypical antipsychotics used in their study: clozapine, olanzapine, risperidone, amisulpride, 

quetiapine, and aripiprazole. Therefore, it is possible that many of the remaining 29% of the patient 

sample were taking risperidone. It is also worth noting that 60% of the patients exhibited significant 

parkinsonian symptoms. Such EPS liability suggests that the majority of individuals with schizophrenia in 

the Gomar study were receiving treatment with potent D2-blocking agents. Given that over half the 

patients in these two studies (Foerde et al., 2008; Gomar et al., 2011) were being treated with D2 

antagonists, these findings provide further support for the hypothesis that striatal dopamine blockade can 

impair WPT learning. This collection of findings is in accordance with the results and hypotheses of 

Beninger and colleagues (2003, 2012). Finally, Weickert and colleagues (2011) only state that patients 

were being treated predominantly with atypicals, such as clozapine, aripiprazole, and risperidone. They 

do not identify the number of patients taking specific antipsychotic medications. Their clinical sample 

was significantly impaired on the WPT and failed to show a normal learning slope. However, given that 

we do not know how many patients were being treated with typicals or risperidone, it is hard to interpret 

the results of this study and compare them with those of the Beninger group. 

 In conclusion, results from the studies that provide more complete medication information, 

including the number of patients taking certain individual atypicals (Foerde et al., 2008; Gomar et al., 

2011; Kéri, Juhász, et al., 2005; Weickert et al., 2002), are consistent with the findings of Beninger and 

colleagues (2003, 2012). Unfortunately, in their large-sample study involving 108 schizophrenia patients, 

Weickert and colleagues (2010) stated that most of the individuals with schizophrenia were being treated 

with atypicals but did not include a list of the specific antipsychotics that had been used. The clinical 

sample displayed significant impairment in both overall WPT performance and learning rate. The only 

second-generation antipsychotics that the authors mentioned were risperidone and olanzapine, both which 

can act like typicals at high doses. However, given that Weickert and colleagues failed to identify the 

number of patients taking any one specific antipsychotic, no firm conclusions can be drawn. For example, 

if over half the schizophrenia group were receiving risperidone or high doses of olanzapine, the results 

would be consistent with those reported by Beninger and colleagues. In contrast, if only 10% of the 
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patients were taking risperidone or high doses of olanzapine, the findings would not support those of the 

Beninger group.   

 
The Iowa Gambling Task and Schizophrenia 
 
Somatic Marker Hypothesis 
 
 The model that is most commonly used to explain performance on the IGT is the somatic marker 

hypothesis (SMH; Damasio et al., 1991). Although the reward and punishment schedule of the IGT is 

opaque (Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1997), healthy participants gradually learn to avoid the 

losing decks because these risky selections become associated with increased skin conductance responses 

(SCRs) and negative physiological signals called somatic markers. Subjects are unaware that their 

behavioural changes are linked to certain body signals and emotional states, and therefore the learning is 

considered to be non-declarative. Individuals with ventromedial prefrontocortical abnormalities, such as 

patients with vmPFC brain injuries, schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), attention-

deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), pathological gambling and substance abuse disorders, favour the 

disadvantageous decks and perform poorly on the IGT (Bechara, 2007; Dunn et al., 2005; Li et al., 2010). 

Like normal controls, individuals with localized vmPFC brain damage show reward and punishment 

SCRs (Bechara et al., 1997; Bechara, Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1996). However, unlike healthy 

participants, they do not develop anticipatory SCRs to the risky decks over time and therefore fail to learn 

how to distinguish between positive and negative outcomes under conditions of uncertainty (Bechara et 

al., 1996). Although autonomic activity has never been measured in schizophrenia patients while they 

were taking the IGT, their consistently poor performance is likely due to a deficient somatic marking 

system (Dunn et al., 2005). OFC and vmPFC abnormalities have been well documented in schizophrenia 

and were described in a previous section. 

 Antonio Damasio, one of the developers of the IGT, and colleagues (1991) formulated the SMH 

after observing that patients with vmPFC damage displayed severe decision-making deficits in "real-life" 

social situations despite having intact higher-order cognitive functioning. Remarkably, their performance 
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on a wide variety of neuropsychological tests, including measures of executive functioning, working 

memory, attention, cognitive estimation and flexibility, and even social knowledge, was better or superior 

to that of healthy participants. However, outside of the laboratory, vmPFC patients showed profound 

emotional abnormalities and decision-making impairments that significantly compromised their social 

and occupational functioning (Damasio et al., 1991). Moreover, subjects with ventromedial 

prefrontocortical damage produced abnormal autonomic responses to pictures with emotionally charged 

content but not to those with neutral material or to elementary unconditioned stimuli, such as loud noises 

(Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1990; Damasio et al., 1991). These findings led Damasio and colleagues 

to hypothesize that emotional abnormalities cause the social and personal decision-making impairments 

seen in vmPFC patients and to formulate their well-known SMH. 

 In his influential book, Descartes' Error, Damasio (1994) describes the SMH in detail. He 

believes that decision-making involves both cognitive and emotional processes. In highly complex and 

ambiguous situations, an intellectual cost-benefit analysis alone is insufficient, and the individual must 

rely on emotional intuition, "gut feelings," hunches, or, in other words, information from somatic 

markers. Like Jaak Panksepp (1982, 1998), Damasio and colleagues (2000) developed a bottom-up 

model, arguing that primitive emotions drive behaviour. According to the SMH, emotions represent 

bioregulatory and homeostatic changes in the body and brain. These crude, emotion-based somatic 

markers eventually reach higher cortical levels, such as the somatosensory cortex and vmPFC. They 

provide important information about the negative and positive emotional value of stimuli and assist "more 

cognitive" areas of the brain, such as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), in making logical cost-

benefit analyses. Every response option produces specific somatic markers. In the 'body loop,' these 

signals are direct indicators of activity in the body proper, whereas in the 'as if loop,' they reflect neural 

representations of anticipated activity in the body (Damasio, 1994, 1996). Through this second and more 

sophisticated system, the individual is able to make valuable predictions and respond more efficiently to 

environmental stimuli. He does not have to wait for actions to take place in the periphery. Somatic 

markers can function at both an overt or covert level. In other words, the individual might be aware of 
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shifts in body and emotional states or may not have conscious knowledge of these changes. Bechara, 

Damasio, and Damasio (2001) concluded that dopamine plays a more central role in covert decision-

making (i.e., non-declarative learning), whereas serotonin is more involved in overt decision-making. 

Moreover, Bechara and Damasio (2005) provided a detailed description of the neural substrate underlying 

the somatic marking system. Some of the neural areas and structures involved include the SN, basal 

ganglia, amygdala, somatosensory and cingulate cortex, and insula. However, the vmPFC is the most 

critical brain region in the system because it integrates actual or expected somatic state representations 

with potential response options. This explains why patients with vmPFC damage show marked 

impairment in decision-making that involves social, emotional, and personal issues. Many complex 

problems in life cannot be solved through reason and logic alone. vmPFC patients are not able to base 

their decisions on prior emotional experiences or use intuition as a guide. Therefore, they make 

inappropriate choices that often have tragic consequences. They are unable to "see the big picture," a 

phenomenon that Bechara and colleagues (1994) have called a "myopia" for the future (p. 14). Bechara 

and his group have concluded that vmPFC patients are generally insensitive to future consequences and 

are guided by immediate prospects, whether positive or negative. In other words, these individuals do not 

have a differential sensitivity for either reward or punishment (Bechara, Tranel, & Damasio, 2000). Taken 

together, these results suggest that the poor IGT performance of vmPFC patients cannot be explained by 

either hypersensitivity to rewards or insensitivity to punishment. Rather, these individuals with focal brain 

lesions, as well as patients with more diffuse damage that includes vmPFC abnormalities (e.g., 

schizophrenics), likely display severe decision-making deficits because they only focus on immediate 

outcomes and cannot weigh future consequences. 

 The SMH has received considerable empirical support from psychophysiological (Bechara & 

Damasio, 2002; Bechara, Damasio, Damasio, & Lee, 1999; Bechara, Dolan, & Hindes, 2002; Campbell, 

Stout, & Finn, 2004; Carter & Smith-Pasqualini, 2004; Crone & van der Molen, 2004; Hinson, Jameson, 

& Whitney, 2002; Jameson, Hinson, & Whitney, 2004; Oya et al., 2005; Suzuki, Hirota, Takasawa, & 

Shigemasu, 2003; Tomb, Hauser, Deldin, & Caramazza, 2002), brain lesion (Bechara et al., 1994; 
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Bechara et al., 1996; Bechara et al., 1997; Bechara et al., 2000), and neuroimaging studies (Bolla et al., 

2003; Bolla et al., 2004, 2005; Christakou et al., 2009; Fukui et al., 2005; Lawrence et al., 2009; Li et al., 

2010; Northoff et al., 2006; Tanabe et al., 2007; Windmann et al., 2006). The evidence from IGT testing 

with brain-damaged patients has been particularly impressive. In a series of elegant studies, Bechara and 

colleagues demonstrated that individuals with vmPFC lesions are significantly and consistently impaired 

on the IGT (Bechara et al., 1994; Bechara et al., 1996; Bechara et al., 1997; Bechara et al., 2000). In 

addition to healthy participants, brain-damage control groups were also used in these sophisticated 

experiments. To date, at least 45 patients with damage to different frontal lobe areas, including the dlPFC, 

and 35 patients with lesions in the lateral temporal or occipital cortex have completed the IGT (Dunn et 

al., 2005). Remarkably, only individuals with abnormalities in SMH-related brain areas (e.g., amygdala 

and vmPFC) have been impaired on the task (Dunn et al., 2005). It is also interesting that healthy 

participants, but not vmPFC patients, show improved performance on subsequent testing (Bechara et al., 

1994).  

 Consistent with the original findings of Damasio, Bechara and colleagues that cognitive 

functioning and emotional decision-making are dissociable (Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, & Anderson, 

1998; Damasio et al., 1991), Toplak and colleagues (2010) recently reviewed 43 studies and concluded 

that IGT performance is not significantly correlated with working memory, executive functioning, or 

intelligence (but see Webb, DelDonno, & Killgore, 2014). Today the evidence is strong that the vmPFC 

and dlPFC mediate different types of abilities. Whereas the former plays a central role in emotional and 

social decision-making, the latter is more associated with logical reasoning, cognitive decision-making, 

working memory, executive functioning, and conventional measures of intelligence (e.g., IQ). Damasio 

and colleagues have acknowledged the importance of attention and working memory in implicit learning 

since 1991 (Damasio et al., 1991). They believe that somatic markers flag the information worth attending 

to and holding on line. In other words, these physiological signals help make the most valuable 

information salient, so it is sure to reach the higher cortical levels. Using three groups-- normal controls, 

patients with vmPFC lesions, and individuals with dorsolateral/high mesial prefrontal lesions-- Bechara 
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and colleagues (1998) found an asymmetric relationship between decision-making (as measured by the 

IGT) and working memory abilities (as measured by delayed response and delayed non-matching to 

sample tasks). They concluded that working memory performance was unaffected by decision-making 

abilities. In contrast, decision-making impairments in vmPFC patients were exacerbated by working 

memory deficits. Despite the fact that vmPFC and dlPFC damage can overlap, and these two 

prefrontocortical areas share common connections and work in concert, there are nonetheless important 

neuroanatomical and functional differences that exist (Bechara et al., 1998; Dunn et al., 2005).  

 Based on the work of Bechara, Damasio, and colleagues, many researchers consider the IGT to 

represent a distinct measure of affective behavioural regulation (e.g., Chan, Shum, Toulopoulou, & Chen, 

2008; Zelazo & Müller, 2002, pp. 445-469). Others believe that the IGT is a unique task that captures 

implicit, emotional decision-making (e.g., Toplak, Jain, & Tannock, 2005). Finally, a number of 

researchers believe that the "hot," more emotional executive functions make rational, "cool" executive 

processing possible (Brevers, Bechara, Cleeremans, & Noél, 2013). "Hot" executive functions, mediated 

by the vmPFC and OFC, allow the individual to regulate emotions, inhibit impulses, and engage in 

appropriate social interactions (Zelazo & Müller, 2002, pp. 445-469). In contrast, "cool" executive 

functions, mediated by dorsolateral frontal areas, are associated with rational decision-making and 

problem-solving, cognitive cost-benefit analyses, and the ability to retrieve information about the value of 

various response options from memory and hold it "on line" (Zelazo & Müller, 2002, pp. 445-469; 

Séguin, Arseneault, & Tremblay, 2007). By controlling emotions and impulses, "hot" executive functions 

allow cognitive-based, cost-benefit information to be processed and optimize IGT performance. The IGT 

is one of the few tasks that can provide a valid measure of decision-making- an elaborate, non-unitary, 

complex phenomenon with both cognitive and affective components that some have described as "a 

diffuse amalgam of processes" (Gansler, Jerram, Vannorsdall, &  Schretlen, 2011, p. 707). 

 Although the SMH has been well supported and continues to occupy an important place in the 

affective neuroscience literature, some aspects of the theory have been criticized. For example, a few 

researchers have argued that IGT learning is not as "cognitively impenetrable" (i.e., implicit) as Bechara 
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and colleagues have suggested (Bowman, Evans, & Turnbull, 2005; Dunn et al., 2005; Maia & 

McClelland, 2004). Moreover, some critics have stated that SCRs are merely correlates of decision-

making behaviour and do not play a causal role, and that SCRs alone do not provide sufficient 

psychophysiological data (Dunn et al., 2005; Maia & McClelland, 2004). They believe that additional 

indices of body feedback should be used, such as electromyography (EMG) and electrocardiography 

(ECG) recordings (Dunn et al., 2005). In addition, there have been claims that healthy participants show 

variable choice behaviour on the IGT. For example, they do not always come to favour the good decks 

over time (Steingroever, Wetzels, Horstmann, Neumann, & Wagenmakers, 2013). Finally, critics have 

argued that participant characteristics, such as risk-taking and apathy, could explain poor IGT 

performance (Buelow & Suhr, 2009; Dunn et al., 2005). Perhaps, rather than having deficient somatic 

marking systems, schizophrenia patients favour the disadvantageous decks because these individuals are 

sensation-seeking, reckless, self-destructive, or feel so thoroughly apathetic and defeated that they do not 

care how badly they do in the game. Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, and Damasio (2005) have responded to 

these criticisms and others and have countered with solid and sound explanations in defence of the SMH. 

Finally, it is important to point out that none of these IGT critics have argued that the SMH is incorrect, 

only that further evidence is required for the theory to remain tenable (Dunn et al., 2005; Maia & 

McClelland, 2004). 

Previous Research on Iowa Gambling Task Performance in Schizophrenia 

 In the 22 studies that have examined IGT performance in schizophrenia since 1998, 17 of these 

(Bark, Dieckmann, Bogerts, & Northoff, 2005; Cavallaro et al., 2003; Cella, Dymond, Cooper, & 

Turnbull, 2012; Kester et al., 2006; Kim, Lee, & Lee, 2009; Lee et al., 2007; Lee, Lee, Kweon, Lee, & 

Lee,  2009; Mata et al., 2008; Nakamura et al., 2008; Premkumar et al., 2008; Ritter, Meador-Woodruff, 

& Dalack, 2004; Rodriguez-Sánchez et al., 2005; Sevy et al., 2007; Shurman, Horan, & Nuechterlein, 

2005; Whitney, Fastenau, Evans, & Lysaker, 2004; Wilder, Weinberger, & Goldberg, 1998; Yip, Sacco, 

George, & Potenza, 2009) are broadly consistent with the findings of Beninger and colleagues (2003, 

2012). The results from three of these studies (Evans, Bowman, & Turnbull, 2005; Martino, Bucay, 
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Butman, & Allegri, 2007; Turnbull, Evans, Kemish, Park, & Bowman, 2006) are not in line with those of 

our group. Compatibility with our findings could not be determined from the data provided in two of the 

22 studies. In the large sample used by Raffard and colleagues (2011), the number of schizophrenia 

patients being treated with either typicals or atypicals was almost equal. Moreover, no information was 

available about individual second-generation antipsychotics. In the study by Wing and colleagues (2013), 

the only medication information that the authors provided was that patients were on "stable 

antipsychotics." Although it is impossible to make a meaningful comparison between the results of 

Raffard and Wing and those of Beninger and colleagues, it is worth noting that the patients in these two 

other studies were significantly impaired on the IGT. These are two of 16 studies (not including the 

Beninger work) that have reported IGT performance deficits in schizophrenia (Bark et al., 2005; Cella et 

al., 2012; Kester et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009; Mata et al., 2008; 

Nakamura et al., 2008; Premkumar et al., 2008; Raffard et al., 2011; Ritter et al., 2004; Sevy et al., 2007; 

Shurman et al., 2005; Whitney et al., 2004; Wing et al., 2013; Yip et al., 2009). In contrast, patients 

showed significant learning in eight studies (Bark et al., 2005; Cavallaro et al., 2003; Evans et al., 2005; 

Martino et al., 2007; Mata et al., 2008; Rodriguez-Sánchez et al., 2005; Turnbull et al., 2006; Wilder et 

al., 1998). Two of these studies are listed twice  (Bark et al., 2005; Mata et al., 2008) because the 

researchers reported impairment in some of their schizophrenia samples but not others. For example, 

Mata and colleagues found that schizophrenia patients who abused cannabis did poorly on the IGT, 

whereas non-abusers performed as well as controls. Finally, although they scored significantly lower than 

healthy participants on multiple IGT measures, schizophrenia patients in certain studies nonetheless 

showed some evidence of learning (Kim et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2004; Sevy et al., 2007). It is important 

to keep in mind that all 22 of the studies reviewed here selected the IGT and not another type of gambling 

paradigm. Comparing results from different kinds of gambling tasks across multiple studies can be 

problematic because it introduces additional variability. For example, whereas the net score, (C + D) - (A 

+ B), is often calculated for the IGT, other tasks use new and unfamiliar dependent measures. 
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 Twelve studies have replicated the findings of Beninger and colleagues (2003, 2012) that 

schizophrenia patients, who are being treated predominantly with atypicals, show significant impairment 

in IGT performance (Cella et al., 2012; Kester et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 

2009; Nakamura et al., 2008; Premkumar et al., 2008; Ritter et al., 2004; Sevy et al., 2007; Shurman et 

al., 2005; Whitney et al., 2004; Yip et al., 2009). In some studies, all patients (Cella et al., 2012) or 96% 

of the clinical sample (Lee et al., 2007) were being treated exclusively with atypicals. In other studies, 

85% (Lee et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2004) or 80%-84% of patients (Kester et al., 2006; Sevy et al., 2007) 

were receiving only second-generation antipsychotics. In the rest of the studies, 70%-80% of 

schizophrenia patients were receiving atypical antipsychotic monotherapy (Nakamura et al., 2008; 

Premkumar et al., 2008; Shurman et al., 2005; Yip et al., 2009), with two exceptions (Kim et al., 2009; 

Whitney et al., 2004). In the study by Kim and colleagues (2009), only 63% of patients were being treated 

with atypicals alone. The rest were receiving only typicals or a combination of both first- and second-

generation antipsychotics. We know that risperidone was used, but the authors do not specify the exact 

number of patients taking this medication. Interestingly, although the patients in the study by Kim and 

colleagues were significantly impaired on the IGT compared to healthy participants, they still showed 

some evidence of learning. Although it is a stretch, it is interesting to speculate that this group of 

schizophrenia patients performed better on the IGT than other study samples because a higher percentage 

were being treated with either typicals or risperidone, or both. Similarly, although significant impairment 

in IGT learning was reported in the studies led by Ritter and Sevy, these authors, like Kim and colleagues 

(2009), also found some evidence of learning. In neither the Ritter nor the Sevy study are individual 

atypicals identified. Therefore, one could speculate that many patients might have been taking 

risperidone. Finally, one study showed that schizophrenia patients treated mostly with atypicals were even 

impaired on the IGT compared to a different clinical population (Whitney et al., 2004). Although patients 

with OCD also have significant OFC abnormalities (Gillan et al., 2011), their IGT net score was over 12 

points higher than that of the schizophrenia group. More than 50% of the schizophrenia sample were 

being treated with atypicals or a combination of first- and second-generation antipsychotics. The findings 
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are difficult to interpret because no control group was used, and there was not a dramatic difference in the 

percentage of patients taking typicals or atypicals. However, the uniqueness of the study by Whitney and 

colleagues makes it valuable. None of the other 22 studies (with the exception of Cavallaro et al., 2003) 

compared schizophrenia patients with different clinical populations. 

 Some of the most striking findings that converge with those of the Beninger group have been 

reported by Yip and colleagues and Shurman and his group. In the study led by Yip, a significant group 

difference was found between typical and atypical medication groups. Controls and schizophrenia 

patients taking first-generation antipsychotics produced mean IGT net scores [(C + D) - (A + B)] of 23.6 

(SD = 24.1) and 20.33 (SD = 32.40), respectively. In contrast, the mean IGT total score for patients 

treated with atypicals was only 2.00 (22.97). Similarly, Shurman reported IGT total scores [(C + D) - (A 

+ B)] of 31.6 (19.4) and 14.4 (22.00) for controls and patients treated with typicals, respectively, and only 

0.07 (17.5) for patients taking atypicals. Although a significant difference was not detected between the 

medication groups due to the small size of the typicals subgroup (N = 5), it is clear that the patients 

treated with classic neuroleptics performed substantially better than those on atypicals.   

 The majority of studies examining IGT performance in schizophrenia have reported deficits. 

However, eight studies have also revealed intact IGT learning in patients with this illness (Bark et al., 

2005; Cavallaro et al., 2003; Evans et al., 2005; Martino et al., 2007; Mata et al., 2008; Rodriguez-

Sánchez et al., 2005; Turnbull et al., 2006; Wilder et al., 1998). This small body of work is impressive, 

given that one would generally expect to observe impaired rather than normal performance in a clinical 

population. Most of the findings of intact learning are replications or partial replications of the results 

from the Beninger group (Bark et al., 2005; Cavallaro et al., 2003; Mata et al., 2008; Wilder et al., 1998). 

Other studies have produced conflicting results (Evans et al., 2005; Martino et al., 2007; Turnbull et al., 

2006). The consistent findings will be presented first. Using a large sample size of 110 individuals with 

schizophrenia, Cavallaro and colleagues found that patients performed as well as healthy participants on 

the IGT. Seventy-seven patients in their sample (70%) were being treated with haloperidol or risperidone, 

and the rest were receiving clozapine (30%). Interestingly, although the differences were not statistically 
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significant, the clozapine group chose a higher number of disadvantageous decks than either the 

haloperidol- or risperidone-treated patients. Bark and colleagues also reported striking results. The 

paranoid schizophrenia patients in their sample were being treated exclusively with typicals and 

performed as well as healthy participants on the IGT. Using large sample sizes of 80 (Rodriguez-Sánchez 

et al., 2005) and 132 schizophrenia patients (Mata et al., 2008), other researchers have also reported intact 

IGT learning. In both of these studies, the majority of patients (60%-70%) were taking haloperidol or 

risperidone. None were being treated with clozapine or quetiapine. Finally, in the first study ever to 

examine IGT performance in schizophrenia, Wilder and colleagues found that schizophrenia patients and 

healthy participants showed similar learning abilities. The majority (almost 60%) of individuals with 

schizophrenia were taking typical antipsychotics. 

 Although, at first blush, it seems like the findings from studies led by Evans and Turnbull are at 

odds with those of Beninger and colleagues, it may be more accurate to say that we do not have enough 

medication information to draw any firm conclusions. Both Evans and Turnbull simply stated that 

schizophrenia patients were taking "a variety of new generation antipsychotic medication." Therefore, in 

theory, a large percentage of schizophrenia patients could have been taking risperidone. If this were the 

case, the results of these two studies would be compatible with those of the Beninger group. Finally, in 

the study by Martino and colleagues (2007), approximately half of the schizophrenia patients were being 

treated with clozapine and the rest were receiving haloperidol or risperidone. No difference in IGT 

performance was found between the patients taking clozapine (N = 11) and those being treated with 

typicals or risperidone (N = 10). However, the number of patients in each group was small, and 

significant differences might have been detected using larger sample sizes.  
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Chapter 2 
 

Hypotheses 
 
 The hypotheses for this study were based on: 1) c-fos and neuroimaging evidence that typicals 

and atypicals have distinct effects on the brain (e.g., atypicals but not typicals increase cortical gray 

matter volume); 2) behavioural results on the WPT and IGT from schizophrenia studies by Beninger and 

his group (2003, 2012), as well as by other investigators; and 3) a small body of research showing that 

unmedicated schizophrenia patients perform as well as controls on certain striatum-mediated tasks. The 

first two sets of findings were already discussed in the Introduction. The third is briefly described below 

and covered in detail in the Discussion.  

 Both first-episode and chronic schizophrenia patients, whether unmedicated or medicated, display 

diffuse neuroanatomical (e.g., Hazlett et al., 2008; Shenton et al., 2001) and neurochemical abnormalities 

(e.g., Howes & Kapur, 2009) and generalized cognitive dysfunction (e.g., Heinrichs & Zakzanis, 1998; 

Zanelli et al., 2010). However, despite widespread brain anomalies and clinical impairment, unmedicated 

schizophrenia patients can still perform as well as healthy individuals on a number of basal ganglia-

mediated procedural learning tasks (Bédard, Schérer, Delorimier, Stip, & Lalonde, 1996; Harris, 

Wiseman, Reilly, Keshavan, & Sweeney, 2009; Purdon, Waldie, Woodward, Wilman, & Tibbo, 2011; 

Purdon, Woodward, Lindborg, & Stip, 2003; Schérer, Stip, Paquet, & Bédard, 2003). Moreover, some 

studies have demonstrated that schizophrenia patients can recruit compensatory brain systems in order to 

learn certain implicit memory tests. For example, Weickert and colleagues (2009) found that patients who 

showed evidence of WPT learning displayed lower striatal activity than controls but also hyperactivation 

of the bilateral hippocampal gyrus, as well as more rostral areas of the dorsolateral prefrontal, cingulate, 

and parietal cortex. In another study, schizophrenia patients who did relatively well on a modified 

gambling paradigm showed compensatory activation in a fronto-thalamic network (Koch et al., 2010). 

Although the patients in the Weickert and Koch studies were medicated, the findings suggest that  

unmedicated individuals with schizophrenia might also be able to adaptively recruit compensatory brain 

systems during implicit learning.  
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 In contrast to the mounting evidence for intact striatum-based learning by antipsychotic-naïve and 

medication-washout patients, studies examining performance by unmedicated patients on the PFC-

mediated IGT and similar tests are lacking. However, given the interaction between cortical and striatal 

circuits, and the potential for compensatory brain activity in implicit learning, one could speculate that 

unmedicated schizophrenia patients might show normal IGT performance.     

 After reviewing the three areas of literature outlined above, the following primary hypotheses  
 
were formulated: 
 
 
For the WPT... 
 
1) Unmedicated schizophrenia patients will perform as well as healthy participants.  
 
2) Patients who are already being treated with atypicals at the start of the study will perform as well as  
 
healthy participants. 
 
3) Unmedicated patients, who receive atypicals over the course of the study, will perform as well as  
 
healthy participants during the second testing session.   
 
 
For the IGT... 
 
1) Unmedicated schizophrenia patients will perform as well as healthy participants.  
 
2) Patients who are already being treated with atypicals at the start of the study will show significant  
 
impairment. 
 
3) Unmedicated patients, who receive atypicals over the course of the study, will show impaired learning  
 
during the second testing session. 
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 Based on findings in the literature (e.g., Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Wüstenberg, et al.,  
 
2006; Rodriguez-Sánchez et al., 2005; Strauss, Frank, Waltz, Kasanova, Herbener, & Gold, 2011),   
 
the following secondary hypotheses were also generated: 
 
 
1) Both the WPT and IGT performance of unmedicated schizophrenia patients will be inversely correlated  
 
with negative symptoms.  
 
2) Both the WPT and IGT performance of medicated schizophrenia patients will be inversely correlated  
 
with negative symptoms.  
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Chapter 3 

Method 

Participants and Procedure 

 Three groups-- controls, unmedicated first-episode schizophrenia patients and medicated first-

episode schizophrenia patients-- were recruited for testing at two different time periods. Unmedicated 

patients were randomly assigned to three different antipsychotic medication groups (olanzapine, 

quetiapine, or risperidone) and tested at time 1, prior to receiving any pharmacotherapy. They were then 

re-tested a minimum of 4 weeks later after therapeutic doses of their medications had been established. At 

time 1, controls and patients completed: 1) a demographic and health screening questionnaire 

(Appendices C & D); 2) a cognitive screening test: the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein, 

Folstein, and McHugh, 1975; see Appendix E); 3) two different non-declarative learning tests: the 

Weather Prediction Task (WPT) and Iowa Gambling Task (IGT); and 4) multiple-choice questionnaires 

verifying their declarative memory for details of these tests (Appendices F & G). During this initial 

testing session, patients were also assessed using the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS; 

Kay et al., 1987; see Appendix B), a structured clinical interview and measure of psychopathology. At 

time 2, this symptoms scale was re-administered and served as a treatment outcome measure. During this 

second testing session, all controls and patients also repeated the WPT and IGT and their corresponding 

declarative memory questionnaires (DMQs). 

The sample size required to ensure sufficient power for this study was calculated using 

G*POWER (Erdfelder, Faul, & Buchner, 1996). Based on an analysis of repeated measures for three 

groups (controls, unmedicated patients, and medicated patients), it was estimated that 66 participants 

would be needed to ensure a power of at least .80. A significant between-within interaction with a 

medium effect size (.25) was predicted, assuming an alpha level of .05, a correlation of .2 between 

repeated measures, and a non-sphericity correction of ε = 1.  

The study included final data from a grand total of 66 participants, including controls and 

patients. In addition to substantial attrition between testing periods, two participants withdrew, and one 
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was excluded at time 1. One control participant said that he had forgotten about a previous appointment 

and left in the middle of the initial assessment. An unmedicated patient became paranoid and agitated 

early in the first testing session and withdrew from the study. Finally, a medicated patient completed 

some of the initial assessment but then scored 20/30 on the MMSE (Appendix E). This placed him in the 

dementia range (Mitrushina, 2009, p. 112), and he was excluded from the study.  

Due to attrition not all participants could be tested again at time 2. Therefore, sample sizes vary 

across analyses. There were three groups at the first time period: 1) controls (N = 19), 2) unmedicated 

first-break schizophrenia patients (N = 26), and 3) medicated first-break schizophrenia patients (N = 21). 

All medicated patients (N = 21) had been treated with antipsychotic medications for a minimum of 4 

weeks prior to the first testing session. Similarly, all unmedicated patients who completed the second 

testing session had been treated with antipsychotic medications for at least 4 weeks. At time 2, 16 (84%) 

of the original control group; 12 (46%) of the unmedicated group, and only 5 (24%) of the medicated 

group were available for re-testing. All participants were re-tested between 4-8 weeks after the initial 

assessment.  

All control participants were from Kingston, Ontario and were recruited from the community 

through the use of postings on local bulletin boards. Inclusion criteria were at least a grade 8 education 

level, as well as an age range of 18-30 years. This last criterion was selected to match with schizophrenia 

patients, who generally experience their first episode of psychosis between their late teens and early 

adulthood (APA, 2000, p. 307). Exclusion criteria for the control group were: treatment with psychotropic 

medications; a previous diagnosis of schizophrenia or another psychotic disorder; first-degree relatives 

with schizophrenia or other psychotic disorders; history of neurological disorders (e.g., epilepsy, 

dementia, intellectual disabilities), learning disabilities, head injury with loss of consciousness (for longer 

than 5 minutes), severe visual problems (e.g., cataracts), or colour blindness; and abuse of alcohol or 

other substances (except nicotine) in the past month. The colour blindness criterion was used because, in 

order to obtain valid results on the WPT and IGT, participants must be able to discriminate between 

colours.  
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   All patients (both unmedicated and medicated) were 18 years of age or older, had at least a 

grade 8 education, and had been diagnosed with schizophrenia (N = 39) or schizoaffective disorder (N = 

8), based on DSM criteria (see Appendix A). Given that 83% of the patients received a diagnosis of 

schizophrenia, the term, “schizophrenia,” will be used to refer to all patients in this study. Using one term 

simplifies communication with the reader, as “schizophrenia/schizoaffective” is cumbersome and 

“psychotic disorder” is overly inclusive. Moreover, there is great overlap in etiology, symptomatology, 

functional capacity, treatment, and prognosis between schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder 

(Heckers, 2009). An individual receives a diagnosis of schizoaffective disorder if he is experiencing 

prominent mood symptoms in addition to the criterion A symptoms of schizophrenia specified in the 

DSM (see Appendix A).   

Outpatients were recruited from the Southeastern Ontario District Early Intervention in Psychosis 

Program (N = 18), and inpatients were selected from the Brockville Mental Health Centre, part of the 

Royal Ottawa Health Care Group (N = 29). The Psychosis Program is based at the Hotel Dieu Hospital, a 

branch of the Kingston General Hospital in Kingston, Ontario. The Southeastern Program has a wide 

catchment area, and first-break outpatients were recruited from four counties: 1) Kingston-Frontenac-

Lennox & Addington, 2) Lanark, 3) Leeds-Grenville, and 4) Hastings-Prince-Edward. In addition to the 

Early Psychosis Program, inpatients were recruited from the Secure Treatment Unit of the St. Lawrence 

Valley Correctional and Treatment Program, which is part of the Brockville Mental Health Centre. These 

were all male forensic inpatients with first-episode schizophrenia, who had committed a variety of 

offences but been found unfit to stand trial or not criminally responsible due to mental illness. All 

subjects gave written consent to participate in the study (see Appendices H & I for copies of control and 

patient consent forms, respectively). Controls and outpatients received payment for their participation. 

Due to strict hospital policies, inpatients were not allowed to receive any monetary compensation. Copies 

of Royal Ottawa Health Care Group and Queen's University Research Ethics Board approval forms for 

this study are found in Appendices J and K, respectively.  
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Schizophrenia patients were excluded if the duration of their illness exceeded two years; if they 

had a history of other neurological disorders (e.g., epilepsy, dementia, intellectual disabilities), learning 

disabilities, head injury with loss of consciousness (for longer than 5 minutes), severe visual problems 

(e.g., cataracts), or colour blindness; or if they had abused alcohol or other substances (except nicotine) in 

the past month. All controls and patients completed a demographic and health screening questionnaire 

(Appendices C & D) at the beginning of the study. This form was designed by the investigator in order to 

collect basic background information about the participants, including age, gender, handedness, 

educational level, and health information (e.g., current medications). As in all healthcare settings, the 

accuracy of personal information is ultimately contingent upon what the participant can remember or 

chooses to disclose. Nonetheless, all demographic and personal health data were verified through chart 

reviews and consultation with hospital staff as a “double-check.” Results from regular toxicology screens 

were used to ascertain that none of the 29 inpatients had used alcohol, cannabis, or any other substances 

other than nicotine for at least a month prior to testing at either time period. In the case of outpatients, 

information about substance use was simply based on self-report.   

The comparable efficacy of the atypical antipsychotics-- olanzapine, quetiapine, and risperidone-- 

in the treatment of schizophrenia has been well established (Kane & Correll, 2010; McEvoy et al., 2007; 

Tandon & Jibson, 2003; see Geddes et al., 2000 for a review). In this study, first-break schizophrenia 

patients who had not yet received medication were tested at time 1 and then randomly prescribed: 1) 

olanzapine, 2) quetiapine, or 3) risperidone. They were only treated with one of these atypicals, and none 

of them received additional psychotropic medications at any point in the study. Similarly, patients who 

were already medicated when they entered the study were being treated with either olanzapine, 

quetiapine, or risperidone. However, unlike the "to-be-medicated" group, 4 of these 21 already-medicated 

patients (19%) were using a combination of these three atypicals. The combinations only included two of 

the atypicals (e.g., risperidone and quetiapine), never all three. Patients were excluded if they were taking 

atypical antipsychotics other than olanzapine, quetiapine, or risperidone, typical antipsychotics, 

anticholinergics, tricyclic antidepressants, or mood stabilizers. In addition to atypical antipsychotics, one 
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of the 21 medicated patients was on a therapeutic dose of citalopram and another on fluvoxamine for both 

testing sessions. These are both SSRI antidepressants, which can have an effect on non-declarative 

learning (Uddén, Folia, & Petersson, 2010). However, given that these two patients were on high doses of 

atypical antipsychotics and low SSRI doses, they were kept in the study. Finally, 5 of the 21 medicated 

patients were being treated with lorazepam. However, because this benzodiazepine is short-acting, and 

was only administered as a p.r.n  and not used for at least 24 hours before testing, it should not have had 

any significant effect on results. All antipsychotics were administered in pill form, with the exception of 

risperidone, which was occasionally given as a bi-weekly depot injection (Risperdal Consta). A number 

of prominent researchers (e.g., Strauss, Frank, et al., 2011) believe that chlorpromazine equivalents for 

atypical antipsychotics have limited value. Therefore, they were not used in this study. Whether patients 

were medicated before initial testing or were unmedicated at time 1 but began treatment afterwards, I 

always knew which antipsychotic the patient was taking prior to assessment.  

 Of the 47 patients enrolled in the study, 38 (81%) had been experiencing clinical symptoms for 

less than a year, and 9 (19%) had been ill for 1-2 years. In keeping with DSM criteria (see Appendix A), 

all schizophrenia patients had been showing continuous signs of the illness for at least a 6-month period. 

Within this time frame, they had experienced at least one month of active-phase symptoms (e.g., 

delusions and hallucinations). These DSM criteria are important because they help distinguish between 

the schizophrenia prodrome and full-blown schizophrenia. The prodrome is characterized by subtle, 

subclinical disturbances of thought, perception, and affect, and attenuated positive symptoms. In contrast, 

the symptoms of schizophrenia are more pronounced and “obvious” (Häfner, Hambrecht, Loffler, Munk-

Jorgensen, & Riecher-Rossler, 1998; Yung & McGorry, 1996). Given the progressive nature of 

schizophrenia, and the fact that distinction between the prodrome and actual disorder might depend on the 

severity of symptoms, the PANSS was selected for this study. This symptoms scale employs a 7-point 

rating system to assess degree of pathology. Therefore, in addition to the categorical DSM criteria, the 

present study also uses valuable dimensional information to evaluate symptom severity. 
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Participants: Demographic Characteristics 
 
 Fourty-three (91%) of the 47 patients were male (see Table 1). Schizophrenia occurs 1.4 times 

more frequently in males than females and typically occurs earlier in men (Picchioni & Murray, 2007). 

Moreover, men and women show different patterns of susceptibility for developing schizophrenia 

symptoms. Males show a single peak age of onset between 18 and 25 years. In contrast, females show 

two peaks: first between 25 and 30 years, and then again around 40 years of age (APA, 2000, p. 307). In 

general, schizophrenia is a more heterogeneous disease among women, and first-episode female cases 

cannot be as reliably identified. Therefore, almost all the patients used in this study were male. 

The mean age of the medicated group was significantly higher than that of the unmedicated patients and 

control participants (see Table 1). 

 In terms of education level, the mean number of years was similar between the three groups (see 

Table 1). There was no significant difference in mean education level between patient groups. Although 

the controls and medicated patients differed in mean education level by less than two years, this 

difference reached statistical significance. Other studies examining WPT learning in schizophrenia have 

reported significant differences between controls and patients on education level (e.g., Weickert et al., 

2009). Education level can have a profound effect on areas of cognitive functioning, such as language and 

explicit memory, but it does not have a significant impact on probabilistic classification (Hopkins, 

Meyers, Shohamy, Grossman, & Gluck, 2004; Somlai et al., 2010) or IGT learning (Bechara, Damasio, & 

Damasio, 2000; Bechara, Tranel, & Damasio, 2000). Moreover, other authors have reviewed the literature 

and concluded that there is no significant correlation between either perceptual implicit memory (Ruiz, 

Soler, Fuentes, & Tomás, 2007) or IGT performance (Toplak et al., 2010) and intelligence. Similarly, 

Weiler and colleagues (2009) found that deficits in reward-based associative learning could not be 

explained by lower IQ. Although the authors of these studies did not examine education per se, the results 

are relevant, given the well-known high correlation between intelligence and education (e.g., Deary, 

Strand, Smith, & Fernandes, 2007).  
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Table 1 
 
Participants: Demographic Characteristics 
 
         Controls                  Unmedicated                 Medicated             
Number of participants  
Mean (±S.E.M.) age (yrs)    
Mean (±S.E.M.) education (yrs) 
Gender (M=male; F=female) 
Handedness (R=right; L=left) 

         19      
         20.6 (±0.6) 
         12.2 (±0.3) 
         17M, 2F 
         16R, 3L             

       26 
       21.4 (±0.7)† 
       11.2 (±0.3) 
       22M, 4F 
       24R, 2L   

            21 
            23.8 (±0.7)* 
            10.4 (±0.4)* 
            21M, 0F 
            21R, 0L         

 

*Different from controls (p < .05) using Dunnett’s C procedure following significant Analysis of Variance 
†Different from medicated (p < .05) using Dunnett’s C procedure following significant Analysis of Variance 
 
 

Clinical and Cognitive Measures 

 In addition to demographic characteristics, every attempt was made to match all participants on 

cognitive status and declarative memory abilities, and, in the case of the patients, on level of 

psychopathology. 

 
Mini Mental State Examination 

 Cognitive abilities were assessed using the MMSE (Appendix E). The MMSE has long been 

considered the gold standard measure for basic cognitive functioning and mental status. Worldwide, it is 

also the most commonly used test to screen for dementia (Mossello & Boncinelli, 2006). The MMSE has 

been extensively researched for almost 40 years and has proven to be a psychometrically sound 

instrument with high reliability, validity, and sensitivity (Adunsky, Fleissig, Levenkrohn, Arad, & Noy, 

2002; Clark et al., 1999; Foreman, 1987; Fountoulakis, Tsolaki, Mohs, & Kazis, 1998; Gallassi, Morreale, 

Di Sarro, & Lorusso, 2002; Heun, Papassofirotoulos, & Jennssen, 1998; Hopp, Dixon, Grut, & Backman, 

1997; Ihl, Frolich, Dierks, Martin, & Maurer, 1992; Kay et al., 1985; Lesher & Whelihan, 1986; Salib & 

McCarthy, 2002; Stuss, Meiran, Guzman, Lafleche, & Willmer, 1996; Tombaugh & McIntyre, 1992). 

The MMSE contains 17 items and yields a maximum total score of 30 points, with 24-30 being the range 

for normal cognitive functioning, and any score below this cut-point indicating cognitive impairment 

(Almeida, 1998; Bertolucci, Brucki, Campacci, & Juliano, 1994; Lourenço & Veras, 2006; Tombaugh & 

McIntyre, 1992; van Gorp et al., 1999). Bertolucci and colleagues (1994) assessed young, middle-aged, 
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and elderly healthy adults and concluded that a MMSE total score of less than 26 among individuals with 

at least a grade 8 education indicated cognitive impairment.  

 Each study participant scored at least 27/30 on the MMSE, signifying that all controls and 

patients were cognitively intact. Controls had the best MMSE mean score, which was significantly higher 

than that of either patient group. MMSE mean scores did not differ significantly between unmedicated 

and medicated patients (see Table 2).  

 
Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale 

 There were no significant between-group differences in level of psychopathology at time 1. The 

PANSS was selected to assess severity of illness because it is arguably the most extensively used and 

most psychometrically sound measure of symptom severity in schizophrenia and other psychotic 

disorders (Kay, 1990; Obermeier et al., 2011; Peralta & Cuesta, 1994). Research over the past 25 years 

has demonstrated that the PANSS has satisfactory inter-rater and test-retest reliability (Bell, Milstein, 

Beam-Goulet, Lysaker, & Cicchetti, 1992; Kay et al., 1987; Kay, Opler, & Lindenmayer, 1988; Peralta & 

Cuesta, 1994; von Knorring and Lindström, 1992), high internal consistency for the positive and negative 

scales (Bell et al., 1992; Kay et al., 1987; Opler, Caton, Shrout, Dominguez, & Kass, 1994), adequate 

construct and content validity (Kay et al., 1987, 1988; Peralta & Cuesta, 1994), and excellent concurrent 

and external validity (Kay et al., 1987; Kay, Opler, & Fiszbein, 1986; Kay & Singh, 1989; Peralta & 

Cuesta, 1994). 

 The PANSS is a structured clinical interview that takes approximately 45-50 minutes to 

administer and assesses three areas of psychopathology: 1) Positive Symptoms, 2) Negative Symptoms, 

and 3) General Psychopathology. The Positive and Negative Symptom Scales contain 7 items each, and 

the General Psychopathology Scale has 16 items, for a grand total of 30 PANSS items. The patient (or, in 

some cases, a family member or hospital staff) ranks each item on a scale of 1-7, with 1 representing 

complete absence of the symptom and 7 representing the highest level of severity. Therefore, 210 

(maximum score for Positive Symptoms = 49; maximum score for Negative Symptoms = 49; and 
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maximum score for General Symptoms = 112) would be the highest possible PANSS total score, and 

correspondingly most severe level of psychopathology. 

 All 47 patients completed the PANSS at time 1. At time 2, only 12 of the unmedicated first-

episode patients were available for re-assessment. They had received an intervening treatment, and 

therefore symptom severity was used as an outcome measure (see Results chapter). It was predicted that 

the level of psychopathology would remain stable over a 1-2 month period in patients who had already 

been receiving appropriate long-term pharmacotherapy and would be continuing their regular treatment 

(Kay et al., 1987; Mortimer, 2007). 

 At time 1, general level of psychopathology, as measured by the PANSS total score, was higher 

among unmedicated than medicated patients (see Table 2). This difference, however, was not significant. 

In terms of positive and negative symptoms, the four subscale scores were all very similar, regardless of 

group membership (see Table 2). 

   
Declarative Memory Questionnaire 

 Following completion of the WPT and IGT, each participant was asked to answer multiple-choice 

questions designed to measure their explicit memory for certain details of the tasks. There were two 

separate declarative memory questionnaires, one for the WPT and one for the IGT (Appendices F & G, 

respectively). For the WPT, 8 questions were adapted from Beninger and colleagues (2003), who had 

developed the items based on the work of Knowlton, Mangels, and Squire (1996). For example, one 

question used in the current WPT DMQ was: “What was the maximum number of cards that could be 

presented at one time?". It was followed by multiple choices: a) two, b) three, c) four, or d) five. For the 

IGT, Beninger and colleagues (2003) developed items to mirror those from the WPT DMQ. Eight of the 

questions were adapted in the present study. For example, one item used in the current IGT DMQ was: 

“How much money did you start with?”. It was followed by multiple choices: a) $1500, b) $200, c) 

$1000, or d) $2000. For every WPT or IGT question, there were four items to choose from and only one 

correct answer. One point was awarded for each correct response, for a maximum total score of 8 for each 
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questionnaire. There were no significant between-group differences in declarative memory abilities, as 

measured by the WPT and IGT questionnaires at time 1 (see Table 2).  

 
Table 2 
 
Participants: Clinical and Cognitive Features 
 
         Controls                  Unmedicated                  Medicated             
Number of participants  
Mean (±S.E.M.) MMSE  
Mean (±S.E.M.) PANSS Total  
Mean (±S.E.M.) PANSS Positive 
Mean (±S.E.M.) PANSS Negative 
Mean (±S.E.M.) WPT DMQ 
Mean (±S.E.M.) IGT DMQ 

         19      
         29.95 (±0.05) 
          
          
          
         7.58 (±0.12)     
         7.79 (±0.10) 

       26 
       29.27 (±0.20)* 
       97.46 (±4.06) 
       24.38 (±1.58) 
       23.35(±1.32) 
       7.54 (±0.11)      
       7.42 (±0.17)                   

             21 
             28.48 (±0.27)* 
             92.95 (±3.89) 
             24.00 (±0.91) 
             24.67 (±2.06)        
             7.48 (±0.11) 
             7.38 (±0.15) 

 

DMQ Declarative Memory Questionnaire; IGT Iowa Gambling Task; MMSE Mini Mental State Examination; 
PANSS Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; WPT Weather Prediction Task 
*Different from controls (p < .05) using Dunnett’s C procedure following significant Analysis of Variance 
 
 

Behavioural Measures 

Weather Prediction Task 

 In the WPT, cues are probabilistically associated with specific outcomes. Like the IGT, the WPT 

provides cumulative feedback requiring the participant to recruit certain non-declarative memory 

strategies. Unlike the IGT, the WPT informs participants if they are right or wrong through verbal and 

pictorial feedback rather than through monetary rewards and penalties. For the WPT, four 4.3 x 6.0 cm 

virtual cards, depicting 7 squares, 10 triangles, 9 circles or 13 diamonds, appear in a row on a 17” 

computer screen. The participant is told that they are a weather forecaster and will learn to predict the 

weather (rain or shine) using these cards. On each trial, one, two, or three cards are presented, for a total 

of 14 possible cue combinations (see Table 3). The participant makes their prediction by pressing a button 

(2.4 cm diameter) on a metal box (18 x 11 x 6 cm). One of these buttons has the word “RAIN” below and 

a picture of a rain cloud and lightning bolt above, whereas the other button has the word “SHINE” written 

below and a drawing of the sun above. The participant is not informed of the probability structure and 

told that predicting will feel like guessing but that their performance will gradually improve. After each 

correct response, a high-frequency tone (0.5 s) is sounded, and a “happy face” icon, the word “correct,” 
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and an icon showing the appropriate weather outcome appear on the screen. In contrast, incorrect 

responses are followed by a low-frequency tone (0.5 s), a “non-smiling face” icon, the word “incorrect,” 

and an icon of the correct weather outcome. The next trial begins after 5 seconds. A 25-second break 

follows each block of 20 trials.  

 Across the 14 possible cue combinations, each cue-outcome association occurs at a fixed 

probability (see Table 3). Given that the two outcomes (rain or shine) are presented with equal frequency, 

a score of 50% correct reflects chance performance. The sequence of cue combinations is randomized for 

every participant, with the condition that the same cue combination does not appear twice in a row, and 

that each outcome does not occur more than 5 times in a row. A response is considered correct on a 

particular trial if the outcome selected is more strongly associated with the cue combination. Given the 

probabilistic nature of the task, a cue combination is sometimes followed by the less strongly associated 

outcome. Therefore, participants can be scored as making a correct response (because they selected the 

most likely outcome), even though they still receive negative feedback (i.e. “incorrect”). In this way, the 

percentage correct score reflects how well participants learn the cue-outcome associations. Data are not 

analyzed for trials in which the two outcomes are equally associated with the cue combination and for 

which there is no correct answer (e.g., combination 6 in Table 3). The dependent measure was the mean 

number of correct responses per block of 20 trials. One hundred trials, broken into five blocks, were 

administered. A preliminary WPT study with healthy participants was conducted. Please see Appendix L 

for these pilot data.  

 The psychometric properties of the WPT have not been extensively researched. However, there is 

now sufficient convergent validity to demonstrate that this test is a reliable and sensitive measure of 

striatal dysfunction. Studies over the past 25 years have consistently reported poor WPT performance by 

patients with prominent striatal pathology, such as Parkinson's disease (Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire, 

1996; Perretta et al., 2005; Sage et al., 2003), Huntington's chorea (Knowlton, Squire, et al., 1996), and 

Tourette's syndrome (Kéri et al., 2002). Moreover, a number of fMRI studies have reported caudate 

activation in healthy participants (Fera et al., 2005; Moody et al., 2004; Poldrack et al., 2001; Poldrack et 
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al., 1999; Weickert et al., 2009) and striatal hypoactivation in patients with basal ganglia disorders (e.g., 

Moody et al., 2004) during completion of the WPT. Taken together, substantial evidence now exists that 

this PCL task is sensitive to striatal dysfunction. 

 
Table 3 
 
Probability Structure of the Weather Prediction Task 
 
Cue 1   Cue 2   Cue 3   Cue 4   G(n)   H(n)   P(G)                         
   0           0           0          1                                   
   0           0           1          0 
   0           0           1          1 
   0           1           0          0 
   0           1           0          1 
   0           1           1          0 
   0           1           1          1 
   1           0           0          0 
   1           0           0          1 
   1           0           1          0 
   1           0           1          1 
   1           1           0          0 
   1           1           0          1 
   1           1           1          0 

                   
          
          
          
          
 

 10        2        .83 
  4         3        .57 
  7         1        .88 
  3         4        .43 
  5         1        .83 
  2         2        .50 
  3         1        .75 
  3       10        .23 
  2         3        .40 
  1         5        .17 
  2         1        .67 
  1         7        .13 
  1         2        .33 
  1         3        .25 

  

Adapted from Aron et al., 2006 
 
Note. Each row represents 1 of 14 possible different combinations of four cue types that appear with probability 
P(G). G(n) is the number of times the combination predicts sunshine, and H(n) is the number of times it predicts 
rain. 
 
 
Iowa Gambling Task 

 The IGT is an experimental paradigm that mimics real-life decision-making in that it requires 

participants to balance immediate gains against negative long-term consequences. The participant selects 

from four different decks of custom-made cards labeled A, B, C, and D, placed side by side on a table in 

front of them. Every card choice leads to either a financial reward or a combination of a financial reward 

and penalty. Each deck contains 40 cards, half with a black face and a half with a red face. Unbeknownst 

to the participant, cards with a black face always signal a payoff with no penalty (e.g., “You won $100”), 

whereas cards with a red face are always followed with a payoff but sometimes also with a penalty (e.g., 

“You won $100 but you lost $35”).  Cards in all four decks are arranged face-down, so that the black and 

red colours are hidden and the backs of the cards all look the same. Each card must be selected from the 
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top of one of the decks and placed face up in front of the deck from which it was drawn. At the beginning 

of the task, the participant is given $2000 in play money and instructed to select one card at a time from 

any of the four decks and continue making selections until the examiner tells them to stop (after 100 

trials). The participant is asked to pretend that the bills are real and to approach the task as if they were 

using their own money. They are also informed that the object of the game is to win and avoid losing as 

much money as possible. The participant is told that while there is no way that they can figure out when 

they will lose money, some decks are worse than others and should be avoided for optimal results.   

 The cards in each deck are arranged in a pre-determined order with fixed rewards and penalties 

(see Table 4 below). For each selection from decks A and B the participant wins $100, and from each 

selection from decks C and D they win $50. Every so often variable penalties are also given. For deck A, 

five in ten trials have a penalty ranging from $35 to $150. For deck B, one in ten trials incurs a penalty of 

$1250. For deck C, five in ten trials have a penalty ranging from $25 to $75. Finally, for deck D, one in 

ten trials produces a penalty of $250. Overall, the high-reward decks (A and B) have greater penalties 

(leading to a net loss of $250 every 10 trials), whereas the low-reward decks (C and D) have smaller 

penalties (leading to a net gain of $250 every 10 trials). Therefore, in order for a participant to do well on 

the IGT they must sample more from decks C and D than from decks A and B. The dependent measure 

was the mean number of choices from the advantageous decks (C and D) per block of 20 trials. One 

hundred trials, broken into five blocks, were administered. A preliminary IGT study with healthy 

participants was conducted. Please see Appendix M for these pilot data.  

 Although the IGT should not be considered a test that is specific to medial prefrontocortical and 

orbitofrontal abnormalities, it has proven to be highly sensitive to dysfunction in these brain areas. 

Evidence for its high ecological and construct validity comes from studies of patients with brain lesions 

(Bechara et al., 1994; Bechara et al., 1997; Bechara et al., 1996; Bechara, Tranel, & Damasio, 2000; 

Fellows & Farah, 2005), as well as from research with psychiatric populations that have well-known 

decision-making and emotional deficits. In a recent review article, Brevers and colleagues (2013) found 

that pathological gamblers performed worse than controls on the IGT in 13 studies. Moreover, patients 
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with substance addiction (Bechara & Damasio, 2002; Bechara, Dolan, Denburg, Hindes, Anderson, & 

Nathan, 2001; Grant, Contoreggi, & London, 2000; Petry, Bickel, & Arnett, 1998; Rotheram-Fuller, 

Shoptaw, Berman, & London, 2004; Whitlow et al., 2004), OCD (Cavallaro et al., 2003; Cavedini et al., 

2002; Lawrence et al., 2006), ADHD (Toplak et al., 2005) and schizophrenia (see Introduction) also do 

poorly on the IGT. All of these clinical populations have consistently shown mPFC or OFC 

abnormalities, impaired decision-making, and emotional dysregulation (Brevers et al., 2013; Bush, 

Valera, & Seidman, 2005; Gillan et al., 2011; Goldstein & Volkow, 2002). As further evidence of its solid 

construct validity, functional imaging studies have revealed mPFC/OFC activation in healthy participants 

during completion of the IGT  (Bolla et al., 2003; Bolla et al., 2004, 2005; Christakou et al., 2009; Fukui 

et al., 2005; Lawrence et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010;  Northoff et al., 2006; Tanabe et al., 2007; Windmann 

et al., 2006). 

 
Table 4 
 
Reward/Penalty Structure for Iowa Gambling Task 
 

Deck                Reward Penalty Net Profit  
(per 10 Trials) 

A 
B 
C 
D 
 

Win $100 (100% of trials)     
Win $100 (100% of trials)        
Win $50 (100% of trials) 
Win $50 (100% of trials) 

Lose $35 to $150 (50% of trials)  
Lose $1250 (10% of trials)  
Lose $25 to $75 (50% of trials) 
Lose $250 (10% of trials) 

-$250 
-$250 
+$250 
+$250 
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Chapter 4 
 

Results 
 
 Results are presented for the WPT and IGT separately. For each task, the data are organized into 

two subsections. In the first subsection, results from mixed Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with only 

time 1 data are presented. In the second subsection, mixed ANOVA using data from both time periods are 

provided.  

 In the first set of analyses, time 1 data for controls (N = 19), unmedicated first-break 

schizophrenia patients (N = 26), and medicated first-break schizophrenia patients (N = 21) are compared. 

Patients from the medicated sample were being treated with either olanzapine (OLZ; N = 11), quetiapine 

(QTP; N = 3), or risperidone (RISP; N = 3) or a combination of two of these three atypicals (MIXED; N = 

4). Of the four patients in the mixed group, two were receiving quetiapine and risperidone, and two were 

being treated with quetiapine and olanzapine. The quetiapine, risperidone, and mixed medication 

subgroups were not included in analyses because of their small and unequal sample sizes. Planned 

ANOVA on the effect of trial block was conducted for controls, unmedicated, and medicated patients, and 

for olanzapine-treated patients because they represented the only medication subgroup with a large 

enough sample size for inferential statistical analysis. These block effects were used to determine whether 

group performance improved over trials. 

 The second set of analyses includes data from both testing sessions (time 1 and time 2) but only 

compares two groups: 1) controls (N = 16) and 2) patients who were unmedicated when tested at time 1 

but had been treated for at least a month with atypicals when tested at time 2 (N = 12). Only data from 

participants who were available for both testing sessions could be used for these analyses, so sample sizes 

between time 1 and time 1/time 2 ANOVA differ. Of the 19 original controls recruited for the study, all 

but three returned for the second assessment. Among the unmedicated patients, only those assigned for 

olanzapine treatment produced a large enough sample size at time 2 for repeated-measures analysis. 

Although inferential statistical methods were not appropriate for the other individual medication groups at 

either time 1 or time 2, the performance of patients treated with quetiapine, risperidone, and mixed 
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atypicals is displayed graphically in figures 2 and 6. Also, see appendices N and O for figures showing 

the WPT and IGT results of unmedicated patients post-treatment with quetiapine and risperidone.    

 Finally, following the time 1 and time 1/time 2 ANOVA of WPT and IGT scores, treatment 

outcomes, as measured by the PANSS, are presented for the unmedicated group. Correlations between 

PANSS and WPT/IGT data are also shown. Due to attrition over the course of the study and loss of 

power, only associations between time 1 psychopathology and non-declarative learning performance are 

examined.  

 
Mixed Analysis of Variance for Weather Prediction Task: Only Time 1 Data 

 
 The WPT is a 100-item test, in which each item is worth 1 point, for a maximum total score of 

100. The test was broken down into five blocks of 20 items each (maximum score of 20 points per block) 

in order to examine learning trends. For example, a control participant’s performance would be expected 

to improve over the course of the test, from block to block. As they learn from feedback and master the 

task, their scores should steadily increase. The mixed ANOVA involved one between-subjects factor 

(group), and one within-subjects factor (block). Three groups were used: 1) controls (N = 19), 2) 

unmedicated first-break schizophrenia patients (N = 26), and 3) medicated first-break patients (N = 21). 

The within-block factor had five levels. The dependent measure was the mean number of correct 

responses per block (/20).  

 There was a significant main effect for group, F(2, 63) = 4.36, p = .02, and block, F(4, 252) = 

5.96, p < .001, but no significant interaction between group and block, F(8, 252) = .28, p = .97. Fisher’s 

Least Significant Difference (LSD) test was pre-selected for post-hoc analysis. LSD results revealed no 

significant difference in WPT performance between controls (M = 13.84, SD = 3.61) and unmedicated 

patients (M = 13.30, SD = 3.50), and both groups performed significantly better than medicated patients 

(M = 11.62, SD = 3.19; see Figure 1). Planned one-way ANOVA of the block effect revealed significant 

improvement for the unmedicated group, F(4, 100) = 3.79, p = .01, but not for the controls, F(4, 72) = 

1.75, p = .15, or medicated group, F(4, 80) = 1.23, p = .30.  
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Figure 1. Weather Prediction Task performance for all participants at time 1. 
 
CON controls (N = 19); MED medicated (N = 21); UNMED unmedicated (N = 26)  
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Collapsed over blocks, the means (±SD) for the control, unmedicated, olanzapine, quetiapine, 

risperidone, and mixed groups were 13.84 (±3.61), 13.30 (±3.50), 11.44 (±3.36), 13.47 (±2.20), 9.53 

(±2.92), and 12.30 (±2.66), respectively. The individual block means for each of these groups are plotted 

in Figure 2. The quetiapine patients did as well as the control and unmedicated groups; the performance 

of the olanzapine and mixed groups was intermediate; and the risperidone patients had the lowest scores 

and showed no evidence of learning. Due to small and unequal sample sizes, an ANOVA of the blocks 

was not carried out for any of the medication subgroups except for the olanzapine patients. The block 

effect for olanzapine patients was non-significant: F(4, 40) = 1.81, p = .15.  
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Figure 2. Weather Prediction Task performance for all participants at time 1, with medicated patients 
divided into antipsychotic medication subgroups. Mixed group represents patients treated with two 
antipsychotics. Controls and unmedicated patients are the same groups as in Figure 1 and are included 
here for comparison.  
 
CON controls (N = 19); UNMED unmedicated (N = 26); OLZ olanzapine (N = 11);  
QTP quetiapine (N = 3); RISP risperidone (N = 3); MIXED (N = 4)  
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Overall, results revealed that medicated schizophrenia patients performed significantly worse on 

the WPT than unmedicated patients, who scored as well as controls and displayed a similar learning 

slope. Given that quetiapine-treated patients showed steady improvement over blocks, the poor 

performance of the medicated group can be mainly attributed to low scores received by patients taking 

risperidone, olanzapine, or a combination of atypicals. 

 
Mixed Analysis of Variance for Weather Prediction Task: Time 1 and Time 2 Data 

 
 In order to assess the WPT performance of repeat participants, two mixed ANOVA were 

conducted, each with one between-subjects factor (group), and two within-subjects factors (block and 

time). The first ANOVA compared controls (N = 16) and unmedicated patients who were later treated 
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with atypical antipsychotics (N = 12). These 28 participants completed the WPT at time 1. After the first 

session, the 12 unmedicated patients were treated with atypicals, which they took for a minimum of 4 

weeks before completing the WPT again at time 2. The controls did not receive any intervening treatment 

but were also re-administered the WPT at time 2. In the second ANOVA, the 16 repeat controls were 

compared to only those unmedicated patients who went on to receive olanzapine (N = 9). For both mixed 

ANOVA, the block factor had five levels (block 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), and the time factor had two levels (time 1 

and time 2). As with the time 1 data in the previous subsection, the dependent measure was the mean 

number of correct responses per block (/20).  

 An ANOVA comparing the 16 controls with 12 unmedicated/medicated patients revealed a 

significant main effect for group, F(1, 26) = 9.66, p < .01; a significant main effect for time, F(1, 26) = 

5.54, p = .03; and a significant interaction between group and time, F(1, 26) = 8.86, p < .01 (see Figure 

3). There was also a significant main effect for block: F(4, 104) = 8.09, p < .001. Means increased 

steadily from block 1 to 5. Pairwise comparisons using the Bonferroni correction showed that the mean 

for block 1 was significantly lower than the means for blocks 4 and 5. No significant interactions between 

group and block, F(4, 104) = 0.73, p = .58; block and time, F(4, 104) = .48, p = .75; or group, time, and 

block, F(4, 104) = 1.40, p = .24, were found. Controls improved significantly with repeated testing. Their 

overall block mean increased from 13.95 (SD = 3.75) at time 1 to 16.38 (SD = 2.80) at time 2, and simple 

effects ANOVA showed that this difference was highly significant: F(1, 79) = 62.41, p < .001. In 

contrast, WPT performance for the 12 unmedicated patients did not improve after treatment. Their overall 

block mean was 12.68 (SD = 3.63) and 12.40 (SD = 3.03) at time 1 and 2, respectively. Simple effects 

ANOVA revealed that this difference was non-significant: F(1,59) = 0.22, p = .65.  
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Figure 3. Weather Prediction Task performance for controls, medicated, and unmedicated patients (pre- 
and post-treatment) at time 1 and time 2. The medicated group was not included in inferential analyses 
due to its limited sample size.    
 
CON controls (N = 16); MED/MED medicated/medicated (N = 5);  
UNMED/MED unmedicated/medicated (N = 12) 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Of the 12 unmedicated/medicated patients available for re-testing, nine were treated with 

olanzapine. Therefore, a separate ANOVA was conducted comparing controls and individuals who were 

not taking any medication at time 1 but were on therapeutic doses of olanzapine at time 2 (see Figure 4). 

Significant main effects for group, F(1, 23) = 10.88, p < .01, and time, F(1, 23) = 4.97, p < .05, were 

found, as well as a significant interaction between group and time, F(1, 23) = 6.20, p < .05. There was 

also a significant main effect for block: F(4, 92) = 5.51, p < .01. Means increased steadily from block 1 to 

5. Pairwise comparisons using the Bonferroni correction showed that the mean for block 1 was 

significantly lower than that for block 5. No significant interactions between group and block, F(4, 92) = 

0.50, p = .74; block and time, F(4, 92) = 1.51, p = .21; or group, time, and block, F(4, 92) = 2.09, p = .09 

were found. The nine unmedicated/olanzapine patients performed slightly worse post-treatment, with 
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their overall block mean decreasing from 12.16 (SD = 3.54) at time 1 to 12.02 (SD = 2.84) at time 2. An 

ANOVA showed that this difference was non-significant: F(1, 44) = 0.04, p = .85.  

 Given that only two of the 12 unmedicated/medicated patients went on to receive quetiapine, and 

just one of them was later treated with risperidone (see Appendix N), ANOVA was not conducted for 

these medication subgroups. Therefore, the unmedicated/quetiapine and unmedicated/risperidone groups 

do not appear in any analyses or figures in the main text.   

 
Figure 4. Weather Prediction Task performance for controls and unmedicated patients pre- and post-
treatment with olanzapine (time 1/time 2).  
 
CON controls (N = 16); UNMED/OLZ unmedicated/olanzapine (N = 9);  
__________________________________________________________________ 
  
 Taken together, these results show that, whereas the WPT performance of controls improved 

significantly from time 1 to time 2, unmedicated patients failed to improve on the task post-treatment. 

Although learning was intact before receiving atypical antipsychotics, performance was impaired after 

treatment with these medications. These results are consistent with findings from the ANOVA that 

compared three groups at time 1 only (see Figure 1). In this previous analysis, controls and unmedicated 
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patients were able to learn the WPT, whereas the medicated group did not show improvement. Nine of the 

12 unmedicated patients went on to receive olanzapine, and a separate ANOVA comparing controls and 

unmedicated/olanzapine patients revealed a significant group x time interaction. Performance declined 

after treatment with olanzapine, even though patients were taking the WPT for the second time. The 

decrease was not statistically significant. However, combined with the time 1 data on medication 

subgroups presented in the previous subsection, it appears that WPT learning is impaired after treatment 

with certain atypicals, such as olanzapine and risperidone, and preserved after administration of 

quetiapine.  

 
Mixed Analysis of Variance for Iowa Gambling Task: Only Time 1 Data 

 
 Although 100 trials of the IGT were administered, only the first 80 trials were analyzed because 

sometimes participants exhausted their choices from a particular deck during the fifth block. Therefore, 

the test was broken down into four blocks, each consisting of 20 trials. The dependent measure was the 

mean number of deck C and D selections per block (/20). The mixed ANOVA involved one between-

subjects factor (group), and one within-subjects factor (block). Although the same groups were used as 

with the WPT time 1 data-- controls (N = 19), unmedicated patients (N = 26), and medicated patients (N = 

21; OLZ: N = 11; QTP: N = 3; RISP: N = 3; MIXED: N = 4)-- only four blocks were used in all analyses.  

 ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for group, F(2, 63) = 4.48, p = .02, and block, F(3, 

189) = 8.91, p < .001, but no significant interaction between group and block, F(6, 189) = 0.60, p = .73. 

LSD results revealed no significant difference between controls (M = 10.79, SD = 0.40) and unmedicated 

patients (M = 11.14, SD = 0.34). The mean score for unmedicated patients was higher than that of 

controls, and both groups performed significantly better than medicated patients (M = 9.66, SD = 0.38; 

see Figure 5). Consistent with these findings, planned ANOVA of block effects for each group revealed 

significant learning in controls, F(3, 54) = 3.76, p = .02, and unmedicated patients, F(3, 75) = 4.72, p = 

.01, but not in the medicated sample, F(3, 60) = 1.62, p = .20.  
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Figure 5. Iowa Gambling Task performance for all participants at time 1. 
 
CON controls (N = 19); MED medicated (N = 21); UNMED unmedicated (N = 26)  
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 In terms of individual medication groups, only the olanzapine patients showed any evidence of 

learning (see Figure 6). Although they did not perform as well as the control or unmedicated groups, 

olanzapine patients improved consistently from block to block, and the block effect approached 

significance: F(3, 30) = 2.53, p = .08. In contrast, the quetiapine, risperidone, and mixed groups showed 

no evidence of learning. Collapsed across blocks, the means (±SD) for the control, unmedicated, 

olanzapine, quetiapine, risperidone, and mixed groups were 10.79 (±0.40), 11.14 (±0.34), 10.34 (±2.75), 

8.25 (±3.28), 9.42 (±2.35), and 9.00 (±1.27), respectively.  
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Figure 6. Iowa Gambling Task performance for all participants at time 1, with medicated patients divided 
into antipsychotic medication subgroups. Mixed group represents patients treated with two antipsychotics. 
Controls and unmedicated patients are the same groups as in Figure 5 and are included here for 
comparison.  
 
CON controls (N = 19); UNMED unmedicated (N = 26); OLZ olanzapine (N = 11);  
QTP quetiapine (N = 3); RISP risperidone (N = 3); MIXED (N = 4)  
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Overall, the control and unmedicated groups were able to learn the IGT, whereas the medicated 

patients performed poorly on the task. Olanzapine patients showed some evidence of learning. Therefore, 

the impaired performance of the medicated group seems to be more attributable to treatment with 

quetiapine, risperidone and combined atypicals than to treatment with olanzapine. However, due to the 

small sample sizes of the individual medication groups, no firm conclusions can be drawn. 

 
Mixed Analysis of Variance for Iowa Gambling Task: Time 1 and Time 2 Data 

 
 In order to assess the IGT performance of repeat participants, two mixed ANOVA were 

conducted, each with one between-subjects factor (group), and two within-subjects factors (block and 

time). The first ANOVA compared controls (N = 16) and unmedicated patients who were later treated 
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with atypical antipsychotics (N = 12). In the second ANOVA, the 16 repeat controls were compared to 

only those unmedicated patients who went on to receive olanzapine (N = 9). For both mixed ANOVA, the 

block factor had four levels (block 1, 2, 3, 4), and the time factor had two levels (time 1 and time 2). As 

with the time 1 data in the previous subsection, the dependent measure was the mean number of  

selections from the good decks per block (/20). 

 In the ANOVA comparing the 16 controls and 12 unmedicated/medicated patients (see Figure 7), 

the only significant effect found was for block: F(3, 78) = 5.33, p < .01. Using the Bonferroni correction, 

pairwise comparisons showed the mean for block 1 was significantly lower than that for block 3. There 

were no significant main effects for group, F(1, 26) = .05, p = .82, or time, F(1, 26) = 3.93, p = .06. 

However, the time effect approached significance, suggesting improvement with repeated testing. None 

of the interactions between group and time, F(1, 26) = 2.06, p = .16; group and block, F(3,78) = 1.26, p = 

.30; block and time, F(3,78) = 0.36, p = .78; or group, time, and block, F(3,78) = 0.44, p = .73 were 

significant. 
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Figure 7. Iowa Gambling Task performance for controls, medicated, and unmedicated patients (pre- and 
post-treatment) at time 1 and time 2. The medicated group was not included in inferential analyses due to 
its limited sample size.    
 
CON controls (N = 16); MED/MED medicated/medicated (N = 5);  
UNMED/MED unmedicated/medicated (N = 12) 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Like the previous ANOVA with all unmedicated/medicated patients, the ANOVA comparing the 

repeat controls and nine unmedicated/olanzapine patients (see Figure 8) produced a significant main 

effect for block, F(3, 69) = 7.23, p < .001, but no other significant effects. Using the Bonferroni 

correction, pairwise comparisons showed that the mean for block 1 was significantly lower than the 

means for blocks 2, 3, and 4. In the ANOVA with the unmedicated/olanzapine patients, no significant 

main effects for group, F(1, 23) = .29, p = .60, or time, F(1, 23) = 1.67, p = .21, were found, and the 

interactions between group and time, F(1, 23) = 3.25, p = .09; group and block, F(3, 69) = 0.41, p = .75; 

block and time, F(3, 69) = 0.45, p = .72; and group, time, and block, F(3, 69) = 0.59, p = .63 were all non-

significant. Although it was not significant, the group x time interaction (p = .09) was of interest. At time 
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1, unmedicated patients produced an overall block mean of 12.28 (SD = 2.75), which was higher than the 

time 1 mean for controls, 10.92 (SD = 3.12). Despite outperforming healthy participants during the initial 

assessment, the block mean for unmedicated/olanzapine patients at time 2 (M = 12.00, SD = 4.44) was 

lower than that of controls (M = 12.61, SD = 3.08) during this second testing session. In other words, over 

time controls caught up to the unmedicated/olanzapine patients and surpassed them. 

 The IGT mean scores per block for the olanzapine patients, both pre- and post-treatment, are 

displayed graphically in Figure 8. As can be seen, although unmedicated patients scored lower on the IGT 

after receiving olanzapine, they still showed evidence of learning post-treatment. Sample sizes for 

unmedicated/quetiapine and unmedicated/risperidone patients were too small to be included in analyses or 

figures in the main text (see Appendix O). 

 
Figure 8. Iowa Gambling Task performance for controls and unmedicated patients pre- and post-
treatment with olanzapine (time 1/time 2).  
 
CON controls (N = 16); UNMED/OLZ unmedicated/olanzapine (N = 9) 
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 In summary, these results show that the IGT performance of controls improved with repeated 

testing, whereas unmedicated patients seemed to do worse on the task after being treated with olanzapine. 

Although the patients' performance declined post-treatment, the olanzapine group still displayed evidence 

of learning. Consistent with these findings, patients who were already being treated with olanzapine 

before entering the study showed a steady improvement in performance from block to block and a nearly 

significant block effect (p = .08). Therefore, although olanzapine seems to depress IGT performance, 

patients taking this medication may still be able to learn the task. Finally, quetiapine and risperidone 

patients appear to be impaired in IGT learning. However, due to limited sample sizes, these conclusions 

should be interpreted with caution.        

 
Treatment Outcomes for Unmedicated Patients 

 
 Pre- and post-treatment level of psychopathogy, as measured by PANSS scores, is shown in 

tables 5 and 6 for the unmedicated/medicated patients (N = 12) and unmedicated/olanzapine patients (N = 

9), respectively. 

 
Table 5 
 
Psychopathology Level of Unmedicated/Medicated Patients (N = 12) Pre- and Post-Treatment 
 
     Time 1               Time 2                     
Mean (±S.E.M.) PANSS Total  
Mean (±S.E.M.) PANSS Positive          
Mean (±S.E.M.) PANSS Negative                        

98.92(±5.84)    
24.25(±2.14) 
25.92(±1.83)         

 75.25(±5.84)*        
 12.92(±2.14)*  
 20.00(±1.83)*       

              

*Different from time 1 (p < .05) following Significant Analysis of Variance 
PANSS Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale 
 
 
Table 6 
 
Psychopathology Level of Unmedicated/Olanzapine Patients (N = 9) Pre- and Post-Treatment   
 
     Time 1               Time 2                     
Mean (±S.E.M.) PANSS Total  
Mean (±S.E.M.) PANSS Positive          
Mean (±S.E.M.) PANSS Negative                        

99.11(±7.42)    
24.56(±2.75) 
26.44(±2.27)         

 73.44(±7.42)*        
 11.56(±2.75)*  
 19.00(±2.27)*       

              

*Different from time 1 (p < .05) following Significant Analysis of Variance 
PANSS Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale 
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Correlations: Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale and Implicit Learning Performance 
 
 Only the PANNS positive and negative scale scores were used for these analyses. The total 

PANSS score includes these two scales and therefore is highly correlated with both. As such, it was not 

appropriate to run correlations with all three scales. The positive and negative scores were pre-selected as 

variables of interest because studies have revealed associations between these two types of symptoms and 

reward learning deficits (see Introduction).  

 In the unmedicated group (N = 26), neither positive nor negative symptoms were significantly 

correlated with either WPT or IGT performance. Although these patients displayed considerable positive 

and negative symptomatology, as reflected by their PANSS scores (see Table 2), they did as well as 

controls on the WPT and IGT, and psychopathology did not seem to have a significant negative impact on 

non-declarative learning.    

 In the medicated group (N = 21), negative symptoms were significantly correlated with WPT 

performance: r(19) = -.69, p < .01 (see Appendix P for scatterplot). Although the unmedicated and 

medicated groups at time 1 were matched on psychopathology level (see Table 2), it is possible that the 

patients taking atypicals were experiencing a different kind of negative symptoms. The treatment group 

may have been suffering from a combination of refractory and medication-induced negative symptoms. 

This type of psychopathology could have more deleterious effects on cognitive functioning and WPT 

performance and could explain the significantly lower WPT scores of the medicated group compared with 

controls and unmedicated patients. PANSS negative symptom scores in the medicated group were in the 

expected direction but were not correlated with IGT performance. Finally, the positive PANSS scores of 

medicated patients at time 1 were not correlated with either WPT or IGT performance. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Discussion 
 
 In accordance with some of my primary hypotheses, and contrary to others, WPT and IGT 

learning was intact among unmedicated schizophrenia patients and impaired among those taking atypical 

antipsychotics. Whereas the unmedicated group performed as well as controls on the WPT and IGT 

during the first testing session, medicated patients did not show evidence of learning on either task. On 

both tests, the unmedicated group showed significant improvement over blocks. Moreover, neither WPT 

nor IGT performance of a subgroup of the unmedicated patients (those available for re-assessment) 

significantly improved after treatment with atypicals. In contrast, healthy participants seemed to benefit 

from repeated testing. For example, the overall WPT block mean for the control group increased from 

time 1 to time 2, and this difference was highly significant. Conversely, the overall WPT block mean of 

unmedicated patients did not improve significantly after treatment with atypicals. Although general 

psychopathology, as well as positive and negative symptoms, all significantly declined post-treatment, 

newly medicated patients still failed to improve on the WPT and IGT. In other words, pharmacotherapy 

led to a dramatic clinical improvement but did not enhance implicit memory performance. These results 

are even more striking when one considers that, not only were the patients less symptomatic, but they 

were also taking the tests for the second time. The participants were therefore more familiar with both the 

procedure and experimenter. Taken together, the results of the present study suggest that atypical 

antipsychotics can impair certain forms of implicit memory, reward learning, and emotional decision-

making.  

 The findings from the current study generally supported my central hypotheses. However, the 

WPT performance results of the medicated group were surprising and not in keeping with predictions. In 

previous research by Beninger and colleagues (2003), chronic schizophrenia patients treated with 

atypicals showed intact WPT learning. It is not clear why the medicated sample in the present study was 

impaired on the task. However, it is possible that these patients were receiving higher doses of risperidone 

than those in the study by Beninger and colleagues. Although first-episode schizophrenia patients would 
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generally be administered lower antipsychotic doses than chronic patients, prescribing practices can 

change over time and vary widely across institutions.  

 The present study has many unique strengths and produced original findings. To my knowledge, 

this is the first time that antipsychotic-naïve or medication-washout schizophrenia patients have been 

administered the WPT or IGT. Testing unmedicated first-episode schizophrenia patients is rare due to 

recruitment challenges and ethical issues. Of the small number of studies that have used unmedicated 

patients, very few have examined implicit memory. Therefore, we still do not know if procedural learning 

is impaired in schizophrenia or represents an area of relative strength, or, as James Gold and colleagues 

(2009) have described it: an "island of preserved performance" (p. 294). And, if non-declarative learning 

abilities are truly compromised in schizophrenia, are these impairments mainly caused by antipsychotics 

or are they simply related to the natural disease process? In order to answer these questions, the implicit 

memory performance of first-episode schizophrenia patients was evaluated pre- and post-treatment in this 

study. Although further research is required, results from the current investigation suggest that non-

declarative learning abilities remain intact during disease onset but are impaired by treatment with 

atypicals. However, this conclusion is based on analyses of patients medicated with a variety of second-

generation antipsychotics. A small body of research has shown that specific atypicals have distinct effects 

on implicit memory (e.g., Wasserman et al., 2012). Therefore, another objective of the present study was 

to explore the effects of individual antipsychotics on non-declarative learning. These results will be 

presented in the following two sections. 

 
The Effects of Specific Atypicals on Weather Prediction Task Learning in Schizophrenia 

 
 Although the poor WPT performance of the atypicals group was unexpected (see Beninger et al., 

2003), results for patients on individual atypicals were consistent with previous findings in the literature 

(e.g., Wasserman et al., 2012). The olanzapine results and preliminary risperidone findings of the present 

study align with those of Wasserman and colleagues. Moreover, the preliminary quetiapine results of the 

current investigation could also be considered compatible with the clozapine findings of Wasserman and 
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colleagues, given that these two atypicals share such similar neurochemical and pharmacodynamic 

properties (Goldstein et al., 1993; Kapur, Zipursky, Jones, Shammi, et al., 2000; Lambert & Castle, 2003; 

Migler et al., 1993; Saller & Salama, 1993; Zhang et al., 2004). Finally, the present WPT results are also 

in keeping with the findings of Beninger and his group (2003), assuming that risperidone acts more like a 

typical than atypical antipsychotic (e.g., Kapur et al., 1995).  

 Consistent with the results of Wasserman and colleagues, patients who were being treated with 

olanzapine when they entered the study failed to improve significantly over blocks. Moreover, whereas 

controls performed significantly better with repeated testing, the overall block mean of unmedicated 

patients did not increase from time 1 to time 2, after they had been treated with olanzapine for at least a 

month. Taken together, these results suggest that treatment with olanzapine might impair implicit 

learning. 

 The risperidone and quetiapine results of this study are consistent with those of Wasserman and 

his group but must be interpreted with caution due to the small sample sizes used. The number of patients 

who were already taking olanzapine at the start of the study, as well as the number of unmedicated 

patients who received olanzapine during the study and returned for testing, were sufficient for inferential 

analysis. In contrast, only three risperidone-treated patients were available at time 1, and only one 

unmedicated patient later received risperidone and returned for testing. Similarly, just three of the 

medicated patients who entered the study were taking quetiapine, and only two of the unmedicated 

individuals who received quetiapine were available for re-testing. Limited sample sizes notwithstanding, 

it is interesting that the risperidone and quetiapine findings in this study are in keeping with those of 

Wasserman and his group.  

 Consistent with the Wasserman results, risperidone-treated patients showed no evidence of WPT 

learning. In fact, at time 1, the performance of the risperidone-treated patients was the poorest of all the 

groups. Their overall block mean was only 9.53 (SD = 2.92), which is below chance levels and almost 2 

points less than the second lowest mean, which was for the olanzapine-treated patients (M = 11.44, SD = 

3.36). Moreover, the risperidone patients were the only group whose scores decreased from block 4 to 5. 
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Taken together, these findings are consistent with those of Wasserman and colleagues and suggest that 

risperidone impairs WPT learning.  

 The quetiapine findings of the present study are also in keeping with the clozapine results of 

Wasserman and his group. At time 1, the quetiapine-treated patients (M = 13.47; SD = 2.20) performed 

better than any other medication group and also had a higher mean block score than the unmedicated 

group (M = 13.30, SD = 3.50). The quetiapine patients began with slightly lower scores than healthy 

participants but finished with slightly higher scores. Taken together, the present findings, as well as those 

from the Wasserman study, suggest that WPT learning is preserved in quetiapine- and clozapine-treated 

patients but impaired in patients taking risperidone or olanzapine. 

 The present WPT results for patients taking specific atypicals accord with the findings of 

Wasserman and colleagues. Although the risperidone and quetiapine data are consistent with this previous 

research, due to limited sample sizes, only the olanzapine findings can be considered replications. In 

addition to extending the Wasserman results, the present WPT findings for unmedicated patients and 

specific medication subgroups are consistent with results from studies using other types of procedural 

learning tasks. The research on these related implicit learning tests and schizophrenia will be presented in 

the next few sections. 

 
The Pursuit Rotor Task, Mirror Tasks, and Schizophrenia 

 
 Although the Pursuit Rotor Task (PRT), Mirror Drawing Task (MDT), and Mirror Reading Task 

(MRT) are all simple, unsupervised perceptual-motor skill tasks, whereas the WPT is a more complex 

information-integration test, all four of these tasks are considered to be measures of implicit learning 

(Gold et al., 2009). In the PRT, participants use a light-sensitive wand to maintain contact with a lit target 

area that is moving in a circular motion. In the MDT, subjects are asked to draw the outline of a picture 

that is reflected in a mirror. Given that they must copy this inverted image, they learn to move their hand 

in a transformed visuospatial context. For the MRT, participants simply read mirror-reversed text. 

Functional neuroimaging studies have shown that, like the WPT, the PRT (Grafton et al., 1992) and 
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mirror tasks (Chia & Kinsbourne, 1987; Dong et al., 2000; Lambon-Ralph, Jarvis, & Ellis, 1997) activate 

the striatum. Although schizophrenia patients tend to perform better on simple perceptual-motor tasks like 

the PRT, MDT and MRT, compared with the WPT (Gold et al., 2009), deficits in these unsupervised tests 

have also been frequently reported (Clare, McKenna, Mortimer, & Baddeley, 1993; Gomar et al., 2011; 

Rémillard, Pourcher, & Cohen, 2010; Schérer et al., 2004; Schwartz, Rosse, Veazey, & Deutsch, 1996; 

Takano et al., 2002; Weickert et al., 2002). Interestingly, as in the case of the WPT, patients treated with 

typicals or risperidone are often more impaired on PRT, MDT, and MRT learning. As early as 1949, 

Huston and Shakow found that schizophrenia patients did not perform as well as controls on the PRT. 

Considering that this study was conducted in the late 1940s, one can assume that the patients were not 

being treated with antipsychotics. More modern research has not replicated these findings. Using the 

MDT, two studies have shown that implicit motor learning is intact in antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia 

patients (Bédard et al., 1996; Schérer et al., 2003). Given that patients in the 1940s were receiving insulin-

shock therapy and other treatments that could have depressed PRT performance, and that these methods 

have long since been abandoned (Lehmann & Ban, 1997), greater weight should be placed on the more 

recent implicit memory findings. Schérer and colleagues, as well as Bédard and his group, have provided 

novel evidence for preserved procedural learning in unmedicated schizophrenia patients. 

 Research conducted during the 1990s on PRT performance in schizophrenia produced mixed 

findings. All or the majority of the patients used in these studies were being treated with typicals. 

Whereas some researchers reported intact PRT learning (Granholm, Bartzokis, Asarnow, & Marder, 

1993; Kern, Green, & Wallace, 1997), others observed impairments (Clare et al., 1993; Schwartz et al., 

1996). Interestingly, Granholm and colleagues found that schizophrenia patients with TD (presumably 

from higher doses of typicals) were more impaired on the PRT than those without TD. Similarly, Gomar 

and colleagues (2011) reported that schizophrenia patients experiencing TD performed worse on the PRT 

than those who were not showing these motor symptoms. Almost three quarters of their schizophrenia 

patients were receiving typicals or a combination of first- and second-generation antipsychotics, and over 

50% of them were experiencing TD or parkinsonian symptoms. Gomar and colleagues found that their 
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clinical sample was impaired on PRT learning compared with controls. Moreover, in an earlier study led 

by Kern and his group (1997), schizophrenia patients who did not require anti-parkinsonian medications 

showed greater improvement on the PRT than those who needed these drugs to treat EPS. Most of the 

studies on PRT performance in schizophrenia have recruited patients who were being treated with typical 

antipsychotics. However, in a recent study, Kern and colleagues (2010) reported that schizophrenia 

patients learned the PRT as well as controls, and 90% of their clinical sample was receiving atypicals. 

Finally, using a test similar to the PRT-- the Computed Visual Tracking Task-- Paquet and colleagues 

(2004) produced some striking findings. The authors observed that haloperidol-treated schizophrenia 

patients showed no evidence of learning, whereas the olanzapine group performed as well as controls. 

Moreover, there was a significant correlation between PRT learning deficits and striatal D2 receptor 

occupancy in the haloperidol but not in the olanzapine group. Taken together, these findings suggest that 

potent striatal D2 receptor antagonists, such as typical antipsychotics and risperidone, can significantly 

impair PRT learning in schizophrenia. 

 To my knowledge, with the exception of one study (Clare et al., 1993), all of the research on 

MDT/MRT learning in schizophrenia suggests that performance is impaired when patients are treated 

with typicals or risperidone. In 2004, Schérer and colleagues found that haloperidol-treated patients 

showed both an impaired overall performance on the MDT, as well as an abnormal learning slope. The 

risperidone group demonstrated a poorer average performance than controls but did not display any 

disturbances in their learning profile. Finally, clozapine-treated patients did as well as controls, both in 

overall scores and learning rate. Similar findings have been reported by Bédard and colleagues (1996). 

Research using the MRT has also revealed learning deficits in schizophrenia patients taking mostly 

typicals (Gomar et al., 2011) or only typicals (Takano et al., 2002). Moreover, Rémillard and colleagues 

(2010) found that both haloperidol- and risperidone-treated patients showed MRT learning deficits but 

that the group taking typicals was more impaired. Combined with the PRT data, these findings suggest 

that potent striatal dopamine antagonists, such as first-generation antipsychotics and risperidone, impair 

learning on simple, implicit perceptual-motor tasks.  
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Serial Reaction Time Task, Acquired Equivalence Task, and Schizophrenia 
 
 Administration of typical antipsychotics not only impairs learning in simple perceptual-motor 

tasks, it also causes performance decrements in more complex feedback tests, such as the Serial Reaction 

Time Task (SRTT) and Acquired Equivalence Task (AET). Like the PRT and mirror tasks, the SRTT 

activates the striatum in healthy individuals and is considered to be a basal ganglia-mediated task (Kumari 

et al. 2002; Reiss et al., 2006; Zedkova et al., 2006). In the SRTT, participants must respond as quickly 

and accurately as possible to a visual target that appears briefly in one of four screen locations. On some 

sets of trials, target locations occur in a particular sequence, whereas in others they are presented in a 

pseudorandom order.  

 Although unmedicated schizophrenia patients perform as well as controls on the SRTT (Purdon et 

al., 2011), healthy participants (Kumari, Corr, Cotter, Checkley, & Gray, 1997) and schizophrenia 

patients (Kumari et al., 2002; Stevens et al., 2002), who are being treated with typical antipsychotics, are 

impaired on the task. Although not all of the patients in the study by Perry, Light, Davis, and Braff (2000) 

were receiving typicals, over 50% of the sample were being treated exclusively with first-generation 

antipsychotics, only risperidone, or a combination of typicals and atypicals. The schizophrenia group 

showed slower reaction times but a normal acquisition rate. These are the type of mixed performance 

results one would expect if roughly half the patients were taking potent striatal D2 receptor-blocking 

medications, and the other half were receiving antipsychotics with a more atypical profile. Also consistent 

with WPT, PRT, and mirror task findings, schizophrenia patients treated with atypicals matched the 

SRTT performance of controls in three previous studies (Reiss et al., 2006; Stevens et al., 2002; Zedkova 

et al., 2006). A few studies (Exner, Boucsein, Degner, & Irle, 2006; Exner, Weniger, Schmidt-Samoa, & 

Irle, 2006; Marvel, Schwartz, Howard, & Howard, 2005; Schwartz, Howard, Howard, Hovaguimian, & 

Deutsch, 2003) did not provide enough medication information to speculate about the differential effects 

of typical and atypical antipsychotics. Finally, certain results have not supported the hypothesis that 

patients on atypicals are unimpaired in SRTT learning (Pedersen et al., 2008).  
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 Findings from Acquired Equivalence Tasks, such as the "Face-Fish Test," have also been 

consistent with the results of Beninger and colleagues (2003, 2012). During the acquisition phase of an 

AET, participants must rely on corrective feedback to form simple associations between stimuli. For 

example, in the Face-Fish Test (also called the Rutgers Acquired Equivalence Task), subjects learn which 

fish each person owns (Myers et al., 2003). There are four colours of fish, and four faces. In the transfer 

phase, new face-fish pairs are introduced, and participants are expected to make flexible stimulus 

generalizations. In other words, they are required to demonstrate acquired equivalence learning. Whereas 

the acquisition phase is mediated by the basal ganglia, generalization abilities rely on intact medial 

temporal lobe functioning (Kéri, 2008; Myers et al., 2003; Shohamy et al., 2008). PD patients are 

impaired in acquisition learning, but those who do form the proper associations are able to transfer the 

information during the generalization phase (Myers et al., 2003). Not surprisingly, patients with 

hippocampal atrophy display the opposite pattern. They show intact stimulus-response learning but are 

impaired in the generalization phase (Myers et al., 2003). Interestingly, a group of schizophrenia patients, 

many of whom were receiving potent striatal D2 receptor antagonists, showed impaired acquisition 

learning in both an associative reward task and AET (Weiler et al., 2009). In this study, 82% of the 

patients were being treated with typicals or risperidone, either alone or in combination with atypicals. One 

of the patients was also taking paliperidone, an active metabolite of risperidone. Similar AET results have 

been reported by Kéri, Nagy, Kelemen, Myers, and Gluck (2005). In this study, 81% of the schizophrenia 

patients were being treated with typicals or risperidone. Although the authors did not report a significant 

performance difference between patients and controls, there was a positive correlation between the mean 

number of acquisition errors and daily chlorpromazine-equivalent doses. Moreover, only five patients 

were unable to complete the acquisition phase, and four of these were receiving high doses of typicals. 

Kéri and colleagues believe that drugs with strong striatal D2 receptor-blocking properties disrupt basal 

ganglia-mediated learning and attribute the non-significant group difference to the generally low doses of 

antipsychotics used in the study. 
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Other Procedural Learning Tasks and Schizophrenia 
 
 Results from schizophrenia studies using predictive saccade paradigms and the Tower of Toronto 

Test also suggest that striatal dopamine blockade is associated with impaired procedural learning. In a 

recent oculomotor study, Harris and colleagues (2009) tested antipsychotic-naïve first-episode 

schizophrenia patients before and after risperidone treatment. Although the clinical sample performed as 

well as controls before receiving the medication, the accuracy of predictive saccades was significantly 

lower post-treatment. There were no abnormalities in sensory-guided responses, and EPS were low. 

Therefore, impaired performance cannot be attributed to deficits in motor functioning. Using a different 

procedural learning task-- the Tower of Toronto test-- Purdon and colleagues (2003) obtained similar 

results. Unmedicated schizophrenia patients performed as well as controls at baseline but those who went 

on to receive risperidone or haloperidol showed a significant decline in learning after 6 months of 

treatment. In contrast, the olanzapine group demonstrated preserved procedural learning over the 6 month 

period. These findings are broadly consistent with results from two previous studies (Bédard et al 2000; 

Purdon, Woodward, Mintz, & Labelle, 2002). It is important to keep in mind that tower tasks, such as the 

Tower of Toronto (or Hanoi or London), require significantly more executive processing than the WPT, 

PRT, mirror tasks, SRTT, or acquisition phase of the AET (Foerde et al., 2008; Wagshal et al., 2012; 

Weickert et al., 2002). Engagement in tower tasks definitely activates basal ganglia circuitry, and 

therefore these results are still interesting and highly relevant. However, given that participants must also 

recruit frontal systems, these tests reflect cortico-striatal activity. Although the WPT, PRT, mirror tasks, 

SRTT, and acquisition phase of the AET recruit structures other than basal ganglia, they are considered to 

be more "pure" measures of striatal functioning.       

 
The Effects of Specific Atypicals on Iowa Gambling Task Learning in Schizophrenia 

 
 The IGT results of this study are broadly consistent with previous findings in the literature and 

also partially replicate the individual atypical medication results of Wasserman and his group. In keeping 

with the present findings, many studies have reported impaired IGT learning in schizophrenia patients 
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treated exclusively or predominantly with atypicals (Beninger et al., 2003; Cella et al., 2012; Kester et al., 

2006; Kim et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009; Nakamura et al., 2008; Premkumar et al., 2008; 

Ritter et al., 2004; Sevy et al., 2007; Shurman et al., 2005; Wasserman et al., 2012; Whitney et al., 2004; 

Yip et al., 2009). Moreover, consistent with the Wasserman findings, patients who were being treated 

with olanzapine at the start of the study did not show significant improvement over blocks. However, 

contrary to the Wasserman results, olanzapine-treated patients in the current study showed some evidence 

of IGT learning, with the block effect approaching significance (p = .08). In the Wasserman study, the 

IGT performance of olanzapine patients plummeted in blocks 3 and 4. In contrast, the olanzapine group in 

the present study improved steadily throughout the test, with each block mean being higher than the one 

before. There are a number of possible explanations for the discrepant findings between these results and 

those of Wasserman. For example, perhaps the patients in the present study performed better because they 

had first-episode as opposed to chronic schizophrenia. There is also a high probability that the newly 

diagnosed individuals were taking smaller doses of olanzapine and had been medicated for a shorter 

period of time. Interestingly, although patients who were on olanzapine when they entered the study 

showed some evidence of learning, those who were unmedicated at the beginning and later received this 

medication actually produced a lower overall block mean. This same non-significant decrease in 

performance pre- to post-treatment was observed with the WPT. Although the olanzapine-treated patients 

did better on the IGT than any of the other medication groups, it is imperative to keep in mind that the 

ANOVA for block effect did not actually reach significance. Considering the pre- and post-treatment 

results, one might speculate that the olanzapine-treated patients from time 1 might have done even better 

on the IGT if they had been tested before receiving the medication. In sum, neither the patients who were 

already being treated with olanzapine before the first testing session, nor those who began taking the 

medication over the course of the study, showed significant WPT or IGT learning. Even patients who 

were unmedicated at time 1 and experienced a significant improvement in symptoms after receiving 

olanzapine did not perform significantly better on either task post-treatment. Taken together, olanzapine 

seems to have a detrimental effect on both WPT and IGT learning. 
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 The risperidone- (M = 9.42; SD = 2.35) and quetiapine-treated patients (M = 8.25; SD = 3.28) in 

this study showed no evidence of learning during initial testing and produced the lowest overall block 

means of all the groups, with the exception of the patients on combined atypicals. Although no firm 

conclusions can be made owing to insufficient sample sizes, these preliminary data suggest that 

quetiapine impairs IGT but not WPT performance. Although the quetiapine results are in line with the 

clozapine findings of Wasserman and colleagues, the risperidone data diverge. Using a larger sample size, 

these researchers reported intact IGT learning in their risperidone sample. 

 
The Negative and Cognitive Symptoms of Schizophrenia 

 
 Schizophrenia patients experience a variety of negative and cognitive symptoms, such as 

amotivation, andehonia, asociality, and impaired executive functioning (Aleman, Hijman, de Haan, & 

Kahn, 1999; Cirillo & Seidman, 2003; Dickinson, Ramsey, & Gold, 2007; Fioravanti, Carlone, Vitale, 

Cinti, & Clare, 2005; Heinrichs & Zakzanis, 1998; Johnson-Selfridge & Zalewski, 2001; Kravariti et al., 

2009; Kring & Caponigro, 2010; Laws, 1999; Lee & Park, 2005; Mesholam-Gately, Giuliano, Goff, 

Faraone, & Seidman, 2009; Reichenberg & Harvey, 2007; Zanelli et al., 2010), which have been linked to 

implicit reinforcement learning deficits (e.g., Somlai et al., 2010; Rodriguez-Sánchez et al., 2005). All of 

the greatest schizophrenia pioneers of the 19th and 20th century-- John Haslam (1809), Philippe Pinel 

(1809), Augustin Morel (1860), Ewald Hecker (1871), Ludwig Kahlbaum (1863, 1874), Carl Jung (1907), 

Emil Kraeplin (1909), and Eugen Bleuler (1905, 1908, 1911)-- considered negative and cognitive 

symptoms to be the central features of the disorder (Andreasen, 2011, p. 5; Berrios, Luque, & Villagrán, 

2003; Jablensky, 2010). They assigned a more secondary, or, in Bleulerian parlance, "accessory" role to 

positive symptoms (Bleuler, 1911). Modern researchers have also emphasized the importance of negative 

and cognitive features in schizophrenia. Thomas McGlashan and Wayne Fenton (1992) believe that 

negative symptoms occur in virtually every case of the illness and are more common than delusions or 

hallucinations. Similarly, other experts in the field have claimed that all schizophrenia patients display 

cognitive deficits and neuropsychological abnormalities (Keefe, Eesley, & Poe, 2005; Kremen, Seidman, 
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Faraone, Toomey, & Tsuang, 2000). In 1998, Nancy Andreasen and colleagues came up with the theory 

of "cognitive dysmetria" to explain the wide range of symptoms in schizophrenia. Patients with cognitive 

dysmetria have problems prioritizing, processing, integrating, organizing and responding to information 

and suffer from generally "poor mental coordination." Finally, Richard Keefe (2008), who designed the 

cognitive test battery for the famous National Institute of Mental Health-sponsored CATIE study, 

recommended that the APA incorporate cognitive deficits into the core DSM criteria for schizophrenia. 

Negative and cognitive symptoms are cardinal features of the disorder (Carpenter et al., 1988; Elvevag & 

Goldberg, 2000; Jablensky, 2010; Seidman, 1983). They present earlier than delusions and hallucinations 

(Cannon et al., 2002; Jones, Rodgers, Murray, & Marmot, 1994; Kremen et al., 1998; Reichenberg et al., 

2002) and are more common, stable, trait-like and debilitating than positive symptoms (Albus et al., 2002; 

Heinrichs, Ruttan, Zakzanis, & Case, 1997; Jablensky, 2010; Kurtz, 2005; Reichenberg & Harvey, 2007; 

Seidman, 1983). Although the focus has been on delusions and hallucinations since the 1980s (Keller, 

Fischer, & Carpenter, 2011; Moskowitz & Heim, 2011), negative and cognitive symptoms actually cause 

greater functional impairment (Breier et al., 1991; Carpenter et al., 1978; Elvevag & Goldberg, 2000; 

Green et al., 2000; Green, Kern, & Heaton, 2004; Hill et al., 2010; Strauss et al., 2010; Tabarés-Seisdedos 

et al., 2008), and are less amenable to either psychological or pharmacological treatment (Reichenberg, 

2005; Strauss et al., 2010). In other words, rather than spending our time trying to develop more effective 

medications for the most common and devastating symptoms of schizophrenia, we have been focusing 

our research efforts on the less disruptive and more transient and treatable features of the illness.  

 Studies have shown that schizophrenia patients with negative and cognitive symptoms are more 

impaired than patients with primarily positive symptoms on probabilistic classification learning (Somlai 

et al., 2010; Strauss, Frank, et al., 2011; Waltz et al., 2011), the IGT (Rodriguez-Sánchez et al., 2005; 

Shurman et al., 2005; Turnbull et al., 2006), and other gambling paradigms (Yilmaz et al., 2012).  

Individuals with schizophrenia show abnormal striatal activity during reward learning tasks involving 

both primary (Crespo-Facorro et al., 2001; Waltz et al., 2009) and secondary reinforcers (Juckel, 

Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Filonov, et al., 2006; Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Wüstenberg, et al., 
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2006; Kirsch et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2008; Schlagenhauf et al., 2009; Simon et al., 

2010). Interestingly, in a number of these imaging studies, an inverse correlation was found between 

striatal activation and severity of negative symptoms in unmedicated schizophrenia patients (Juckel, 

Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Wüstenberg, et al., 2006), as well as in schizophrenia patients being treated 

with typicals (Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Filonov, et al., 2006) and atypicals (Simon et al., 2010; 

Waltz et al., 2009). Other researchers have reported abnormal prefrontocortical activity in both 

unmedicated (Schalgenhauf et al., 2009) and medicated schizophrenia patients (Waltz et al., 2010) during 

completion of a MID task. In the Waltz study, negative symptom ratings were correlated with PFC 

responses to obtained gains and losses. Finally, at least two studies have shown that deficit schizophrenia 

patients were impaired on the basal ganglia-mediated training portion of a "chaining" habit learning task, 

whereas the performance of non-deficit patients did not significantly differ from controls (Farkas et al., 

2008; Polgár et al., 2008). In sum, PCL and gambling tasks are sensitive to the negative and cognitive 

symptoms of schizophrenia. Gaining a better understanding of the effects of atypicals on implicit 

reinforcement learning may lead to more effective treatments for the emotional, cognitive, and social 

deficits that are so characteristic of this disorder.  

 Although most of the primary hypotheses for this study were supported, the secondary ones 

produced unexpected findings. Based on a small body of research, it had been predicted that negative 

symptoms, such as anhedonia, would be associated with reward learning deficits in both unmedicated and 

medicated schizophrenia patients. However, unmedicated patients did not show a significant correlation 

between negative symptoms and performance on either implicit memory task. In contrast, a significant 

inverse correlation was found between negative symptoms and WPT (but not IGT) performance in the 

medicated group. It is interesting that severity of negative symptoms was comparable between 

unmedicated and medicated patients, but only the latter were impaired in implicit learning. On both the 

WPT and IGT, the unmedicated group performed as well as healthy participants. One explanation for 

these results is that medicated patients were experiencing a different kind of negative symptomatology 

that had a more deleterious effect on non-declarative memory. It is possible that medication-induced 
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negative symptoms impair implicit learning more than the negative symptoms that occur as part of the 

natural disease process. Although negative symptom scores in the medicated group were in the expected 

direction, they were not significantly correlated with IGT performance. This result was somewhat 

surprising because one would expect negative symptoms like medication-induced flatness and fatigue to 

significantly decrease IGT scores. This discrepancy in WPT and IGT findings could be due to 

antipsychotics causing greater impairment in probabilistic classification learning. Some of the negative 

medication effects on IGT performance might have been offset by a reduction in risk-taking. Whereas 

apathy offers no advantage in WPT learning, it might prevent some patients from overfocusing on short-

term gains only to lose more money in the long run. There were no significant associations between 

positive symptoms and the WPT or IGT for either patient group. In sum, the correlational and ANOVA 

results of this study converge, with both sets of findings suggesting that atypicals might disrupt implicit 

reinforcement learning in schizophrenia.   

 
Summary of Findings on Implicit Learning in Schizophrenia 

 
 The present findings add to a growing body of literature suggesting that typical antipsychotics 

and risperidone impair striatum-mediated implicit learning, whereas atypicals depress performance on 

non-declarative tasks that recruit the PFC. Some studies have used healthy individuals, whereas others 

have tested clinical populations, such as PD and schizophrenia patients, on a wide variety of implicit 

learning paradigms, including the WPT, IGT, PRT, SRTT, AET, and mirror and tower tasks. Certain 

researchers have found that unmedicated schizophrenia patients show intact performance on procedural 

tasks before treatment with potent striatal D2 receptor antagonists, such as haloperidol or risperidone, but 

impaired basal ganglia-dependent learning post-treatment (e.g., Harris et al., 2009; Purdon et al., 2003). 

Moreover, Kumari and colleagues (1997) observed that healthy participants taking typicals performed 

poorly on the SRTT, a measure of striatum-mediated implicit learning. Finally, individuals with vmPFC 

lesions (e.g. Bechara et al., 1994; Fellows & Farah, 2005) and schizophrenia patients treated with 

atypicals, such as clozapine and quetiapine (e.g., Beninger et al., 2003; Cella et al., 2012; Wasserman et 
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al., 2012), are impaired on the IGT. These second-generation antipsychotics have a relatively low affinity 

for striatal D2 receptors and exert selective effects on extra-striatal systems, most notably in frontal areas 

of the brain. In brief, there is now compelling evidence that schizophrenia patients experience impaired 

striatum-mediated implicit learning after receiving strong striatal D2-blocking medications but not after 

treatment with atypicals. In contrast, schizophrenia patients treated with second-generation antipsychotics 

show performance decrements on the IGT, a mPFC-dependent task, whereas learning is preserved in 

those taking typicals and other potent striatal D2 inhibitors.   

 The findings from the present study are generally consistent with the larger literature examining 

antipsychotic medication effects on implicit memory in schizophrenia. In addition, the results of the 

current investigation provide novel evidence of intact WPT and IGT learning in unmedicated 

schizophrenia patients. Despite numerous reports of striatal and prefrontocortical abnormalities in 

unmedicated (e.g., Buchsbaum et al., 1992; Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Wüstenberg, et al., 2006; 

Schlagenhauf et al., 2009) and at-risk schizophrenia patients (e.g., Allen et al., 2012), as well as in 

relatives of individuals with this illness (e.g., Callicott et al., 2003; Vink et al., 2006), unmedicated 

patients in this study performed as well as controls on both the WPT and IGT. In contrast, schizophrenia 

patients taking atypicals were significantly impaired on both tasks. The poor WPT performance of the 

atypicals group seems to be mainly attributable to patients taking risperidone, olanzapine, or a 

combination of second-generation antipsychotics because the quetiapine patients, albeit small in number, 

demonstrated evidence of learning. In terms of the IGT, no medication group showed significant 

improvement over blocks. This collection of results is broadly consistent with previous reports in the 

literature. The one notable exception are the IGT results of the risperidone-treated patients, who showed 

impairment on this task. This surprising finding might be due to the small sample size of the risperidone 

group in this study. For example, using a larger number of risperidone patients, Wasserman and 

colleagues reported significant improvement over blocks. 

 The striking finding that unmedicated schizophrenia patients showed significant WPT and IGT 

learning, whereas medicated patients were impaired on both tasks, has important clinical implications. 
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Individuals who perform poorly on implicit reinforcement learning tasks might be suffering from a 

variety of cognitive, emotional, and interpersonal deficits. The inability to automatically and 

appropriately process rewards could cause severe impairment in social and occupational functioning. 

Although both unmedicated and medicated schizophrenia patients experience negative and cognitive 

symptoms, the results of this study suggest that atypical antipsychotics might exacerbate some of these 

deficits. At best, it is possible that use of these medications leads to amelioration of some symptoms while 

having a detrimental effect on implicit reinforcement learning. In keeping with the present findings, other 

studies have reported intact procedural learning in unmedicated schizophrenia patients (Bédard et al., 

1996; Harris et al., 2009; Purdon et al., 2011; Purdon et al., 2003; Schérer et al., 2003). In contrast, a large 

body of research has shown that medicated schizophrenia patients are impaired in non-declarative 

learning (e.g., Beninger et al., 2003; Clare et al., 1993; Gomar et al., 2011; Kumari et al., 2002; Rémillard 

et al., 2010; Schwartz et al., 1996; Stevens et al., 2002; Takano et al., 2002; Wasserman et al., 2012; 

Weiler et al., 2009). Moreover, consistent with the results of this study, some researchers have found that 

unmedicated schizophrenia patients performed as well as controls before treatment but displayed 

procedural learning deficits after treatment with atypicals (e.g., Harris et al., 2009). Finally, at least one 

study has shown that administration of antipsychotics can even impair procedural learning performance in 

healthy individuals (Kumari et al., 1997). In conclusion, the research to date, including findings from the 

present study, suggests that both typical and atypical antipsychotics impair certain forms of implicit, 

reward-based learning and emotional decision-making in schizophrenia. Clinicians should consider these 

iatrogenic effects when deciding whether or not to prescribe medications to at-risk, prodromal, and first-

episode patients. This is especially important if these individuals are experiencing negative and cognitive 

symptoms because pharmacotherapy could exacerbate these deficits. In terms of treatment for established 

cases of schizophrenia, antipsychotics should be prescribed judiciously and carefully monitored. Finally, 

whenever possible, pharmacotherapy should be coupled with appropriate psychotherapy. For example, 

cognitive behavioural therapy or token economy systems might be able to minimize some of the 
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reinforcement learning deficits associated with pharmacological treatment (Barch & Dowd, 2010; 

Dickerson, Tenhula, & Green-Paden, 2005; Silverstein et al., 2009).  

 Not only are the results from the present study consistent with behavioural findings in the 

literature, they are also supported by c-fos and neuroimaging evidence. Typicals and risperidone 

selectively increase c-fos expression in the striatum, whereas atypicals, including clozapine, quietapine 

and olanzapine, preferentially activate Fos in the mPFC (Beninger, 2006; Beninger et al., 2010). In 

addition, imaging studies have revealed increased basal ganglia volume in schizophrenia patients taking 

typicals and risperidone (Massana et al., 2005; Scherk & Falkai, 2006). Conversely, treatment with 

clozapine (Chakos et al., 1995) and quetiapine (Ebdrup et al., 2011) has been shown to actually decrease 

striatal volume. Interestingly, the findings for olanzapine have been mixed, with some studies reporting 

volume increases in the basal ganglia (Okugawa et al., 2007), and others showing decreases (Lang et al., 

2004), or no change to this area (Crespo-Facorro et al., 2008). Such equivocal results are not surprising, 

given that olanzapine acts more like an atypical at low doses and more like a typical at higher doses (e.g., 

Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005; Kapur et al., 1998). Finally, whereas typicals (Dazzan et al., 2005) and 

risperidone (Ngan et al., 2002) tend to reduce volume and activity in frontal and thalamic regions, 

atypicals increase cortical gray matter and thalamic volumes (Scherk & Falkai, 2006). Like the 

neuroimaging findings for olanzapine, the IGT performance of olanzapine-treated schizophrenia patients 

has also been variable. The olanzapine group of first-episode schizophrenia patients in the current 

investigation showed a near-significant IGT learning effect, whereas the olanzapine patients with chronic 

schizophrenia in the Wasserman study were severely impaired on the task. It is possible that the 

Wasserman patients had been treated with olanzapine for longer and at higher doses. If this were the case, 

it could help explain the discrepant performance results.  

 Taken together, findings from behavioural, immediate early gene and neuroimaging studies 

suggest that typicals and risperidone, and clozapine and quetiapine have differential effects on the 

striatum and PFC. Treatment with typicals and risperidone, especially at high doses, leads to significant 

striatal D2 receptor blockade, enlarged basal ganglia and impairment on the WPT and related procedural 
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learning tasks. In contrast, administration of clozapine and perhaps quetiapine, both weak D2 receptor 

antagonists, does not cause striatal volume increases or depress performance on the WPT and other basal 

ganglia-mediated tasks. In the present study, quetiapine-treated patients scored lower than healthy 

participants in block 1 but actually outperformed the control group in blocks 4 and 5. Although the 

quetiapine group was too small to be included in any inferential analysis, these preliminary findings of 

intact WPT performance are intriguing and should be explored in future research. Moreover, Wasserman 

and colleagues (2012) found that the WPT performance of clozapine-treated patients improved 

significantly over blocks. Schizophrenia patients taking clozapine tend to be more ill and treatment-

refractory than other schizophrenia patients (Kane & Correll, 2010), and yet they are still able to learn 

how to perform various basal ganglia-mediated tasks (Bédard et al., 1996; Bédard et al., 2000; Schérer et 

al., 2004). A number of researchers have suggested that atypicals might have a normalizing effect on 

certain forms of reward learning (Juckel, Schlagenhauf, Koslowski, Filonov, et al., 2006; Simon et al., 

2010; Walter et al., 2009; Waltz et al., 2010). It is possible that clozapine and quetiapine can enhance 

WPT learning. However, more research is needed to test this hypothesis. Interestingly, although clozapine 

and quetiapine do not seem to have a detrimental effect on WPT performance, research findings to date 

suggest that these atypicals impair IGT learning. Whereas typicals and risperidone have a strong affinity 

for D2 receptors and target the striatum, they have negligible effects on extra-striatal activity and PFC-

mediated learning. Unlike these potent D2 blockers, even at high doses, clozapine and quetiapine maintain 

their 5-HT-D2 ratio and protection from EPS (Abi-Dargham & Laruelle, 2005). Moreover, their unique 

neurochemical properties, including 5-HT1A agonism, increase dopamine, serotonin, acetylcholine, and 

norepinephrine in the PFC (Prieto et al., 2010). Administration of clozapine and quetiapine has been 

associated with frontocortical gray matter increases and impaired IGT performance. It is not known why 

these atypicals would interfere with IGT learning, but perhaps the increased activity of a variety of 

neurotransmitters that play a key role in mood modulation and reward learning impairs emotional 

decision-making.  
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 Finally, olanzapine has both typical and atypical antipsychotic properties (Abi-Dargham & 

Laruelle, 2005; Kapur et al., 1999), and, consistent with the present findings and those of the Wasserman 

group, seems to impair both WPT and IGT learning. Some evidence for this combined typical and 

atypical profile, as well as for the deleterious effects of olanzapine on reward learning, comes from the 

work of Abler, Erk, and Walter (2007). Interestingly, after just a single administration of low-dose 

olanzapine, healthy participants showed reduced activation in both striatal and frontal regions and 

impaired performance on a MID task. Based on the neurochemical profile of olanzapine, as well as 

neuroimaging and behavioural findings, one might speculate that, at moderate to high doses, this drug has 

significant effects on the striatum and PFC that lead to impairment on both the WPT and IGT. At higher 

concentrations, this atypical takes on typical properties, blocking striatal receptors and causing learning 

deficits on both tasks. In contrast, at lower doses, olanzapine maintains its atypical profile, likely still 

depressing IGT performance while WPT learning is spared or only negligibly affected. Although the 

effects of risperidone and clozapine on implicit memory have been fairly consistent, olanzapine findings 

have been more mixed. Further research is needed to elucidate the effects of olanzapine on implicit 

learning in schizophrenia.  

 
Limitations of this Research 

 
 This study has a number of limitations that must be considered when interpreting the results. First 

and foremost, the small and unequal sample sizes limit the statistical power and generalizability of the 

data. Other studies using unmedicated patients with severe mental disorders, especially those with a 

longitudinal design, have reported comparable sample sizes. Moreover, it is generally accepted that 

recruitment and attrition are common problems in schizophrenia research. These are very real, 

unavoidable, and understandable issues, and they create ethical and logistical challenges and impose a 

number of practical limitations. However, none of this changes the fact that a study with larger sample 

sizes and greater power would be valuable and make an important contribution to the schizophrenia 

literature. This type of study should be pursued in future research.  
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 Another limitation of the present study is that the education level of the medicated group was 

significantly lower than that of controls, and medicated patients were impaired on both the WPT and IGT. 

Research has shown that education and intelligence do not have a significant impact on WPT or IGT 

performance, and implicit learning in general (Bechara, Damasio, & Damasio, 2000; Ruiz et al., 2007; 

Somlai et al., 2010; but see Webb et al., 2014). However, both the WPT and IGT activate a variety of 

cognitive processes, and the effects of education on these non-declarative memory tasks cannot be 

completely ruled out. Finally, although medicated and unmedicated patients were matched on cognitive 

status, the MMSE mean score of both groups was significantly lower than that of controls. Although all 

study participants were cognitively intact, scoring at least 27/30 on the MMSE, a brief intelligence scale 

(e.g., the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence) would have provided important additional 

information on intellectual abilities. Future studies should incorporate either a short IQ test and/or another 

neuropsychological measure, such as an index of executive functioning. 

 The clinical groups used in this study consisted of some forensic patients, which could limit the 

generalizability of results. Although some schizophrenia patients are convicted of criminal offences, 

individuals with this illness are not generally dangerous or likely to get involved in illegal activities 

(APA, 2000, p. 304). Finally, the participants in this study were almost all male, and it is possible that 

females would produce different results. For example, some studies have found that healthy males and 

females show different performance patterns on the IGT (Dunn et al., 2005).  

 In conclusion, future WPT/IGT studies should use larger samples of unmedicated schizophrenia 

patients with equal numbers of males and females and also incorporate a brief intelligence test. This type 

of research will provide valuable findings and add substantially to the schizophrenia literature.     

 
Future Directions of this Research 

 
 In addition to more research on implicit reward learning in unmedicated schizophrenia patients 

pre- and post-treatment, future studies should test healthy participants on the WPT and IGT after they 

have received antipsychotics. Raemaekers and colleagues (1999) found that administration of haloperidol 
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to healthy volunteers impaired psychomotor, cognitive, and emotional functioning and caused deficit 

symptoms. Typicals produce similar side effects in schizophrenia patients (Bilder, Turkel, Lipschultz-

Broch, & Lieberman, 1992; Cassens, Inglis, Appelbaum, & Gutheil, 1990; Hill et al., 2010; Kapur, 

Zipursky, Jones, Remington, & Houle, 2000). Treatment with first-generation antipsychotics also impairs 

reward-related learning and feedback processing in normal subjects (Fischman & Schuster, 1979; 

Pessiglione et al., 2006). To my knowledge, healthy participants have never been tested on the WPT or 

IGT after receiving antipsychotics. This type of research would greatly extend the findings of the present 

study and make valuable contributions to the schizophrenia literature. 

 Interestingly, although there is a dearth of research examining antipsychotic medication effects on 

healthy participants engaged in implicit learning (Kumari et al., 1997 being an exception), a number of 

investigators have tested PCL in controls after administration of dopamine agonists. High-dose DA 

agonists stimulate postsynaptic dopamine receptors and increase dopaminergic activity, whereas low-dose 

DA agonists activate presynaptic autoreceptors and reduce synthesis and release of dopamine (Feenstra et 

al., 1983; Martres et al., 1977; Meller, Bohmaker, Namba, Friedhoff, & Goldstein, 1987; Neve & Neve, 

1997). In other words, both low-dose DA agonists and antipsychotics can decrease dopaminergic activity. 

Frank and O'Reilly (2006) administered low doses of cabergoline, a D2 agonist, to healthy subjects. 

Despite showing an increased response rate (i.e. a "Go" bias) on the PSS, participants were impaired in 

"Go learning" (i.e., reward learning). Similarly, Santesso and colleagues (2009), as well as Pizzagalli and 

his group (2008), found that a single, low dose of pramipexole, a D2/D3 agonist, caused probabilistic 

reward learning deficits in healthy individuals. Interestingly, studies using medicated schizophrenia 

patients have revealed comparable Go/NoGo performance patterns. Patients who are being treated with 

striatal D2-blocking medications also show disturbances in reward/Go learning but intact, or at most 

mildly impaired, punishment/NoGo learning (Cheng, Tang, Li, Lau, & Lee, 2012; Strauss, Frank, et al., 

2011; Waltz, Frank, Robinson, & Gold, 2007; Waltz et al., 2011). This means that individuals with 

schizophrenia experience normal sensitivity to negative prediction errors (unexpected aversive outcomes) 

but respond abnormally to positive prediction errors (unexpected rewards). For example, Waltz and 
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colleagues (2007) administered the PSS and found no difference between schizophrenia patients and 

controls in their tendency to avoid a frequently punished stimulus in novel pairings with less-frequently-

punished stimuli. In contrast, patients were significantly less likely to select a frequently rewarded 

stimulus in novel pairings with less-frequently-rewarded stimuli. Later, some of these same researchers 

found that despite displaying an overall Go bias (higher response rate) due to increased tonic dopamine, 

schizophrenia patients demonstrate impaired reinforcement/Go learning as a result of decreased phasic 

dopamine (Maia & Frank, 2011; Waltz et al., 2011). They do not speed up their reaction times in order to 

maximize rewards and fail to explore options that might yield more positive outcomes than the status quo 

(Strauss, Frank, et al., 2011). Not suprisingly, reduced reward-seeking and reinforcement learning deficits 

have been associated with negative symptoms in several schizophrenia studies (e.g., Strauss, Frank, et al., 

2011; Waltz et al., 2011).  

 In the current study and related work, schizophrenia patients (Beninger et al., 2003; Wasserman 

et al., 2012) and healthy participants (Kumari et al., 1997) were impaired on the WPT and other 

procedural learning tasks after treatment with typicals or risperidone. In other words, it seems that both D2 

agonists and D2 antagonists can have a detrimental effect on PCL and other forms of reinforcement 

learning and exacerbate negative symptoms. How can these seemingly contradictory findings be 

reconciled? One explanation is that the chronic use of antipsychotics sensitizes postsynaptic striatal D2 

receptors and enhances NoGo learning. At the same time, the long-term inhibition of D2 autoreceptors 

causes a compensatory increase in dopamine synthesis, thereby increasing reward responding but also 

reward deficits (Frank & O'Reilly, 2006). In other words, low-dose dopamine agonists seem to mimic 

dopaminergic activity in schizophrenia, and both medicated patients and healthy controls taking D2 

agonists show a bias for and deficit in reward responding. In both cases, excessive levels of tonic 

dopamine activate inhibitory presynaptic D2 autoreceptors and interfere with the fidelity of phasic 

dopamine signaling (Deserno, Boehme, Heinz, & Schlagenhauf, 2013; Frank & O'Reilly, 2006). This 

"noise" makes it harder to detect and respond to dopamine bursts and therefore impairs reward learning, 

although punishment learning is spared or even enhanced. These findings have critical therapeutic 
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implications because they suggest that treatment with antipsychotics could leave schizophrenia patients 

unable to benefit from rewards and experience pleasure while punishment learning remains intact. In a 

clinical population with high rates of depression, self-harm behaviours, and suicide (Jablensky, Kirkbride, 

& Jones, 2011, p. 198; Saha et al., 2007), it is essential to determine if antipsychotics are improving or 

diminishing patients' quality of life. To my knowledge, Go/NoGo learning studies have not been 

conducted with unmedicated schizophrenia patients. Given that antipsychotic-naïve patients also 

experience striatal hyperdopaminergia, how can the intact procedural learning performance of 

unmedicated patients in this study and related work be explained? Hopefully, future research examining 

implicit learning on tests like the WPT, PSS, and IGT in unmedicated schizophrenia patients and 

antipsychotic-treated healthy subjects can provide some answers.    

 
Conclusion 

 
 The results of this study suggest that treatment with atypicals generally impairs performance on 

the WPT and IGT, both non-declarative memory tasks. Moreover, individual atypicals do not have the 

same effects on these implicit learning measures. The WPT is a striatum-mediated, cognitive feedback 

task (Aron et al., 2004; Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire, 1996), whereas the IGT measures emotional 

decision-making and activates the PFC (Bechara, 2004; Toplak et al., 2010). Based on the present results, 

as well as other findings in the literature, it appears that typicals and risperidone impair WPT learning but 

not IGT performance. In contrast, atypicals like clozapine and quetiapine depress IGT but not WPT 

learning. Olanzapine, which has both typical and atypical properties, seems to impair performance on 

both tasks. The fact that individual atypicals differ in their effects on implicit reinforcement learning 

provides further evidence that the current antipsychotic medication classification system is in disarray. 

Therefore, findings from the present study highlight the need to clarify the criteria used to distinguish 

between typical and atypical antipsychotics. 

 Consistent with other findings in the literature, the present results suggest that implicit 

reinforcement learning abilities are spared in unmedicated schizophrenia patients. Although a swell of 
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studies have revealed a generalized cognitive deficit in schizophrenia, Gold and colleagues (2009) argue 

that the neuropsychological testing used in this research is not sensitive enough to detect small, yet 

important, "islands of preserved performance" (p. 294). After reviewing a multitude of studies that used 

both unmedicated and medicated schizophrenia patients, Gold and his group concluded that emotional 

processing and implicit learning are relatively spared in the illness. Their conclusion is in alignment with 

the findings from this study that unmedicated schizophrenia patients are unimpaired in implicit 

reinforcement learning. Taken together, these results have important clinical implications. Helping 

patients to recognize and develop these unique areas of strength could significantly improve their 

psychosocial and cognitive functioning and quality of life. Goldberg, David, and Gold (2011) believe that 

focusing future research efforts on cognitive strengths could lead to a better understanding of 

schizophrenic etiology and the development of more effective treatments (p. 150). Studying non-

declarative memory and other neglected areas in the cognitive literature could also lead to the 

identification of valuable endophenotypes and help provide a clearer picture of schizophrenia, a complex 

syndrome that continues to baffle researchers, clinicians, and the general public alike.   

 The present results that medicated, but not unmedicated, schizophrenia patients are impaired in 

implicit reward learning converge with other findings in the literature. Therefore, it is essential that 

clinicians prescribe antipsychotics judiciously, monitor treatment closely, and use adjunctive 

psychotherapy. Antipsychotics could exacerbate reward learning deficits and other negative and cognitive 

symptoms in vulnerable schizophrenia patients. Abnormal reward processing significantly compromises 

daily functioning, and therefore it is vital that clinicians be aware of medication effects on reinforcement 

learning in schizophrenia. Every patient is unique and reacts differently to a certain medication. Just 

because a particular antipsychotic is effective for one individual, it does not mean that it will work for 

another. Clinicians must pay close attention to iatrogenic effects, so that they can make appropriate 

changes when necessary. For example, if a certain medication seems to be exacerbating negative and 

cognitive symptoms, the dose should be adjusted or a different antipsychotic should be prescribed. 
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 Finally, the results of this study underscore the need to develop more effective treatments for 

schizophrenia, especially for the crippling and all too common negative and cognitive symptoms. 

According to Howes and Kapur (2009), in order to improve treatment strategies, we must conceptualize 

schizophrenia from a biopsychosocial perspective. These authors of the most recent version of the 

dopamine hypothesis also recommend focusing on both the presynaptic and postsynaptic effects of 

antipsychotics in order to develop more effective medications. Moreover, it is important to gain a better 

understanding of the interactions between dopamine, glutamate, and acetylcholine in schizophrenia, given 

that glutamatergic agents and acetylcholinesterase inhibitors are the most promising new treatments for 

the negative and cognitive symptoms of the illness (see Choi et al., 2013 for a recent meta-analysis). 

Hopefully, by replicating some key findings and providing novel evidence that unmedicated patients are 

unimpaired in WPT and IGT learning, the results of the present study can make a valuable contribution to 

the treatment literature on schizophrenia.      
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Appendix A 

DSM-IV-TR Criteria for Schizophrenia 
 

A. Characteristic symptoms: Two (or more) of the following, each present for a significant portion of 
time during a 1-month period (or less if successfully treated):  
 
(1) delusions  
(2) hallucinations  
(3) disorganized speech (e.g., frequent derailment or incoherence) 
(4) grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior  
(5) negative symptoms, i.e., affective flattening, alogia, or avolition 
 
Note: Only one Criterion A symptom is required if delusions are bizarre or hallucinations consist of a 
voice keeping up a running commentary on the person's behavior or thoughts, or two or more voices 
conversing with each other.  
 
B. Social/occupational dysfunction: For a significant portion of the time since the onset of the 
disturbance, one or more major areas of functioning such as work, interpersonal relations, or self-care are 
markedly below the level achieved prior to the onset (or when the onset is in childhood or adolescence, 
failure to achieve expected level of interpersonal, academic, or occupational achievement).  
 
C. Duration: Continuous signs of the disturbance persist for at least 6 months. This 6-month period must 
include at least 1 month of symptoms (or less if successfully treated) that meet Criterion A (i.e., active-
phase symptoms) and may include periods of prodromal or residual symptoms. During these prodromal or 
residual periods, the signs of the disturbance may be manifested by only negative symptoms or two or 
more symptoms listed in Criterion A present in an attenuated form (e.g., odd beliefs, unusual perceptual 
experiences).  
 
D. Schizoaffective and Mood Disorder exclusion: Schizoaffective Disorder and Mood Disorder With 
Psychotic Features have been ruled out because either (1) no Major Depressive, Manic, or Mixed 
Episodes have occurred concurrently with the active-phase symptoms; or (2) if mood episodes have 
occurred during active-phase symptoms, their total duration has been brief relative to the duration of the 
active and residual periods.  
 
E. Substance/general medical condition exclusion: The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological 
effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.  
 
F. Relationship to a Pervasive Developmental Disorder: If there is a history of Autistic Disorder or 
another Pervasive Developmental Disorder, the additional diagnosis of Schizophrenia is made only if 
prominent delusions or hallucinations are also present for at least a month (or less if successfully treated). 
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Appendix C 
 

Subject #: _____________ 
 

Demographic and Health Screening Questionnaire: Controls  
 

Age: ________     Gender:   Male   Female    Handedness:  Right   Left   
 
Please indicate highest education level achieved: 
 
Grade level:  1     2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9      10      11      12      13 
 
College: ______________________  University: ______________________ 
 
Current Medications:  ______________________, ____________________,   
   
___________________, _____________________, _______________________ 
  
Do you suffer from any visual problems (e.g., eye glasses, cataracts, colour blindness)?        

  Yes  No   
 
If yes, please specify: ________________________________________________________ 
 
Have you ever been diagnosed with or experienced any of the following? Please check all that 
apply: 
   neurological disorder (e.g., epilepsy, intellectual disability, dementia) 
   learning disability 
   migraines 
   heart disease 
   kidney disease 
   lung disease 
   endocrine disorder 
   head injury with loss of consciousness for over 5 minutes 
  
Do you have any other medical condition that you think might be important? If yes, please 
specify: ___________________________________ 
 
Do you have a history of substance abuse (alcohol or street drugs)?  Yes    No 
 
How many drinks do you consume in an average week? ________________ 
 
How many drinks have you consumed in the past month? _______________ 
 
Have you ever been diagnosed with schizophrenia or another psychotic disorder? 

 Yes     No  
  
Do you have any parents or siblings with schizophrenia or another psychotic disorder? 

  Yes       No   
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Appendix D 
 

Subject #: _____________ 
 

Demographic and Health Screening Questionnaire: Patients  
 

Age: ________   Gender:   Male   Female    Handedness:  Right   Left   
   
Please indicate highest education level achieved: 
 
Grade level:  1    2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10     11     12     13 
 
College: ______________________  University: _____________________ 
 
Current Medications:  ______________________, ____________________,   
   
___________________, _____________________, _______________________ 
 
Do you suffer from any visual problems (e.g., eye glasses, cataracts, colour blindness)?       

  Yes   No   
 
If yes, please specify: _________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Have you ever been diagnosed with or experienced any of the following? Please check all that 
apply: 
   neurological disorder (e.g., epilepsy, intellectual disability, dementia) 
   learning disability 
   migraines 
   heart disease 
   kidney disease 
   lung disease 
   endocrine disorder 
   head injury with loss of consciousness for over 5 minutes 
 
Do you have any other medical condition that you think might be important? If yes, please 
specify: ___________________________________ 
 
Do you have a history of substance abuse (alcohol or street drugs)?  Yes  No 
 
How many drinks do you consume in an average week? ________________ 
 
How many drinks have you consumed in the past month? _______________ 
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Appendix E 
 
Patient____________ 
Examiner__________ 
Date______________ 

 
MINI MENTAL STATE EXAMINATION 
 
  Score  Orientation 
( ) What is the (year) (season) (month) (date) (day)?  (5 points) 
( ) Where are we?  (province) (country) (town) (hospital) (floor)  (5 points) 
 
  Registration 
( ) Name three objects:  Apple, Pen, Light 

1 second to say each. Then ask the patient to repeat all three after 
you have said them. 1 point for each correct. Then repeat them 
until he learns them. Count trials and record 
____________________.  (3 points) 

 
Attention and Calculation 

( ) Serial 7’s (7, 14, 21, 28, 35). 1 point for each correct. Stop at 5 answers.    
                         Or spell “world” backwards. (Number correct equals letters before first       
                         mistake – i.e., d l o r w = 2 correct). (5 points) 
 
  Recall 
( ) Ask for the objects above. 1 point for each correct. (3 points) 

 
 

 
  Language Tests  
( ) Name – pencil, watch (2 points) 
( )  Repeat – “no ifs, ands or buts” (1 point) 
( ) Follow a 3 stage command: “Take the paper in your right hand, fold it in  
                                                                          half, and put it on the floor.” (3 points) 
 

Read and obey the following: 
 
( ) CLOSE YOUR EYES. (1 point) 
 
( ) Write a sentence spontaneously below. (1 point) 
 
( ) Copy design. (1 point) 
 
 
 
_______ _________________ 
( ) TOTAL 30 POINTS 
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Appendix F 
 Subject #: _____________ 

 
Declarative Memory Questionnaire: Weather Prediction Task 

 
1. What was the goal of this task? 
a) decide whether sunny or rainy days occur more often 
b) predict which cards would be shown on each trial 
c) say the shapes and colours of the cards presented  
d) predict whether sunshine or rain would occur 

 
2. What was the maximum number of cards that could be presented at one time? 
a) 2 
b) 3 
c) 4 
d) 5 

 
3. Where did the sun or rain cloud appear? 
a) below the cards 
b) above the cards 
c) at the right side of the screen 
d) at the left side of the screen 

 
4. On the card with squares, how many squares appeared? 
a) 2 
b) 7 
c) 15 
d) 20 

 
5. On the card with diamonds, how many diamonds appeared? 
a) 2 
b) 4 
c) 13 
d) 20 

 
6. On the card with circles, how many circles appeared? 
a) 2 
b) 4 
c) 9 
d) 15 

 
7. On the card with circles, how many circles appeared in the centre of the card? 
a) 1 
b) 2 
c) 3 
d) 4 

 
8. On the card with triangles, how many triangles appeared? 
a) 10 
b) 15 
c) 20 
d) 25 
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 Subject #: _____________ 
 

Declarative Memory Questionnaire: Gambling Task 
 

1. How many decks were there to choose from? 
a) 2 
b) 3 
c) 4 
d) 5 

 
2. What colours were the faces of the cards? 
a) blue and red 
b) red and black 
c) black and blue 
d) green and red 

 
3. What colour were the backs of the cards? 
a) red 
b) black 
c) green 
d) blue 
 
4. What was the goal of this task? 
a) to choose as many red cards as possible 
b) to find out which deck had the highest money reward 
c) to win as much money as possible, or avoid losing as much as possible 
d) to use up as many cards as possible 

 
5. How much money did you start with? 
a) $1500 
b) $200 
c) $1000 
d) $2000 

 
6. What colour were the 100 dollar bills? 
a) blue 
b) orange 
c) green 
d) white 

 
7. What colour were the 50 dollar bills? 
a) red 
b) blue 
c) green 
d) yellow 

 
8. Where did you place each card after it was drawn? 
a) in front (closer to you) of the appropriate deck, face down 
b) in front of the appropriate deck, face up 
c) behind (further from you) the appropriate deck, face down 
d) behind the appropriate deck, face up 
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Appendix H 
 

CONSENT FORM- Control Participants 
What Areas of the Brain Are Affected by Different Neuroleptic Medications? 

 
You are being invited to participate in a research study conducted by Ms. Lisa Bradford, who has a Masters degree 
in Clinical Psychology. The study is being supervised by Dr. Richard Beninger, who is Professor and Associate 
Head of Psychology and Professor of Psychiatry at Queen’s University. Ms. Bradford will read through this consent 
form with you, describe the procedure involved, and answer any questions you may have.      
 
Purpose of the Study:  Neuroleptic medications are used to treat schizophrenia and similar illnesses. By using 
special decision-making tasks, we will explore which part of the brain is being affected by a certain neuroleptic 
medication. Procedure:  For this study, you will need to be able to come into the hospital on two different days. The 
first meeting will last approximately 2 hours. In this time, your thinking and memory will be briefly assessed, and 
you will be asked to complete two decision-making tasks. In the first one, you gamble with play money and in the 
second one you play a weather forecaster. At the end of each decision-making task there is a brief questionnaire to 
fill out. The second meeting takes place 1 month later. As opposed to the first meeting, this second meeting just 
takes one hour and a half and only involves completion of the decision-making tasks. Risk: You are at no risk from 
participating in this study. Benefits: While you may not benefit directly from this study, the results may lead to the 
development of more effective medications for the treatment of schizophrenia and similar illnesses. Confidentiality: 
Your identity and all information obtained during the course of this study will be kept completely confidential at all 
times. The study records will be identified by code numbers, and the data will be stored in locked files and will be 
available only to the study researchers. You will not be identified in any publication or reports. Voluntary nature of 
study/freedom to withdraw or participate: Participation in this study is voluntary. You may withdraw from this study 
at any time, and your withdrawal will not affect the quality of your healthcare at this or any other hospital, now or in 
the future. Moreover, if you do not finish all of the tasks or answer all of the questions you will still be paid $20 per 
hour for your participation.   
 
PARTICIPANT’S STATEMENT AND SIGNATURE SECTION: 
I, ____________________________________, have read and understood the consent form for this study. I have had 
the purposes, procedures, and technical language of this study explained to me. I have been given sufficient time to 
consider the above information and to seek advice if I chose to do so. I have had the opportunity to ask questions 
which have been answered to my satisfaction. I am voluntarily signing this form. I will receive a copy of this 
consent form for my information. If at any time I have further questions, problems or adverse events, I can contact 
Dr. Richard Beninger, the director of the study, at (613) 533-2486. I can also contact the Head of the Department of 
Psychology at Queen’s University, Dr. Vern Quinsey, at (613) 533-2492, or the Chair of the Queen's  University 
Health Sciences and Affiliated Teaching Hospitals Research Ethics Board, Dr. Albert Clark, at (613) 533-6081. 
 
By signing this consent form, I am indicating that I agree to participate in this study. 
____________________________________________    ___________________ 
                       Signature of Participant                                      Date 
___________________________________________      __________________ 
                        Signature of Witness                                         Date 
 
STATEMENT OF INVESTIGATOR: 
I, or one of my colleagues, have carefully explained to the participant the nature of the above research study. I 
certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the participant understands clearly the nature of the study and demands, 
benefits, and risks involved. 
__________________________________________   ______________________                                                            
  Signature of Principal Investigator or Designate                       Date 
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Appendix I 
 

CONSENT FORM- Patients 
What Areas of the Brain Are Affected by Different Neuroleptic Medications? 

 
You are being invited to participate in a research study conducted by Ms. Lisa Bradford, who has a Masters degree 
in Clinical Psychology. The study is being supervised by Dr. Kola Oyewumi, who is the Deputy Head of Psychiatry 
and Director of the Early Intervention Schizophrenia Clinic at Hotel Dieu Hospital. The study is also being 
supervised by Dr. Richard Beninger, who is Professor and Associate Head of Psychology at Queen’s University. 
Ms. Bradford will read through this consent form with you, describe the procedure involved, and answer any 
questions you may have.      
 
Purpose of the Study:  Neuroleptic medications are used to treat schizophrenia and similar illnesses. By using 
special decision-making tasks, we will explore which part of the brain is being affected by a certain neuroleptic 
medication.  Procedure: By consenting to participate in this study, you give permission to have your medical chart 
reviewed. The first meeting will last approximately 2 hours. In this time, your thinking, memory, and psychiatric 
symptoms will be briefly assessed, and you will be asked to complete two decision-making tasks. In the first one, 
you gamble with play money and in the second one you play a weather forecaster. At the end of each decision-
making task there is a brief questionnaire to fill out. The second meeting takes place 1 month later. As opposed to 
the first meeting, this subsequent meeting just takes one hour and a half and only involves completion of the 
decision-making tasks.  
 
 
Risk: You are at no risk from participating in this study. Benefits: While you may not benefit directly from this 
study, the results may lead to the development of more effective medications for the treatment of schizophrenia and 
similar illnesses. Confidentiality: Your identity and all information obtained during the course of this study will be 
kept completely confidential at all times. The study records will be identified by code numbers and the data will be 
stored in locked files and will be available only to the study researchers. You will not be identified in any 
publication or reports. Voluntary Nature of Study: Freedom to Withdraw or Participate: Participation in this study is 
voluntary. You may withdraw from this study at any time, and your withdrawal will not affect the quality of your 
healthcare at this or any other hospital, now or in the future.  
 
PARTICIPANT’S STATEMENT AND SIGNATURE SECTION: 
I, ____________________________________, have read and understood the consent form for this study. I have had 
the purposes, procedures, and technical language of this study explained to me. I have been given sufficient time to 
consider the above information and to seek advice if I chose to do so. I have had the opportunity to ask questions 
which have been answered to my satisfaction. I am voluntarily signing this form. I will receive a copy of this 
consent form for my information. If at any time I have further questions, problems or adverse events, I can contact 
Dr. Richard Beninger, a director of the study, at (613) 533-2486. I can also contact the Head of the Department of 
Psychology at Queen’s University, Dr. Vern Quinsey, at (613) 533-2492, or the Chair of the Queen's  University 
Health Sciences and Affiliated Teaching Hospitals Research Ethics Board, Dr. Albert Clark, at (613) 533-6081. 
 
By signing this consent form, I am indicating that I agree to participate in this study. 
____________________________________________    ___________________ 
                         Signature of Patient                                          Date 
____________________________________                   ___________________ 
                         Signature of Witness                                        Date 
 
STATEMENT OF INVESTIGATOR: 
I, or one of my colleagues, have carefully explained to the participant the nature of the above research study. I 
certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the participant understands clearly the nature of the study and demands, 
benefits, and risks involved. 
__________________________________________   ______________________                                                            
  Signature of Principal Investigator or Designate                      Date
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Royal Ottawa
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Fondation de sante mentale
Royal Ottawa
Foundation for Mental Heaith

University of Ottawa
nstitute of Mental
Health Research

Institut de recherche
en sante mentale
de lUniversité d’Ottawa

Dear Ms. Bradford,

This letter is to acknowledge receipt of your e-mail (dated August 10, 2007) with supporting
attachments in which you address points expressed to you in our letter (dated July 23, 2007) and
provide revised copies of the Protocol, Consent Form - Patients , and Consent Form — Control
Participants for the above-titled protocol. In addition, you provide a signed privacy
acknowledgement form.

Your responses to questions regarding the Protocol and modifications made to the Protocol and
Information and Consent Forms have been reviewed and your protocol has now received
approval for the period of one (1) year from the date of this letter.

This approval is contingent upon maintaining adherence to the normal approval process, namely,

• reporting to the Board any adverse events of the project in progress
• seeking prior approval from the Board of any direct use of public media to recruit

research participants

Approval will be reconsidered if Hospital!Institutional resources are used beyond those specified
on the Checklist of Resources or the Impact on Hospital resources andlor if Grant funding applied
for is not received. However, in either case, the protocol can be re-submitted with revised
Checklist information and will be reconsidered.

Annual progress reports must be submitted to the Board for continuation of Research Ethics
approval. A termination report is required at the conclusion of the study.

Sincerely, on behalf of the Board,

a
Alan Douglass, MD FRCP
Dip. ABSM; Dip. ABPN
Chair, Research Ethics Board

1145, avenue Carhng Avenue, Ottawa (Ontario) K1Z 7K4 T. 613.722.6521 www.rohcg-ssro.on.ca
Mental health and well-being Jbr all . La sante mentale et le mieux-être pour chacun

( Services de sante

Roya I Ottawa
Health Care Group

RESEARCH ETHICS BOARD

August13, 2007
Lisa Bradford, MA (PhD candidate)
Principal Investigator

Re: REB# 2007026
Atypical Antipsychotic Medications: Effects on Learning and Memory in
Schizophrenia.
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QULI1N’S UINIVIKSIIY HIAL If! SC11td’CES & AI’FILIA1FJ) 1’EAcHIr%
HOSPITALS RESEARCH ETHICS BOARD Qj,iI,eeIYS

Queen’s University, in accordance with the “Tn-Council Policy Statement, 1998” prepared by the Medical Research
Council, Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada and Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada requires that research projects involving human subjects be reviewed annually to
determine their acceptability on ethical grounds.

A Research Ethics Board composed of:

Dr. A.F. Clark Emeritus Professor, Department of Biochemistry, Faculty of Health
Sciences, Queen’s University (Chair)

Dr. S. Burke Emeritus Professor, School of Nursing, Queen’s University

Rev. T. Deline Community Member

Dr. M. Evans Community Member

Mr. C. Kenny Community Member

Ms. C. Knott Research & Evaluation, Southeastern Regional Geriatric Program,
Providence Continuing Care Centre — St. Mary’s of the Lake Hospital Site

Dr. J. Low Emeritus Professor, Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
Queen’s University and Kingston General Hospital

Dr. W. Racz Emeritus Professor, Department of Pharmacology & Toxicology, Queen’s

Dr. H. Richardson Assistant Professor, Department of Community Health & Epidemiology
Project Coordinator, NCIC CTG, Queen’s University

Dr. B. Simchison Assistant Professor, Department of Anesthesiology, Queen’s University

Dr. A.N. Singh WHO Professor in Psychosomatic Medicine and Psychopharmacology
Professor of Psychiatry and Pharmacology
Chair and Head, Division of Psychopharmacology, Queen’s University
Director & Chief of Psychiatry, Academic Unit, Quinte Health Care.
Belleville General Hospital

Dr. E. Tsai Assistant Professor, Department of Paediatrics and Office of Bioethics,
Queen’s University

Ms. K. Weisbaum LL.B. and Adjunct Instructor, Department of Family Medicine (Bioethics)

has examined the protocol and consent form for the project entitled “Atypical Antipsychotic Medications: Effects
on Learning and Memory in Schizophrenia” as proposed by Ms. Lisa Bradford and Dr. Richard Beninger of the
Department of Psychology and Dr. Kola Oyewumi of the Department of Psychitary at Queen’s University and
considers it to be ethically acceptable. This approval is valid for one year. If there are any amendments or changes
to the protocol affecting the subjects in this study, it is the responsibility of the principal investigator to notify the
Research Ethics Board. Any unexpected serious adverse event occurring locally must be reported within 2 working
days or earlier if required by the study sponsor. All other serious adverse events must be reported within 15 days
after becoming aware of the information.”

Chair, Research Ethics Board Date
ORIGINAL TO INVESTIGATOR - COPY TO DEPARTMENT HEAD- COPY TO HOSPITAL(S) - P&T - FILE COPY

PSYC-063-07
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Appendix L 

 

Weather Prediction Task Pilot Data Using Healthy Participants (N = 15) 
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Appendix M 

 

Iowa Gambling Task Pilot Data Using Healthy Participants (N = 15) 
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Appendix N 
 

Weather Prediction Task Performance for Controls and Unmedicated Patients Pre- and Post-
Treatment, Divided into Antipsychotic Medication Subgroups 

 

 
CON controls (N = 16); UNMED/OLZ unmedicated/olanzapine (N = 9);  
UNMED/QTP unmedicated/quetiapine (N = 2); UNMED/RISP unmedicated/risperidone (N = 1) 
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Appendix O 
 

Iowa Gambling Task Performance for Controls and Unmedicated Patients Pre- and Post-
Treatment, Divided into Antipsychotic Medication Subgroups 

 

 
CON controls (N = 16); UNMED/OLZ unmedicated/olanzapine (N = 9);  
UNMED/QTP unmedicated/quetiapine (N = 2); UNMED/RISP unmedicated/risperidone (N = 1) 
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Appendix P 
 

Scatterplot Between Weather Prediction Task Performance and Negative Symptoms at Time 1 
for Medicated Patients (N = 21)  
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